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High Nunton solar farm and energy storage
facility proposal
1.1. Introduction
1.1.1. This Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) has been prepared on
behalf of High Nunton Solar Ltd and accompanies the application for planning
permission for a solar farm and energy storage facility at High Nunton Farm, near
Borgue, Dumfries and Galloway.
1.1.2. The proposed Solar farm and energy storage facility (the Proposal) would have an
installed capacity of up to 49.9MW and a rated output of 29.9MW to the national grid.
The solar photovoltaic (PV) component of the Proposal will have a generation
capacity of 29.9MW. The Proposal will generate low carbon electricity and will also
provide a range of services (including balancing, frequency and voltage
management) to the local and national grid, to support the electrical grid resilience
and capacity for renewable energy into the future.
1.1.3. An Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) is a document that sets out
the findings of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). An EIA is a process for
identifying the “likely significance of environmental effects” (beneficial or adverse)
arising from a proposed development, by comparing the existing environmental
conditions prior to development (the baseline) with the environmental conditions
during/following the construction, operational and, where relevant, the
decommissioning phases of a development should it proceed. The EIA is carried out
prior to the submission of a planning application.
1.1.4. The statutory requirements for carrying out an EIA, the content of the EIAR, and
the procedures for determining planning applications for ‘EIA Development’ are set
out within the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Scotland) Regulations 2017 (as amended) (the ‘EIA Regulations’).
1.1.5. Where an application is made for planning permission for EIA Development, the
local planning authority (LPA) is not permitted under the EIA Regulations to grant
planning permission unless it has first taken the relevant environmental information
into consideration.
In order to determine if it is necessary to undertake an EIA to accompany a planning
application, Regulation 6 of the EIA Regulations makes provision for an applicant to
apply to a Local Planning Authority (LPA) for a ‘Screening Opinion’ as to whether an
EIA is required.
1.2. Background
1.2.1. This Proposal has been developed by the Maitland family, a local farming family
seeking to diversity their farming business to protect its long-term viability and to help
address the climate emergency.
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1.2.2. The site is well suited for a solar farm and energy storage facility as it is naturally
well screened, it benefits from a good local micro-climate for solar irradiation and it
has a viable grid connection.
1.3. D&G Policy and Strategy drivers:
1.3.1. The 2019 Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan 2 sets out a Spatial
Strategy which includes an Energy Strategy referring to National and UK policies for
tackling Climate Change. It sets out that Energy proposals will be principally
assessed against the provisions of Policies OP1 and IN1. This assessment is
covered in more detail in the submitted Planning Statement.
1.3.2. The wider strategy for renewable energy proposals is set out in Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP) 2014 and the 3rd Scottish National Planning Framework (2014). These
are soon to be replaced by the 4th Scottish National Planning Framework which is
currently in consultation. This updated policy framework sets out the Government's
direction for addressing the two current issues of the Covid Pandemic and the
Climate Emergency.
1.3.3. The 4th National Planning Framework consultation draft was published on 10th
November 2021 and contains Part 1 - A National Spatial Strategy for Scotland 2045.
This begins: We have set a target of net zero emissions by 2045, and must make
significant progress towards this by 2030. This will require new development and
infrastructure across Scotland.
1.3.4. In Part 3 - Planning Policies, the Framework has a section on Green Energy and
states:
The planning system should support all forms of renewable energy development
and energy storage, together with new and replacement transmission and
distribution infrastructure.
a) Local development plans should seek to ensure that an area's full potential for
electricity and heat from renewable sources is achieved. Opportunities for new
development, extensions and repowering of existing renewable energy
developments should be supported.
b) Development proposals for all forms of renewable energy and low-carbon fuels,
together with enabling works such as transmission and distribution infrastructure,
and energy storage such as battery storage, should be supported in principle.
j) Development proposals for solar arrays should be supported where the planning
authority is satisfied that the arrays would not adversely affect (including the effect
of glint and glare) residential amenity, road safety, historic environment assets, or
aviation interests. Ground mounted arrays should be installed using pile driven or
screw foundations rather than trench foundations to facilitate restoration of the site.
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1.4. Environmental Impact Assessment
1.4.1. In accordance with Scottish law certain projects must be the subject of a particular
process of assessment by reason of their size, nature and the likelihood that they will
have significant effects upon the environment. This assessment process is known as
environmental impact assessment (EIA). Some projects are subject to an automatic
requirement for EIA, principally those of very large size or with all-but-inevitable
adverse effects on the environment. Others, of a lesser size, are tested against a
number of criteria to identify whether EIA is required. This is considered in greater
detail in relation to the Proposal at Chapter Three below.
1.4.2. Aside from its size, the Proposal is located close to a number of sensitive features,
including dwellings, areas of ecological importance, areas of cultural heritage
interest, and important landscape feature areas. The Proposal was subject to an
Environmental Impact Screening Opinion and Scoping Opinion issued by the LPA.
The Scoping Opinion is attached in Appendix 1.1, including the subsequent
amendment to it agreed with the LPA on 25th June 2021 (Appendix 1.2). The
Scoping Opinion confirmed that the matters to be considered in the EIAR were:
•

Heritage including archaeology

•

Landscape and Visual Impact

•

Ecology

•

Ground Conditions, Hydrology, Hydrogeology and Peat

1.4.3. As a result, the Local Planning Authority has concluded that an EIA Report (EIAR)
– also known as an Environmental Statement (ES) - is required for the Proposal as
required by the EIA Regulations. This requirement is also discussed in more detail in
Chapter Three.
1.5. Purpose of this Environmental Impact Assessment Report (the
EIAR)
1.5.1. This EIAR documents the overall findings of the EIA for the Proposal. It is a legal
requirement for applications relating to EIA projects to be accompanied by an EIAR.
1.5.2. The EIAR consists of two parts:
•

The EIAR - a comprehensive document drawing together all the relevant
information about the project, and

•

The Appendices to the EIAR, including the Non-Technical Summary (NTS),
comprising a brief report summarising the principal sections of the EIAR in nontechnical language, which should be readily understandable by a wide audience,
easily distributed, and accessible in a range of different media types and formats.
The Non-Technical summary is included in Appendix 2.1.

1.5.3. In addition to the main body of the EIAR and its appendices, certain other
information accompanies this EIAR and the planning application. This includes:
•

Planning Statement
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•

Design and Access Statement

•

Construction Environmental Management Plan

•

Interim Construction Traffic Management Plan

•

Glint and Glare Assessment

•

Noise Assessment

•

Pre-Application Consultation (PAC) Report

•

Landscaping Plan

•

Detailed Proposal Designs

PROSPUS CONSULTING

1.5.4. This EIAR is structured as follows:
1)

Introduction and Proposal Information: Chapters One and Two provide the
background to the Proposal, set out the details of the Proposal, and the requirements
for an EIA in relation to the Proposal’s nature and location (the Proposal Site).
•
•
•

The Scoping Opinion is included in Appendix 1.1
The amendment to the Scoping Opinion is included in Appendix 1.2
The Non-technical summary is included in Appendix 2.1

2) Alternatives: Chapter Three outlines the main alternatives studied and an indication of
the main reasons for choices, taking into account environmental effects.
3) Planning Policy: Chapter Four outlines the relevant planning policy impacting on the
Proposal.
4) Technical Assessments: Chapters Five to Eight summarise the findings of a series of
detailed environmental impact assessments undertaken as part of the EIA. A list of the
detailed assessments of environmental effects considered are as follows:
Chapter Five - Cultural heritage including archaeology.
• Appendix 3.1 provides the report on the archaeology that is referred to in
this chapter
• Appendix 3.2 provides details of the Archaeological Investigations Report
referred to in this Chapter.
Chapter Six - Landscape and visual amenity.
• Appendix 4.1 (Parts One and Two) provides the LVIA Supporting Images
and Figures that accompany this Chapter.
Chapter Seven - Ecology and biodiversity
• Appendix 5.1 provides the preliminary ecological assessment (PEA) for the
site
• Appendix 5.2 provides the preliminary ecological assessment (PEA) for the
construction access track.
• Appendix 5.3 provides the ground water dependent terrestrial ecosystem
(GWDTE) survey for the site
• Appendix 5.4 provides the great crested newt survey report
• Appendix 5.5 provides the otter survey report
• Appendix 5.6 provides the bat activity survey report
• Appendix 5.7 provides the breeding bird report
• Appendix 5.8 provides the ground level tree assessment (GLTA) and aerial
tree inspection report
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Appendix 5.9 provides the Badger survey report. It is requested that this be
retained as CONFIDENTIAL
Appendix 5.10 provides the Migratory and wintering bird survey report
Appendix 5.11 provides the biodiversity net gain calculations and
associated plans.

Chapter Eight - Hydrology, Ground Conditions, Hydrology, Hydrogeology
and Peat
• Appendix 6.1 provides the figures referred to in this chapter
• Appendix 6.2 provides the ground water dependent terrestrial ecosystem
(GWDTE) survey for the site
• Appendix 6.3 provides the runoff calculations referred to in this chapter
• Appendix 6.4 provides details of the draft pollution prevention plan
1.5.5. The structure of each of these chapters is set out as follows:
i.

Introduction - Each chapter is led by a short introduction which introduces the
topic and explains why it is relevant to the Proposal.

ii.

Purpose of the Study - A short section outlining the reasons why the study
described in that chapter was undertaken.

iii.

Study Area - A detailed description of the study area considered in the chapter
under discussion, with an explanation of the reasons for doing so.

iv.

Relevant Legislation and Planning Policy – Outline of relevant legislation and
planning policy related to each topic.

v.

Assessment Methodology – Outline of methodology applied to the assessment,
including Physical Scope and Temporal Scope.

vi.

Baseline and Results of Investigations – Details on the results of investigations
and baseline details specific to each topic.

vii.

Effects Assessment – Identification of likely receptors to effects associated with
the Proposal along with an assessment of the magnitude and subsequent
significance of effects. A zone of influence of the aspect can be mapped where
appropriate to assist in understanding the cumulative effects with other
projects.

viii.

Inter-relationships Between Environmental Aspects – Cross referencing to
other relevant aspects where necessary.

ix.

Mitigation, Compensation, Enhancement and Monitoring – Outline of measures
to mitigate, compensate, enhance and monitor those significant effects
identified in the impact assessment.

x.

Residual Effects – Identification of residual effects following implementation of
mitigation, compensation and enhancement measures.

1.5.6. Chapters Nine to Twelve provide information on cumulative effects, related and
consequential effects, any transboundary effects, the proposed mitigation,
compensation and enhancement measures and a summary of the residual effects of
the Proposal.
1.5.7. Chapter Thirteen provides a summary of the various technical assessments that
have been undertaken as part of the EIA process.
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1.5.8. A glossary of terms used throughout the EIAR has been provided in Chapter
Fourteen. For ease of reference items within lists are identified by lower case letters,
rather than bullet points. It should be noted that this does not imply any prioritisation
of the list’s contents.
1.5.9. A Statement of qualifications is set out in Chapter Fifteen as required under
Regulation 5(5)(b) of the EIA Regulations.
1.5.10. A Bibliography is included in Chapter Sixteen.
1.5.11. A list of the supporting Appendices is included in Chapter Seventeen.
1.5.12. Where possible, figures are contained within the EIAR text. However, where this is
not possible as a consequence of their size, they are presented within an appendix to
which they are referenced to.
1.5.13. All appendices to the EIAR are contained as separate documents for ease of
reference.
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Project Description
2.1.1. The Proposal comprises a solar PV and energy storage facility as described below.
Planning consent is sought for a 35-year period after which it can be removed and
the land returned to agricultural use.
2.1.2. The location of the Proposal Site is shown on Figure 2.1 and the general
arrangement of the Proposal is shown in Figure 2.2. The Proposed Development
would have an installed capacity of up to 49.9MW DC and a rated output of 29.9MW
AC to the national grid. The solar PV component of the Proposal will have a
generation capacity of 29.9MW DC. The Proposal will generate low carbon electricity
and will also provide a range of services (including balancing, frequency and voltage
management) to the local and national grid, to support the electrical grid resilience
and capacity for renewable energy into the future.
2.1.3. The Proposal is formed of a number of distinct sections separated by the natural
features of High Nunton Farm, including existing and proposed areas of woodland
and other areas of enhanced biodiversity.
2.1.4. A new ~2.7kM circular permissive footpath and amenity area is included within the
Proposal to provide enhanced amenity space to the local community. This circular
walk connects to the existing core path 195.
The Proposal, as submitted, comprises the following key components:
•

Construction vehicle access from the A755, between High Borgue and
Boreland of Borgue.

•

Infrequent maintenance access from the A727 at Culraven Farm.

•

44,744 Solar panels that are mounted on metal frames. The lower edge of
a solar panel will be 0.9m from average ground level and the highest point
is 2.96m from average ground level.

•

A 2m high wire and post deer fence around the PV Array area will form the
security fence

•

CCTV cameras that are positioned on 3.0m high poles near the security
fence

•

133 string inverters mounted to the solar frames and 4 ground mounted
electricity transformers

•

A project and DNO substation

•

A customer cabin for spare equipment

•

A communication cabin and communication tower

•

20 energy storage containers, inverters and associated equipment

•

Internal access tracks for construction and maintenance will be 3.5m wide,
with passing places, and made of crushed stone

•

10.5ha of new native woodland

•

5.6ha of new scrubland
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•

0.64km new hedgerows and gaps filled

•

~2.7km permissive circular footpath
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2.1.5. The photovoltaic panels would be laid out in straight arrays set at an angle of
approximately 25 degrees from horizontal. The top north edges of the panels are
generally 2.96m above average ground level. The lower edges of the panels would
be approximately 0.9m above average ground level. The arrays would be static. The
positioning of the arrays respond to existing physical features (e.g. topography, water
courses) and separation distances are provided between such features, these
include overshadowing, biodiversity, ecology and hydrology considerations and
maintenance areas. The separation distances have been guided by technical studies.
2.1.6. The metal framework that houses the solar panels would be fixed into the ground
by posts. The posts will be fixed into the ground (by either direct piling, screw piling or
localised boring and grouting, subject to detailed ground investigations and full
design) to a depth of around 1.5m. An archaeological investigation has taken place to
assess the likelihood of this process harming any important archaeological remains.
2.1.7. A central compound will be formed which will act as a construction and operational
compound to facilitate loading, storage and parking. The proposed colour scheme for
the switchgear substations, transformers, and AC boxes is RAL 6005 Moss Green.
2.1.8. The arrays would be set within a 2.0m high timber and post deer stock fence
around the Application Site that will serve as a security fence. The security fence has
been designed to permit small mammals through the site.
2.1.9. The security measures that will accompany the Proposal also include CCTV.
CCTV cameras will be positioned on 3.0m high poles along the security fence.
2.1.10. The main onsite cable routes will be concealed and laid underground in trenches of
approximately 0.6-1m deep except for where they approach and cross existing water
features where they will be laid in trunking above ground level. All buried cables will
be buried according to current best practice, including soil handling techniques.
Cable routes would run alongside access tracks where-ever possible. Where cable
traverse field boundaries, micro siting will take place to allow the developer to run the
cables through existing gaps in the hedgerows.
2.1.11. All infrastructure will be marked and geolocated to provide an accurate as-built
plan which will aid in the decommissioning of the Proposal and the restoration of the
Proposal Site.
2.1.12. The Proposal also includes a package of landscape, ecological, and biodiversity
benefits. Land between and beneath the panels will continue to be grazed by sheep
in line with current farming practices.
2.1.13. The ecology and biodiversity enhancements include: the planting of 10.5ha of new
native woodland, 5.6ha of new scrubland and 0.64km of hedge; the removal of the
wetland area of Mossmaul (approximately 4.8ha) from intensive farming and the
development of a management plan to ensure its preservation and enhancement;
and the introduction of beetle banks to the site.
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Figure 2.1: Site Location Plan
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Figure 2.2: Site General Arrangement Plan
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Addressing Alternatives
3.1.1. The EIAR must set out an outline of the reasonable alternatives studied by the
Applicant and provide an indication of the main reasons for the Applicant’s choice,
including a comparison of the environmental effects (Regulation 5(1)(d) and
Schedule 4).
3.1.2. The description of alternatives should take into account decisions relating to
alternative locations, routes, and design options. The justification for the final choice
and evolution of the scheme development should be made clear.
3.1.3. The alternatives considered were:
•

Do nothing

•

Do something

3.2. Implications of doi ng nothing:
3.2.1. The Scottish Government has set out in the Climate Change (Emissions Reduction
Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019, that Scotland must achieve Net Zero emissions by
2045, with an interim target of achieving at least 75% reduction in emissions from the
baseline of 75% by 2030.
3.2.2. The Scottish energy strategy published in December 2017 sets a 2030 target for
the equivalent of 50% of the energy for Scotland’s heat, transport and electricity
consumption to be supplied by renewable sources. This requires that Scotland more
than doubles its generation from renewables from the 23.8% of total Scottish energy
consumption in 20191.
3.2.3. On the 27 June 2019 Dumfries and Galloway declared a Climate Emergency and
agreed a 12-point plan to address the Climate Emergency.
3.2.4. The Proposal will generate an estimated 29,000MWh annually as well as provide
energy storage and balancing services that will assist the grid to transition to a low
carbon network.
3.2.5. The cost of doing nothing far outweighs the cost of taking positive action now to
reduce carbon emissions, support green jobs and improve biodiversity.
3.3. Doing Something
3.3.1. The Maitland family are keen to improve the viability of their farming business and
to make a positive contribution to carbon reductions.
3.3.2. The cost of securing the necessary grid capacity for any renewable generation on
High Nunton Farm is such that it is not viable to put in a renewable generation project
with less than the current proposed capacity.
3.3.3. The Wind Energy Interim Spatial Framework Maps published as part of the
Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan, Technical Paper, (Sept 2014)
Provisional figure for 2019. https://scotland.shinyapps.io/sg-scottish-energystatistics/?Section=WholeSystem&Chart=RenEnTgt
1
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identifies the area has having a high sensitivity for landscape and visual impact for
large and medium scale wind developments, ruling out wind energy as a suitable
option for low carbon generation on the Proposal Site.
3.3.4. No other renewable energy technologies have been identified as being suitable in
this general location at this scale.
3.3.5. Of the land available to the applicant (the blue land in the Site Location Plan) the
proposal site is considered to offer the least impact in terms of the EIA issues raised
by the LPA at pre-application stage for a solar PV and energy storage proposal. High
level screening was carried out to determine the most visually, ecologically, and
hydrologically sensitive areas and those areas likely to have a sensitive heritage
impact. These areas were assessed against reasonable mitigation and excluded
from the proposal area. The submitted Proposal is considered to be the least
impactful combination of land parcels for a solar PV and associated equipment
Proposal together with suitable structural landscape mitigation.
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Planning Policy Summary
4.1. Introduction
4.1.1.

Planning Policy and the Development Framework are the main consideration in the
determination of planning applications. This matter is fully considered in the Planning
Statement submitted as part of the Planning Application. However, a summary is
presented below.
4.2. Relevant Legi slation and Policy

4.2.1. Under Section 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, in
determining planning applications authorities shall have regard to the development
plan and any other material considerations. Authorities must state if the proposal is
in accordance with the development plan and give reasons for their view.
4.2.2. Examples of such material considerations include any statutory planning policy that
has reached an advanced stage in its adoption process, National Planning Policy or
Guidance, any ministerial statement made by a Minister of the Scottish Parliament.
4.2.3. The area for planning policy is set by Local Planning Authority (LPA) boundaries.
Planning policy for a particular area is prepared and implemented by each LPA which
acts as the planning decision maker.
4.2.4. In this case, the decision maker is the D&G Council and the planning policy area is
D&G County Area which has a series of planning policy documents listed below.
4.2.5. The main policies that apply to this Proposal are the National Planning Framework
3 (NPF3), the Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (SPP) and the 2020 D&G Local Plan 2.
Attention should also be paid to National Planning Framework 4 (NPF4) which is
currently in consultation and is due to replace NPF3. This updated policy document
reflects the Scottish Government’s response to the climate emergency and is
pertinent to the Proposal. The LPA has indicated that the relevant documents to be
considered are: D&G LP2 particularly OP1 and IN1, D&G Landscape Assessment
and other policies as they relate to specific issues such as designated landscapes,
forestry and woodland, trees regional scenic areas and undeveloped coast.
4.2.6. The general thrust of national and Local Planning Policy is to support the transition
to a low carbon future provided any adverse impact from the development can be
avoided or mitigated. To support applicants in this process the policies set out a
series of matters that should be addressed as part of an application.
4.2.7. D&G Council has two main policies for a proposal of this type and a number of
further policies that provide additional detail. The Main policies are:
•

OP1 which is an overarching policy for all development that deals with 7 themes
and which should be applied as relevant to a proposal depending on its size, nature
and location. These themes are: General amenity, heritage, landscape,
biodiversity, transport, sustainability and water environment.
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IN1 which is a specific policy for renewable energy and sets out in more detail than
OP1, the matters that should be specifically addressed for renewable energy
proposals. It adds to the OP1 list such matters as cumulative impact, shadow
flicker, forestry and woodland, tourism, recreation and public access, construction
impacts, site restoration provisions, renewable targets, and greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Impact
Assessment
5.1. Introduction
5.1.1. ‘The historic environment as defined in ‘Our Place in Time’ is ‘The physical
evidence for human activity that connects people with place, linked with the
associations we can see, feel and understand’. It is described as being ‘…a
combination of physical things (tangible) and those aspects we cannot see – stories,
traditions and concepts (intangible). It comprises a variety of structures, landscapes
and features’. The historic environment is the product of millennia of human activity
and is composed of a diverse range of elements, often referred to individually as
heritage assets. These include archaeological sites and monuments and other
historic features or places, such as marine losses, historic landscapes, gardens and
designed landscapes, historic buildings, and battlefields. The cultural significance of
these assets, or ways in which they are valued, is equally diverse.
5.1.2. The EIA process provides a mechanism to identify the potential impacts of
qualifying projects on the historic environment and to allow applicants, competent
authorities, consultation bodies and the public to understand any likely significant
effects. The process also allows applicants and consultees to discuss and agree
mitigation measures necessary to avoid, reduce, or otherwise compensate for those
effects.’
Source: Environmental Impact Assessment Handbook 2018
5.2. Purpose of The Study
5.2.1. This report assesses the impact of the proposed development on heritage/cultural
assets within a set distance of the Proposal Site.
5.2.2. The report aims to consider the significance of heritage assets, both designated
and non-designated, consider the role of setting in contributing to that significance,
and then considering how the proposed development would affect setting and
significance.
5.2.3. The report is intended to be read alongside other topic specific studies as part of
an EIA to consider the impacts of the development as a whole. This report also
considers the outcome of the Scoping Report Dated June 2019, which included a
response from Historic Scotland. The response is provided in full in section 5.6 of
this chapter.
5.2.4. The response in section 5.6 provides the purpose for this report, but the scale of
the project has altered, and the methodology varies slightly from the scoping report to
take account of these changes and the advice given. The means of access has also
altered to be using the existing track from the north of the site, leading off the A755
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5.3. Study Area
5.3.1. The site is agricultural land centred around a property known as High Nunton. It is
farmed by the applicant in connection with his farm, based at Culraven.
Figure 5.1 – Proposal Site Map

5.3.2. During the on-site assessment stage of this report, the author walked fully
around/visited the assets that fell within the ZTV, visiting every listed building within
those settlements and walking the full extent of the conservation areas including its
boundaries, as well as along footpaths which allowed views to the site solar farm.
Also, heritage assets up to 3.5km away were visited to determine whether or not the
site could be seen or would have an impact. Visits were undertaken by the
Archaeologist in Spring 2020 and by the report author in winter 2019 and winter
2021.
5.3.3. The study area is taken to be a 10km radius from the centre of the site, using the
first stage ZTV as a basis for identifying assets within the area. Beyond 10km the
site is likely to appear as part of a much wider landscape with a wide variety of
development and this Proposal would not be prominent due to the low-level form of
development proposed
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5.4. Relevant Legislation and Pl anning Poli cy

5.4.1 There is no all-encompassing Scottish or UK wide guidance relating to Cultural
Heritage Impact Assessment. Therefore, this list draws upon the available guidance at
the point of production.
• Chartered Institute for Archaeologists 2017 Standard and Guidance for Historic
Environment Desk-Based Assessment:
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/CIfAS%26GDBA_3.pdf
• COWRIE 2007 Historic Environment Guidance for the Offshore Renewable Energy
Sector: https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/5876/km-ex-pc-historic-012007historic-environmentguidance-for-the-offshore-renewable-energy-sector.pdf
• COWRIE 2011 Offshore Geotechnical Investigations and Historic Environment
Analysis: Guidance for the Renewable Energy Sector:
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/media/2376/2011-01-offshore-geotechnicalinvestigationsand-historic-environment-analysis-guidance-for-the-renewableenergy-sector.pdf
• Historic Environment Scotland 2019 Historic Environment Scotland Policy
Statement May 2019:
• https://www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-support/planning-andguidance/historic-environment-policy-for-scotland-heps/
• Historic Environment Scotland 2016 Historic Environment Circular 1:
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-andresearch/publications/publication/?publicationId=ec209755-9bf8-4840-a1d8a61800a9230d
• Historic Environment Scotland’s Managing Change in the Historic Environment
series: https://www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-support/planning-andguidance/legislationand-guidance/managing-change-in-the-historic-environmentguidance-notes/
• ICOMOS 2011 Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World
Heritage Properties: http://www.icomos.org/world_heritage/HIA_20110201.pdf
• Key Agencies Group National and Major Developments: An Agency Joint
Statement on Pre-application Engagement:
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0048/00487380.pdf
• Scottish Government 2011 Planning Advice Note 2/2011: Planning and
Archaeology: http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/355385/0120020.pdf
• Scottish Government 2014 Scottish Planning Policy:
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2014/06/5823
• Scottish Government 2013 Planning Advice Note 1/2013: Environmental Impact
Assessment (amended 2017):
http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2013/08/6471/downloads
• Scottish Government 2017 Planning Circular 1 2017: Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations 2017: http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2017/05/6292
• Transport Scotland et al 2007 Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Vol
11, Section 3 Part 2: Cultural Heritage:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/section3/ha20807
.pdf
• Historic Environment Scotland (2018) Environmental Impact Assessment Handbook.
• The Scottish Government (2014) Scottish Planning Policy.
• The Scottish Government (2011) PAN 2/2011 Planning and Archaeology.
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• Dumfries and Galloway Council (2019) Local Development Plan 2.
• The Institute for Archaeologists (2014) Standard and Guidance for Historic
Environment Desk-Based Assessment.
Table 5.1 – Legislative Assessment Summary
Policy/legislation

Summary of requirements

Scheme response

Planning (Listed
Buildings and
Conservation Areas)
(Scotland) Act 1997

This Act gives special
protection to listed buildings
and conservation areas that
are considered to be of
special architectural and / or
historic interest.

The Assessment has identified
the relevant designated heritage
assets including listed buildings
and conservation areas affected
by the Proposal and, assessed
potential impacts and identified
appropriate levels of mitigation
where necessary.

Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979

This Act gives statutory
protection to any structure,
building or area of
archaeological remains that
is considered to be of
particular historic and / or
archaeological interest.

The assessment has confirmed
that there are no scheduled
monuments or archaeological
remains as defined by the Act
within the study area or the
immediate surrounding area.

National Planning
Framework 3
(‘NPF3’)

Chapter of the NPF3 ‘A
natural resilient place,
contains policies relating to
the treatment of the historic
environment in the planning
process. ‘The historic
environment is an integral
part of our well-being and
cultural identity’

The accompanying Planning
Advice Note 2/2011 ‘Planning
and Archaeology ‘describes how
the policies set out in the NPF
are to be applied.

Policy HE1: Listed Buildings.

The assessment will consider the
impact of the Proposal on the
setting of any listed buildings
within the study area,
considering the role of setting in
their significance.

Policy HE3: Archaeology.

The assessment will consider the
Proposal’s impacts on
archaeological assets, the
archaeological report, and any
required follow on work to ensure
that there is no substantial harm
to any assets or their setting.
Notably in this policy recording,

Dumfries and
Galloway Council
Local Development
Plan 2
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analysis and publication can be
used where development is to
proceed.

5.5. Assessment Methodology
5.5.1. This chapter includes an outline of methodology applied to the assessment:
a. Identify the relevant national and local policies and guidance.
b. Summarise the available baseline information.
c. Set out the scope of further baseline studies and surveys to be undertaken.
d. Identify the likelihood of significant impacts and potential mitigation measures.
e. Identify areas of uncertainty regarding the proposal, its potential impacts or the
baseline that will necessitate further pre-application consultation.
f. Identify additional supporting information to be presented, such as visualisations.
g. Set out the proposed assessment methodology to include:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.

Current landscape or townscape context, including land use, form, and
scale of neighbouring structures.
Views to, from and across or beyond the asset.
Key vistas both designed and fortuitous.
The prominence of the historic asset in views throughout the
surrounding area.
Aesthetic qualities, both designed and fortuitous.
General and specific views including foregrounds and backdrops.
Views from within an asset outwards over key elements in the
surrounding landscape, such as the view from the principal room of a
house, or from a roof terrace.
Relationships with other features, both built and natural; and
Non-visual factors such as historical, artistic, literary, place name, or
scenic associations, intellectual relationships (e.g., to a theory, plan, or
design), or sensory factors.

5.5.2. In addition, dynamic and sequential views when approaching or moving around the
asset may be relevant to its cultural significance. This is particularly likely to be the
case in relation to extensive assets, such as designed landscapes and battlefields,
where dynamic and sequential views may be key to an appreciation of design or the
role of topography in events, for example.
5.5.3. It will include an assessment of effects, construction, and operational stages of the
Proposal, as well as cumulative effects of other developments.
5.5.4. Professional judgement, based on this research within the study area and on-site
appraisal, has been applied to assess the potential for currently unknown sub-surface
heritage assets (archaeological remains) to be present.
5.5.5. The importance (value) of identified heritage assets has been determined using
criteria derived from ICOMOS guidelines (Appendix 3A). In accordance with the NPF,
the level of detail given is proportionate to the assets significance and no more than
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is sufficient to understand the potential impacts of the Proposal. Table 5.2 below
summarises the value ascribed to the various categories of heritage asset
Table 5.2 – Determining the importance / sensitivity of resource
Importance/
sensitivity of
resource or
receptor
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Criteria

• World Heritage Sites (including nominated sites)
• Heritage assets of acknowledged international importance
• Other buildings of recognised international importance
• Historic landscapes or townscapes of international
importance
• Scheduled monuments
• Heritage assets of acknowledged national importance
• Grade A and Grade B listed buildings
• Other listed buildings of acknowledged national importance
• Conservation areas containing buildings of acknowledged
national importance
• Historic landscapes or townscapes of national importance
• Grade C listed buildings
• Conservation areas
• Heritage assets of acknowledged regional importance
• Other buildings of acknowledged regional importance
• Historic landscapes or townscapes of regional importance
• Locally listed buildings
• Other buildings of acknowledged local importance
• Heritage assets of limited importance, but with potential to
contribute to local research objectives
• Historic landscapes or townscapes of local importance
• Historic buildings of no architectural or historical note
• Heritage assets with very little or no surviving interest

5.5.6. The magnitude of each impact is assessed using the criteria provided in the below
matrix (Table 5.3). The first type of impacts are direct physical impacts on heritage
assets resulting from works associated with the construction of the Proposal. These
direct impacts take the form of disturbance to, or removal of, part or all of known or
potential sub-surface heritage assets (archaeological remains) within the Proposal
Site boundary. They may also take the form of changes to the fabric or composition
of above ground heritage assets within the application boundary, including adverse
impacts caused to designated heritage assets such as scheduled monuments, listed
buildings, conservation areas and registered parks and gardens. It is not anticipated
that any such direct physical impacts will occur outside the Proposal Site boundary
5.5.7. The second type of impacts are direct impacts to the setting of a heritage asset,
caused by the physical presence of the Proposal. Impacts to the setting of heritage
assets usually take the form of changes to the views to and from the assets but may
take the form of changes in the way the asset is experienced, such as those due to
increases in noise or night-time light levels. Heritage assets assessed with regard to
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likely impacts to their settings in this chapter include, but are not limited to, SAMS
and listed buildings.
Table 5.3 - Assessing magnitude of impact
Magnitude
of impact*
Major
Moderate

Minor
Negligible
No
Change

Criteria
• Change to most or all of the heritage asset, such that it is totally altered
• Comprehensive changes to the setting of an asset
• Changes to a large part of the heritage asset, such that it is clearly
modified
• Changes that affect the setting of an asset that affect its character
• Changes to a heritage asset, such that it is slightly altered
• Slight changes to the setting of a heritage asset
• Very minor changes to a heritage asset or its setting
• No change to the heritage asset or its setting

*Magnitude of impacts can be positive or negative
5.5.8. The assessment of the likely significance of effects of the Proposal on heritage
assets has been undertaken. The following summarises how information regarding
the value of the asset and the magnitude of impact is combined to arrive at an
assessment of the significance of effect. The matrix is not intended to ‘mechanise’
judgements of the significance of effects but to act as a check to ensure that such
judgements are reasonable and balanced. In order to enable professional judgement
to be brought to bear in the exercise, in some cases the matrix allows for a choice of
significance of effect when a magnitude of impact and a value are combined. Those
effects shaded bold are considered to be significant effects.
5.5.9. The following Table 5.4 is used to deliver an easily understood assessment tool,
based on the outcomes of the significance assessment stages.
Table 5.4 - Assessing significance of impact
Importance/ Magnitude of Impact
sensitivity
No Change Negligible
of resource
or receptor
Very High
Neutral
Slight
High

Neutral

Slight

Medium

Neutral

Low

Neutral

Negligible

Neutral

Neutral or
Slight
Neutral or
Slight
Neutral

Minor

Moderate

Major

Moderate
or Large
Moderate
or Slight
Slight

Large or
Very Large
Moderate
or Large
Moderate

Very Large

Neutral or
Slight
Neutral or
Slight

Slight
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5.6. Scopi ng Results
5.6.1. The following section includes responses from Consultees to the EIA Scoping
Request for the Proposal.
Historic Environment Scotland
Thank you for your consultation which we received on 09 August 2019 about the above
scoping report. We have reviewed the details in terms of our historic environment
interests. This covers world heritage sites, scheduled monuments and their settings,
category A-listed buildings and their settings, inventory gardens and designed landscapes,
inventory battlefields and historic marine protected areas (HMPAs).
Your own archaeological and cultural heritage advisors will also be able to offer advice on
the scope of the cultural heritage assessment. This may include heritage assets not
covered by our interests, such as unscheduled archaeology, and category B- and C-listed
buildings.
Proposed Development
We understand that the proposed development comprises a solar photovoltaic farm with a
capacity of up to 30MW, approximately 92,000 solar modules occupying approximately 34
hectares. Additional infrastructure will include 20-25 converter stations and associated
transformers, a substation building, 2-2.5m security fencing, access from the B727 and a
construction compound.
Scope of assessment
Potential direct physical impacts
We can confirm that there are no scheduled monuments, category A listed buildings,
Inventory battlefields, gardens and designed landscapes or World Heritage Sites within the
proposed development site.
Potential setting impacts
There are a number of heritage assets within our remit in the vicinity of the development
whose settings have the potential to be adversely impacted by it. The annex to this letter
gives details of a number of assets which appear likely to experience impacts. This list
should not be treated as exhaustive, and is only intended as a reference to those assets
which at this stage appear most likely to be impacted.
Potential cumulative impacts
We note that it is proposed to scope out the assessment of potential cumulative impacts
as there are no other solar photovoltaic projects in the surrounding area. We consider that
cumulative impacts could arise from other types of development as well as solar projects
and this aspect should be considered before the decision is taken to scope out any
cumulative impact assessment.
The scoping report
We welcome that potential cultural heritage effects are scoped into the assessment and
we are generally content with the overall methodology set out in chapter 4 of the scoping
report. We have provided further detailed comments on the scoping report in terms of
historic environment impact assessment in the attached annex.
Historic Environment Scotland’s interest
A development proposal in this location has the potential to have impacts on the setting of
a number of historic environment assets. The level of the potential impact is currently
uncertain; we therefore recommend that an assessment of impacts is undertaken to
determine the potential level of impact.
The following heritage assets are in the vicinity of the development, and have the potential
to be impacted by it. This list is not considered to be exhaustive, and we would
recommend that a wider search is undertaken of the surrounding area for potential
impacts in the first instance. It is important to note that some assets have settings that are
particularly sensitive to impacts, and the likely sensitivity of the setting should be used to
help determine which sites are assessed in more detail in the EIA report.
We welcome the use of a ZTV to establish which assets should be assessed in detail;
however, we would note that even where a detailed ZTV indicates that no intervisibility
would be possible from any such assets identified, the potential may remain for the
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development to appear in the background of key views towards these assets, and this
should be considered as part of the assessment.
Scheduled monuments
• Doon Wood, fort, Nun Mill Bridge (SM 1067)
• Castlehill, fort, Compstonend (SM 1061)
• Boreland Mote, motte (SM 1112)
Category A listed buildings
• Borgue Old House (LB 3393)
Baseline and Results of Investigations

5.6.2. Appropriate baseline data is essential to the identification and assessment of
impacts and the development of mitigation measures as it provides an objective basis
for all that follows. The requirements for the baseline will vary from project to project,
but, as a guide, the baseline will:
a. Identify heritage assets within the proposal site.
b. Identify heritage assets in the surrounding area that may be affected by the
proposal as a result of change within their setting.
c. Where appropriate, consider the potential for previously unrecorded
archaeology to be affected by the proposal.
d. Describe the value and cultural significance of the potentially affected assets,
and where relevant the contribution of setting to that cultural significance.
a. Identify heritage assets within the Proposal Site.
5.6.3. The only heritage assets within the site are non-designated assets, located using
https://info.dumgal.gov.uk/mapviewers/Archaeology.aspx. A list of these in provided
in Appendix 3.1: Archaeological Sites
5.6.4. There are no other designated heritage assets or non-designated heritage assets
on the Proposal Site.
Figure 5.2 – Extent of HER search and records within 1km of site boundary
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b. Identify heritage assets in the surrounding area that may be affected by the
Proposal as a result of change within their setting.
5.6.5. The HER Archaeology map
(https://info.dumgal.gov.uk/mapviewers/Archaeology.aspx) identifies the following
archaeological heritage assets in the area, beyond the site.

Figure 5.3 – Dumfries and Galloway HER Archaeology Map
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5.6.1. Using Historic Scotland’s HER Record, the following map denotes designated
(above ground) Heritage Assets in the area.

Figure 5.4 Designated Heritage Assets in the vicinity of the site
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Figure 5.4A Zoomed in map of Designated Heritage Assets in the vicinity of the site

5.6.2. There are listed buildings and Scheduled Ancient Monuments in the area, some of
which were identified by Historic Scotland as specific locations to be addressed.
These are as follows:
•

Castle Hill Fort. HER Ref MDG3656 SAM.

•

Doon of Boreland Motte HER Ref MDG3753, A well preserved flat-topped
circular mote with ditch and counterscarp bank. Probably early-mid 12th
century in origin.

•

Doon Wood, Fort. HER Ref MDG3490. Prehistoric domestic and defensive:
fort (includes hill fort and promontory fort)

•

Borgue Old House, Category A listed building:
Important 17th century house now roofless but mostly complete to wall-head.
Unusual plan, not all of one build. Rectangular central block with long walls to
N and S gables to E and W, projecting wings at end bays with gable heads to
S (that to W being shorter), projecting wing (possibly stair tower) to centre of
N wall. To S a single storey outbuilding adjoins the SE tower which probably
originally formed part of a courtyard wall enclosing the S side of the house. 2
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storeys and attics, rubble walling, squared quoins. The RCAHMS Inventory
gives the main block and SE wing as being original, with the SW tower and
the N wing as later additions. The main entrance is centrally placed to the S
elevation and is flanked by generously proportioned windows, all roll-moulded
with thick section mouldings. Most other openings are roll-moulded or
chamfered, a good number of the roll-mouldings have been reused. There is
a roll-moulded chimneypiece to ground with corbel stones supporting lintel,
otherwise few internal features survive. Stacks to gable heads, gables with
remains of kneeler skewputts. Single storey rubble outbuilding abutting SE
tower with to the S wall a rubble voussoired round-arched fireplace (possibly
earlier cooking hearth) converted in 19th century to house brick-lined 2-oven
kiln fireproof roof (partly fallen) to this section with metal angle-irons
supporting large slates. The purpose of the small kiln is not known
•

Borgue Parish Church and churchyard, Category B.
Walter Newall, architect; 1814 porch and interior circa 1890, style of James
Barbour of Dumfries. T-plan neo-Gothic church with square tower to E wall.
Squared coursed rubble, polished red sandstone margins. 2-bay nave with
shallow projecting buttressed porch to S and W gables. N gable with circa
1890 square gabled porch. Wide 4-centre arched windows with unusual 2tiered tracery (an early use of this motif) and hoodmoulds. Small-pane stack.
Tower in 3 stages with intermediate band courses. Single lancets to 1st,
bipartite with hoodmoulds to 2nd, louvred openings to 3rd; cornice, embattled
parapet with squat pinnacles to angles. Kneeler skewputts to gables with
scroll skewputts. Stumps of removed cross-finials remain. Slate roofs
throughout.
To N gable square plan, single-storey later 19th-century porch/vestry; rubble
walling, embattled parapet. To SE re-entrant angle good cast-iron spiral stair
gives access to narrow door at 2nd stage of tower.
INTERIOR: refitted circa 1890, timber lined open truss roof also of 1890date.
Rubble walled churchyard with mainly 19th century stones

•

Borgue Hotel, Category C
Late 19th century. 2-storey 4-bay symmetrical fronted hotel. Rubble walling
with contrasting pale grey granite margins and rusticated quoins. Advanced
centre 2 bays with pair of doorways to ground; panelled doors, fanlight,
flanking this, to ground tripartite windows. All 4 1st floor windows single light;
all sash and case with 8-pane lying-pane glazing. Piended and platform slate
roofs, stepped forward over centre bays; deep timber bracketted eaves; pair
of large canted flat-roofed dormers (early 20th century) with metal framed
windows and lying-pane glazing flank smaller central timber dormer. Tall end
stacks with granite quoins. Rubble flanks: large rendered single storey
addition to rear.

•

Borgue Village Memorial to William Nicholson, Category C
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Circa 1920. Rock-faced granite surround to bronze panel with bas relief
portrait of the poet William Nicholson 1783-1849. Panel sited in W boundary
wall of Borgue School near gate
c. Where appropriate, consider the potential for previously unrecorded archaeology
to be affected by the Proposal.
5.6.3. There are a number of HER records in the area and the site clearly has potential
given the on-site HER record. The agreement of a brief for investigations into the site
was designed to reveal any hidden potential.
5.6.4. Within the site, the only heritage assets are local archaeological records, which
appear to be based on the information shown on the 1854 OS map of the area.

Figure 5.5 1854 OS map of the site area

5.6.5. These all correspond to HER records, as shown in Appendix 3.1 but these are
non-designated heritage assets, and, in some cases, the only reference is to the
map, with it specifically noting that ‘on the ground’ checks are required.
5.6.6. It is clear that there is considerable evidence of former buildings including a castle
and cairn on the maps, and as such within the site and particularly in the land south
of High Nunton there is potential for previously unrecorded archaeology.
5.6.7. However, as a note of caution, the land has been subject to modern farming
practices which may have removed above ground remains as well as remains below
the surface. It was also evident on site that the soil coverage was shallow, with a
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thick stone bed beneath. It may be that a combination of farming practices and
surface geology that no below ground remains exist.
5.6.8. An evaluation has been carried out by Gerry Martin Associates in April 2020 (The
Full Archaeological Evaluation Report is included in Appendix 3.2). The evaluation
found no significant archaeological evidence for which mitigation works would be
required.
5.6.9. Given the onsite assessment, no further archaeological works will be required for
this Proposal and no design requirements based on archaeological needs. Although
potential may exist in locations beyond the investigation’s locations, the chances of
this are random and low.
d. Describe the value and cultural significance of the potentially affected assets, and
where relevant the contribution of setting to that cultural significance.
5.6.10. An on-site assessment of assets was undertaken in January by the report author.
The sites chosen for detailed assessment were based on the following:
•
•
•
•

HER records on site.
Designated assets identified by Historic Scotland.
Designated Assets that occurred within the ZTV analysis up to a 10km distance
from the site.
Dumfries and Galloway does not have a list of Non-Designated Heritage Assets
therefore no buildings beyond the above designations were considered.

5.6.11. For each site, an on-site appraisal was undertaken, assessing the asset against
the following criteria:
a. Current landscape or townscape context, including land use, form, and scale
of neighbouring structures.
b. Views to, from and across or beyond the asset.
c. Key vistas both designed and fortuitous.
d. The prominence of the historic asset in views throughout the surrounding area.
e. Aesthetic qualities, both designed and fortuitous.
f. General and specific views including foregrounds and backdrops.
g. Views from within an asset outwards over key elements in the surrounding
landscape, such as the view from the principal room of a house, or from a roof
terrace.
h. Relationships with other features, both built and natural; and
i. Non-visual factors such as historical, artistic, literary, place name, or scenic
associations, intellectual relationships (e.g., to a theory, plan, or design), or
sensory factors
j. Character of the surrounding landscape
5.6.12. From that assessment a short statement of significance about the asset, including
the role of its setting is formed. These detailed appraisals will inform and guide the
development proposals and location themselves.
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On Site
5.6.13. There are no designated heritage assets on the Proposal Site.
5.6.14. There are HER records on site. None, bar witches thorn, were evident on the
ground at the time of visit and could not be seen from outside the Proposal Site. The
significance of these non-designated asset would be historical and evidential, and
only by further investigation could the significance be full understood.

Figure 5.6 Settings of significance within the site
Off Site
5.6.15. The summaries for these will focus more on the significance of setting for these
structures, although the assessments did consider the contributing factors to
significance themselves using the values suggested by Historic Scotland’s ‘Managing
Change in the Historic Environment: Setting’ (Feb 2020)
5.6.16. The list of assets is the assets found within the study area defined at the outset of
this report
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Table 5.5 – Summary of role of Setting in Significance

On Site Non Designated Heritage Assets/HER
High Nunton
S1 An isolated dwelling with outbuildings which was noted in current
layout on the 1845 maps. It has a limited curtilage and expansive
views over the fields and hills which surround it. It is orientated
towards the sea. The outbuilding and location indicates it was likely a
farm building connected to the land around it. It has a HER record due
to its age, although the building is a traditional vernacular building it is
typical of those in the wider area. Its curtilage is small, but lands may
have extended further. The site has potential evidential significance
as result of its age and possible below ground or constructional details
and chance of finding archaeological evidence, however there are no
historical or communal values. The building is typical of the local area
and as such does not have any material aesthetic significance over
and above it is typifying vernacular form.
Blackcraig
S2 This site lies within a field which has been subject to ground works
associated with the use of the field. The surface is grassed and
relatively smooth although undulating. The HER notes a ‘hay ree’ (a
hay store) appears here on the 1854 map, however there is no above
ground evidence of any building or structure in this field. There are
no obvious raised sections that would be indicative of buried remains.
It is likely that the building was fully removed, and the agricultural
practices have removed below ground remains as well. Soil cover
appears shallow over the fields and it is unlikely that anything will
remain underground, although there will remain potential to find items
associated with the former use within the soil structure. There is thus
limited evidential value but no other values. The landscape was
typified by small, scattered buildings which may have been dwellings
or farm structures. There are views to Borgue Old House over the
land from this point, and to Blackcraig itself. The views are distant and
there appears no logical connection other than visibility, which is likely
to have been fortuitous rather than designed.
Luskie Burn
S3 A small, raised section of ground alongside the river is unusual in this
Findspot
flood plain field which is otherwise quite flat grazing ground. This is
on the edge of the areas suggested as having possible evidential
potential. The HER record suggests a ‘findspot’ but there is no
summary of what, if anything, has been found here. There is no
physical evidence of anything in the marked location or annotated
area, and as such has no other heritage values. This assessment is
limited due to lack of information on the findspot. The mapping offers
no guidance. The farm complex at Old Borgue House is visible but not
easily distinguishable. The significance of this asset lies in evidential
potential.
Luskie Burn
S4 This field was covered with a knee-high crop of kale at the time of
Tower/Wall
inspection. The field appears to have been subject to intensive
processes which has removed some of the natural outcrops and
undulations that typify the surrounding fields. There was no visible
evidence of the tower, wall or farmstead that is reference in the HER.
There was no visible landform to indicate a location. Significance is
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limited to Evidential but noting that works to create a new track
exposed shallow soil surface above a ‘soft’ rock. The combination of
the geology and agricultural practices means it is unlikely that the
ground would contain any significant remains. Fragments may be
found scattered in the area.
As per S4, the field has undergone surface level changes in recent
years and removed many of the surface features, and the field is now
actively cropped, and the ground was not visible. The cairn, likely to
have been a burial cairn with thorn tree (believed to be used by
witches to keep away fairies), had no visible remains. It appears on
the maps and on google earth images as clear circular features in
2009 and 2010. The 2019 images show the same areas, but less
defined. Google earth does not show sufficient detail to know if the
cairn or circular feature existed but there remains a large elevated and
level area within the field which would correlate with the HER and
mapping records. Nothing was visible when walking through the
crops, which did not grow as well here, and the ground was more
visible. There were no above ground remains, but clearly there
remains something here below ground which is evident by the poor
crop growth. With knowledge of the history of the site, it is clear
something did exists here and that there is some evidential value here,
with potential for illustrative values with interpretation. However, as a
private field, with no interpretation it would not be clear that this field
or the elevated section had any historical significance. Of all the
locations on the site, this is the site of most potential to reveal remains,
however further archaeological investigations found no evidence of
any remains and there is no suggesting for further work.

OFF Site Heritage Assets/HER
The summaries for these will focus more on the significance of setting for these structures,
although the detailed assessments do consider the contributing factors to significance
themselves.
Boreland Motte An elevated site with no physical remains above ground, although the motte
is visible. A designated asset resulting from the SAM status. The grounds
around it are cultivated farmlands, and it is visible when travelling towards it
from local viewpoints. It is on the horizon in some views. It is prominent in
the local area and its elevation gives it significant views over the landscape.
There is clear evidential significance and potential for illustrative significance
if there was interpretation. The setting is clearly defined by expansive views
over the farmland which surrounds it, with scattered houses and farms.
There is no clear designed views to other structures in the area. It is typical
in the area that the landscape was not undeveloped but contained scattered
houses, farms, buildings, structures, and walls as well as in earlier times
forts and towers. Changes within the expansive views would not adversely
affect our understanding of the asset, which is not about the detail of the
views, but the expanse of the views themselves. The primary significance
lies within the asset itself and its expansive views.
Doon Wood
A SAM hidden within woodland and overgrown with natural flora and fauna;
however, the curvature of the structure and the levels are still very evident
when explored. There is an informal path to the site from a public footpath.
Now overgrown, it appears as a small, wooded area from a distance, with
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the fort not visible at all. There is no formal access and no interpretation.
Its orientation is clearly to the sea, which is close to the open part of the
horseshoe shape. It would have ‘turned its back’ towards the application
site. To the sides and rear of the fort are managed agricultural ground,
having an even surface. There is no evidence of structures of related
elements. The views were designed to be sea wards, but with defensive
views outwards over the agricultural land which was to the sides and rear.
There is clear evidential, historical, and aesthetic values to the fort and the
wood. The setting is more defined by the orientation of the structure, with
rearwards views being important only because of elevation and defence
rather than a designed view towards a specific direction or structure.
Changes within the expansive rear views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
A SAM adjacent to a road with no visible above ground structure and could
easily be dismissed as a typical raised section of ground in the area. There
was no obvious motte and no interpretation. It was clearly built upon this
elevate section of ground to deliver expansive views for defensive purposes.
The near ground is quite undulating. The road has affected the setting
already by having a strong engineered structure in close proximity. The
views to the site and grazed fields and sky, and the views from the mound
would be much the same. There appears to be no designed views or
connections to other sites. The setting is agricultural landscape with
buildings and structures, including the road, within close proximity and in
distant views. Clearly there are Evidential values on the site. Changes
within the expansive views would not adversely affect our understanding of
the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
A non-designated site, around 900m east of the development. Listed on the
HER as an area of archaeological interest. No public access to the site and
no visible remains. Elevation important for visibility. The views to the site and
grazed fields and sky, and the views from the mound would be much the
same. There appears to be no designed views or connections to other sites.
The setting is agricultural landscape with buildings and structures, including
the road, within close proximity and in distant views. Clearly there are
Evidential values on the site. Changes within the expansive views would
not adversely affect our understanding of the asset so long as expansive
views are preserved.
A category A listed building not occupied and missing a roof. It is orientated
towards the sea views and has a walled garden on the elevation facing the
road, but no principal windows. It is now enclosed with other buildings,
notably a new house in front of it, and farm buildings which form a crescent
around it. There are a number of large trees. The curtilage appears to be
small, including the walled garden and land to the front. The orientation was
deliberate. It is visible from the road but is not dominant. It is only visible as
part of a group from a distance and views to it are localised rather than
distant. Its setting is defined by the small areas of land around it, with some
views having the church behind. There is no clear or designed views
between the church and house. The significance of the building lies with the
building, not its setting, which is quite limited. Development beyond the road
would not affect how we understand the significance of the building or the
lands around it which you would associate with it.
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Category C plaque on granite rock feature within a wall and partially
obscured by overgrown hedge. Significance lies with the plaque itself and
the association with the area as a whole. There a no views except in the
immediate vicinity and works beyond the immediate environs from which it
is viewed would not affect the significance of the asset.
Borgue Hotel
A Category C building within Borgue, roadside with houses in close proximity
on both side boundaries. Dominant in streetscape due to scale and
appearance. Significance appears to lie within the building itself, based on
description by Historic Scotland with aesthetic and communal values. Views
front and back but front is more detailed elevation. Views from rear over
fields and trees. Significance does lie within the building and its relationship
with the village, not the wider landscape. The village is broadly linear, so all
houses have views over the fields to the rear, but other than being part of
the form of the building and the village, the lands beyond its boundaries do
not affect the significance of the building. Changes in the wider landscape
will not affect how this buildings significance is understood.
Borgue Church A Category B listed building, very dominant feature in the landscape, located
on an elevated position the tower is visible on approaches to the village. It
dominates the village and clearly fulfils the purpose that it should be visible
to all and remind everyone of their duty to God in their everyday life. The
tower is a solid square structure without a spire. It appears solid on the
horizon. Within the church yard the setting is much smaller. The walls of
the churchyard enclose the space, preventing views out and from the gates
your views are directed to the church entrance, with the tower behind. When
exiting the church, the views are directed over the churchyard and views
westerly and north westerly which are expansive beyond the modern
housing. Clearly the church itself has a small setting, and values in all forms.
Works in the wider landscape would have no effect on how you appreciate
the church. In the wider landscape, views to the church tower remain
important. Views to the tower should not be obscured and it should remain
the dominant feature in the landscape. Its dominance over a wider area
makes its setting quite large, but it is the dominant feature in that setting and
it is important that views are directed to it -views from the tower out are not
important to understand its significance.
Castle Creavie A SAM within the ZTV zone, so only very distant views of the site. Rugged
Fort/Settlement outcrop with elevated views over the estuary. No clear signs of above
grounds remains. Evidential Value only. The setting is clearly defined by
expansive views over the farmland which surrounds it, with scattered
houses and farms. There is no clear designed views to other structures in
the area. It is typical in the area that the landscape was not undeveloped
but contained scattered houses, farms, buildings, structures, and walls as
well as in earlier times forts and towers. Changes within the expansive
views would not adversely affect our understanding of the asset, which is
not about the detail of the views, but the expanse of the views themselves.
The primary significance lies within the asset itself and its expansive views
High
Fort, A SAM within the ZTV zone, so only very distant views of the site (if visible
beyond buildings and trees) and with elevated views over the estuary.
North Milton
Borgue Church visible on skyline and High Nunton visible using binoculars.
No clear signs of above grounds remains. Evidential Value only. The setting
is clearly defined by expansive views over the farmland which surrounds it,
with scattered houses and farms. There is no clear designed views to other
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structures in the area. It is typical in the area that the landscape was not
undeveloped but contained scattered houses, farms, buildings, structures,
and walls as well as in earlier times forts and towers. Changes within the
expansive views would not adversely affect our understanding of the asset,
which is not about the detail of the views, but the expanse of the views
themselves. The primary significance lies within the asset itself and its
expansive views.
Cup and Ring A SAM within the ZTV area, so only very distant views of the site in
Marked Stone, expansive views. Significance of the stone is the markings and indication of
the prehistoric life in the area. The setting to appreciate these is very limited
High Banks
to the immediate area of the marked stones and is not about the views which
are fortuitous rather than designed.
St Mary Island A designed Landscape which surrounded the former priory, replaced in the
17th Century with a grander noble’s property. The lands formed part of the
grounds. Today they are fringed by mature woodlands and views beyond
are glimpsed. The low level of the land means views are upwards and
outwards which is in contrast to most of the views. The southwest point falls
within the ZTV but views are difficult due to the trees. The trees also direct
all views inwards towards the buildings which now includes a farm and
farmlands. The significance of this landscape is the layout, with strong
woodland boundaries and not the views beyond it. The significance is
evidential and associative given the notable persons who visited or lived
there in local history.
Drummore
A SAM within the ZTV zone, however orientation is away from site, and it is
backed by mature woodland. No views to the site are possible except
Castle Fort
through trees. Originally it may have had expansive views. No clear signs
of above grounds remains. Evidential Value only. The setting is clearly
defined by expansive views over the farmland which surrounds it, with
scattered houses and farms. There is no clear designed views to other
structures in the area. It is typical in the area that the landscape was not
undeveloped but contained scattered houses, farms, buildings, structures,
and walls as well as in earlier times forts and towers. Changes within the
expansive views would not adversely affect our understanding of the asset,
which is not about the detail of the views, but the expanse of the views
themselves. The primary significance lies within the asset itself and its
expansive views.
5.7. The Proposal
5.7.1. The Proposed Development would have an installed capacity of up to 49.9MW DC
and a rated output of 29.9MW AC to the national grid. The solar PV component of the
Proposal will have a generation capacity of 29.9MW DC. It is estimated that the
annual generation would be 29,700MWh annually at installation, which is equivalent
to the electricity consumed by close to 8,000homes. (Assumes the average UK
homes consumes 3,731kWh/year of electricity.)
5.7.2. The metal framework that houses the solar panels would be fixed into the ground
by posts. The posts will be fixed into the ground (by either direct piling, screw piling or
localised boring and grouting, subject to detailed ground investigations and full
design) to a depth of around 1.5m.
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5.7.3. Fencing will be deer fencing using wooden posts fixed into the ground. Shallow
rock may require micro boring in place of ramming in places. Depth likely to less than
1m.
5.7.4. The main onsite cable routes will be concealed and laid underground in trenches
of approximately 0.6-1m deep with the exception of where they approach and cross
existing water features where they will be laid in trunking above ground level.
5.7.5. Balance of plant will be supplied in custom made containers which will typically
require shallow raft or pad type foundations. Depth not to exceed 1m in depth.
5.7.6. At the time of writing, the positioning and setting out of the equipment have yet to
be determined. However, the frequency of the piling (and trenching) on the site is
fairly well understood and this can also be used to weigh the risks associated with
construction to any likely archaeological remains.
5.7.7. The panels will be laid in east west linear orientation with each panel being set on
a frame, as Figure 5.3 shows.
Figure 5.3: Indicative frame Elevations and Cross Sections

5.7.8. The maximum height of each panel will be 2.955m above average ground level.
5.7.9. New landscaping is proposed and detailed on the submitted landscaping plans,
where the functional screen planting will be installed in the first planting season post
approvals, which is hoped to then give four years growth before works are expected
to start on the main site in 2027.
5.8. Photographic Survey
5.8.1. 5.8.1. For consistency, the following photos are taken from the LVIA document by
PDP Associates and using their figure numbers. The location of the photos is also
given. For confirmation, the author of this report also visited all these locations and
took similar photos to many of locations, and these are also added where necessary.
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Author Photos

Photo 1: From Doon Hill Fort, looking west over the location of photos in the LVIA number 4,5 and
6. The woodland on the left skyline is behind the photograph locations in the LVIA 4, 5 and 6. The
site lies over the ridgeline, hidden by topography.
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Photo 2: Witches Thorn location (S5).

Photo 3: Luskie Burn/Tower, S4 site.
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Photo 4: From rear of Borgue Church, at gate in rear wall, looking northeast. Arrow notes
location of slurry tank which is next to Witches Thorn. No views further left due to
vegetation/walls.
5.9. Magnitude of Impact Assessment
5.9.1. Using the Table 5.3 of the methodology, and the assessment of the role of setting
in understanding the significance of the asset (summarised below), a value of
magnitude of impact is given for each asset.
Table 5.5 – Assessment of Magnitude of Impact
On Site Non Designated Heritage Assets/HER
High Nunton
S1 These are Non-Designated Heritage Assets with potential for
Blackcraig
S2 evidential and historical values, and thus a more specific
Luskie Burn
S3 archaeological specialist report was carried out. The outcome of
that investigation has shown limited or low potential to increase its
Findspot
Luskie Burn
S4 values and understanding of the history of the area. As an HER
with no above ground remains the NDHA have only a very limited
Tower/Wall
Witches Thorn S5 setting. Magnitude of impact can be positive as well as negative.
The impact on the known information is no change, however this
could be minor (positive) if any random finds were discovered
during the construction phase.
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OFF Site Heritage Assets/HER
The summaries for these will focus more on the significance of setting for these structures,
although the detailed assessments do consider the contributing factors to significance
themselves.
Boreland Motte The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
SAM
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the SAM but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our understanding of the area.
The Proposal would not affect these (No change) but investigations on
the Proposal Site have the potential to improve our understanding
(although major finds are not expected based on the area HER) of the
area. This would be a positive impact Minor.
Doon Wood
The setting is more defined by the orientation of the structure, with
SAM
rearwards views being important only because of elevation and defence
rather than a designed view towards a specific direction or structure.
Changes within the expansive rear views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The Proposal Site would be within visual reach from the SAM but would
not change the significance of the view which would remain wide
ranging. Some of the finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our
understanding of the area. The Proposal would not affect these (No
change) but investigations on the Proposal Site have the potential to
improve our understanding (although major finds are not expected
based on the area HER) of the area. This would be a positive impact
Minor.
Castle Hill Fort Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
SAM
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the SAM but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our understanding of the area.
The Proposal would not affect these (No change) but investigations on
the Proposal Site have the potential to improve our understanding
(although major finds are not expected based on the area HER) of the
area. This would be a positive impact Minor.
Kirkeoch Hill
Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
Fort
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the site but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS and non-designated sites like this
contribute to our understanding of the area. The Proposal would not
affect these (No change) but investigations on the Proposal Site have
the potential to improve our understanding (although major finds are not
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expected based on the area HER) of the area. This would be a positive
impact Minor.
The significance of the building lies with the building, not its setting,
which is quite limited. Development beyond the road would not affect
how we understand the significance of the building or the lands around
it which you would associate with it. Minor/Negligible
There a no views except in the immediate vicinity and works beyond the
immediate environs from which it is viewed would not affect the
significance of the asset. No Change
The lands beyond its boundaries do not affect the significance of the
building as views are fortuitous. Changes in the wider landscape will
not affect how this buildings significance is understood. No Change
Works in the wider landscape would have no effect on how you
appreciate the church. In the wider landscape, views to the church
tower remain important. Views to the tower should not be obscured and
it should remain the dominant feature in the landscape. Its dominance
over a wider area makes its setting quite large, but it is the dominant
feature in that setting and it is important that views are directed to it views from the tower out are not important to understand its significance.
Negligible
Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the SAM but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our understanding of the area.
The Proposal would not affect these (No change) but investigations on
the Proposal Site have the potential to improve our understanding
(although major finds are not expected based on the area HER) of the
area. This would be a positive impact Minor.
Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the SAM but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our understanding of the area.
The Proposal would not affect these (No change) but investigations on
the Proposal Site have the potential to improve our understanding
(although major finds are not expected based on the area HER) of the
area. This would be a positive impact Minor.
Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself. No Change
The southwest point falls within the ZTV but views are difficult due to the
trees. The trees also direct all views inwards towards the buildings
which now includes a farm and farmlands. The significance of this
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landscape is the layout, with strong woodland boundaries and not the
views beyond it. The significance is evidential and associative given the
notable persons who visited or lived there in local history. No Change
Changes within the expansive views would not adversely affect our
understanding of the asset so long as expansive views are preserved.
The significance of this asset lies in evidential and historical values.
Setting is limited to the site itself and potentially visual linkages resulting
from elevation views over surrounding landscape. The Proposal Site
would be within visual reach from the SAM but would not change the
significance of the view which would remain wide ranging. Some of the
finds and evidence of SAMS contribute to our understanding of the area.
The Proposal would not affect these (No change) but investigations on
the Proposal Site have the potential to improve our understanding
(although major finds are not expected based on the area HER) of the
area. This would be a positive impact Minor.
Summary Table

5.10.1. The following is a summary of the proposal impacts using the methodology and
matrix approach.
Table 5.6: Summary of Impacts
Importance/
sensitivity of
resource or
receptor
ON Site Heritage Assets/HER
High Nunton
Low
Blackcraig
Low
Luskie Burn Findspot
Low
Luskie Burn Tower/Wall
Low
Witches Thorn
Low
OFF Site Heritage Assets/HER
Boreland Motte SAM
High
Doon Wood SAM
High
Castle Hill Fort SAM
High
Kirkeoch Hill Fort
Low
Borgue Old House
High
A listed
Borgue Memorial
Medium
Borgue Hotel
Medium
Borgue Church
High
Castle Creavie
High
Fort/Settlement
High Fort, North Milton
High
Cup and Ring Marked
High
Stone, High Banks
St Mary Island
Medium
Drummore Castle Fort
High
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No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
Minor/Negligible

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Moderate/Slight

No Change
No change
Negligible
No Change

Neutral
Neutral
Slight
Neutral

No Change
No Change

Neutral
Neutral

No Change
No Change

Neutral
Neutral
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5.10.2. It is clear that part of the site contains a number of HER records but there is, due to
activity and geology, limited potential for evidential/archaeological discoveries.
These are a site-specific form of evidence and should be protected if they exist. Any
invasive ground works in these areas would have potential to impact upon this
evidence. However, works which are above round only would have limited impact
on the physical remains. As the records relate to underground records, and there is
no physical evidence above ground, their setting is very limited. Works in the area
would not significantly alter how we perceive the significance of these assets,
because they have very little illustrative and aesthetic values at present
5.10.3. Works in the areas around the HER records which require ground works could
offer potential to reveal significance which would be a benefit. The HER records for
some of the sites do indicate the ground survey are required and may be removed if
no evidence remains
5.10.4. Works which are surface based would be removable and have no long-term impact
on the site. They would also protect the ground from further invasive farming
procedures such as ploughing or levelling
5.10.5. The design was worked up on advice relating to heritage assets, and works around
the noted sites, specifically the witches thorn, are avoided entirely. Works in other
areas where the HER is based on the old OS map and no ground evidence remains,
are possible with construction details to show the extent of below grounds works and
given the results of the archaeological survey. However, given the limited likelihood
of any finds in these specified areas, below ground works could offer potential for a
watching brief for any remains which are uncovered.
5.10.6. Doing nothing will leave the lands open to further agricultural practices which may
remove any remaining artefacts. However, the land may also remain undisturbed
other than for cropping or grazing. The significance of the assets and potential to
uncover more information would remain limited and uncertain
5.10.7. As the works would be removable and the significance of the assets is limited, the
extent of works which offer benefits both in heritage and non-heritage terms for the
wider areas would be acceptable. The level of harm would depend on the
construction methodology. A low or no dig option, accompanied by watching brief,
avoiding the witches thorn, would be the best option with less than significant harm to
the on-site non designated assets.
5.10.8. Of the four listed buildings within sight of the site, only two have a setting which
extends beyond their immediate environs: the church and Borgue House. Of these, it
is the church which has the most expansive setting which contributes to the
significance of the asset. Borgue House has a higher level of listing and is a rarer
building. Borgue house would be sensitive to change on its own side of the road, and
the church would be sensitive to any changes which obscured or distracted from the
views to the tower.
5.10.9. The impact on the A listed Farmhouse, is moderate and the ability to see both
farmhouse and proposed development in the same view is very difficult. It would be
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views to and from the asset which would change, but in the same way that any
development within the view would change the content of that view, but that would
only have moderate/slight harm on its significance.
5.10.10.
The church tower is built to be dominant in the landscape and to draw
attention. This would remain the case, but the proposed solar farm would change the
landscape/foreground between some viewpoints and the tower and as such does
affect the setting. There are only a limited number of views from public points where
this would occur, and these are well covered in the LVIA.
5.10.11.
As the solar farm is a low-level development, and would be enclosed by
new hedgerows and woodlands, which would replicate the strong field boundaries
which already exist in the landscape. Combined with the undulating topography in the
area and the dark structure of the panels in the main, whilst there would be a change
in this view, for the most part the panels would not be prominent. They certainly
would not be dominant in the landscape.
5.10.12.
It would have been expected that the farmland would have had structures
within it, and the HER records confirm remains of buildings and structures in the
landscape around the site. The setting around the tower therefore whilst large would
not be expected to be undeveloped, but simply that the tower should remain
dominant.
5.10.13.
The closest other assets which may have visibility will be Doon Hill.
Boreland Motte and Castle Hill Fort will not have visibility of the site due to
intervening topography. Their current condition and appearance in an undulating
landscape that means even if they appear together in some views, the significance of
the assets will not be changed based on current conditions in other words they are
not easily discernible in the wider landscape, especially from a distance. As such
their significance is limited to much closer views, and that the development may
appear in a view which includes these assets will not harm their significance which is
not evident at present.
5.10.14.
Doon Hill has views over the higher parts of the site, plus the eastern
slopes up towards High Nunton. A scheduled ancient monument its significance lies
within the site and its elevated position with views, mainly directed to sea. As a fixed
but hidden feature it is sensitive to change which would affect the site itself or its
elevated position with wide ranging views. However, any development which
encroach to its lower slopes may be harmful in drawing views away from the
expansive views to the nearer views, which is not the overall intention of the asset.
5.10.15.
Development of a solar farm would cause a change in the character of
views from the back of the fort – rather than agricultural land there would be
engineered structures, although the landscape does change throughout the year and
there are many buildings, both traditional and modern that already existing in the
views. The initial ZTV shows that most of the site would not be visible and impacts
would occur from the change in character of the fields.
5.10.16.
Having viewed the surrounding area extensively and with the benefit of
ZTV’s the likelihood of impacts are fairly certain. The appearance of the panels is
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known. The layout now presented avoids key areas and does not impede into areas
that cause harm to the setting of any of the heritage assets. It was important that
panels which reached the ridge to the east of the site were limited in number and
screened as they will be the most visible from offsite heritage assets and by carefully
positioning and mitigating the panels in this location there is no harm to the setting of
the assets.
5.10.17.
Doing nothing would preserve views and outlooks as existing. Construction
of the solar farm would change the appearance of the fields, although notably
depending on whether they are grazed, or the crop grown, they will change in
appearance throughout the year in any case.
5.10.18.
It is considered that given the low-level form of development, and the
undulating nature of grounds in the areas around the listed buildings, plus the
assessment of setting and its role in significance of the asset, that there is potential to
develop within this site causing less than significant harm.
5.10.19.
The positioning and setting out of the equipment is not considered to affect
any archaeological remains given the evidence provided herein.
5.10.20.
In addition, the frequency of the piling (and trenching) on the site is fairly
well understood and should be balanced against the ability to avoid any found
features and the fact that regular micro pilling would place only limited risks to buried
archaeology not found by on site research. Any archaeological remains not affected
by the piling or ducting would remain unaffected by the development.
5.10.21.
Solar farms do have a life span and whilst not temporary in the short term,
they are not a permanent development. Works below ground are limited and would
also give the opportunity to carry out investigative research which may reveal more
about the area. Most of the ground would remain undisturbed and the removal of the
panels at a future date would return the ground, and any setting to the current status.
5.10.22.
So detailed positioning based on detailed topographical data, as well as
initial heritage advice about areas to avoid has formed part of this submitted layout.
The applicants were advised to avoid areas towards the foot of the hill and on the
eastern slopes of High Nunton where possible, as well as avoiding crests of ridges.
These are the locations likely to have a more significant impact in the views, so by
avoiding sensitive areas the impact will be reduced to a level of less than significant
harm.
5.10.23.
Moving further out in the ZTV a number of SAMs were identified and
assessed. None have public access, and all are largely returned to nature. All bar
for the cup and rings were forts or castles where the setting, in terms of expansive
and elevated views, contributes to the significance of the asset. It is not so much
about what is in those views, but that they have the views outwards and that these
should be retained. Given the distance from the site to these assets, plus their
limited above ground visibility, there are not considered to be views over the site to
these sites of any significance.
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5.10.24.
The site will be visible, confirmed by ZTV and site visits, but not all assets
are orientated towards the site – Drummore for example is orientated in the opposite
direction.
5.10.25.
Doing nothing would retain the current agricultural appearance of the fields.
However, development of all kinds will continue to occur in the wider landscape and
has been allowed without harm to these more distant assets. The views are of an
agricultural landscape interspaced with villages, a town and a significant number of
isolated buildings and houses, field boundaries and agricultural structures, tourism
related development and commercial buildings. The view is not of an undeveloped
landscape, but of an evolving landscape of living areas which change, and this would
have been the case even when the forts were functional.
5.10.26.
The orientation and angle of the solar units plus their levels of reflectivity
would affect their level of visibility from the assets, but they would be visible only at a
distance and appear as a dark surface. From these views breaking up the panels
into smaller areas would reduce any prominence and boundary screening /reinforcing
of field boundaries would also help break up any massing. With the right mitigation
and positioning the panels are unlikely to have any significant harm to the setting of
any of the more distant SAMs identified in this report.
5.11.

Impacts

Direct Physical Impacts
5.11.1. The only impact is on the HER/potential archaeological finds on site. There are no
designated heritage assets on site.
5.11.2. The impact would result from the construction phase and would be permanent.
5.11.3. The archaeological report suggests that it is unlikely that there will be any below
ground evidence found during construction works, given the context, but a watching
brief can be used during construction. The frequency of the piling (and trenching) on
the site is fairly well understood and should be balanced against the ability to avoid
any found features and the fact that regular micro pilling would place only limited
risks to buried archaeology not found by on site research. Any archaeological
remains not affected by the piling or ducting would remain unaffected by the
development.
5.11.4. Design can therefore mitigate the level of risk and harm even where they would be
permanent.
Indirect Physical Impacts
5.11.5. No indirect physical impacts are predicted. There are no designated assets nearby
which would be affected by piling or construction.
5.11.6. The construction access route is chosen to use larger roads namely the A75 and
A755 which are used to carrying larger vehicles accessing the industrial and
commercial traffic, and then the farm track. Traffic will not need to come through
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Borgue itself. Although the vehicles may pass some heritage assets, they would not
be expected to increase the risk of damage to these given the context.
5.11.7. Traffic increase would be temporary and short-term impact during construction
phase only. Impacts will only occur during normal working hours. The construction
phase is anticipated to require 36 weeks on site. In total the construction of the solar
farm is expected to require 331 HGV deliveries to the site for the Works Equipment,
spread over the 36-week construction period, for which on average there will be 10
HGV deliveries per week, and typically between 1 and 3 per day.
Setting Impacts
5.11.8. The principal issues of impact on setting have been set out above in the Summary
Table. Only the setting of the church and Farmhouse would be moderately/slightly
affected by reason of a change in the appearance of the landscape around it. This
change would be permanent for the lifetime of the solar farm, but its impact would
reduce as new landscaping becomes established.
5.11.9. During construction the site may be more prominent due to the arrival and
departure of vehicles/on site construction. These impacts would be temporary
through the working day and would cease once construction concludes. The impact
could be partially mitigated by putting the landscaping in place at the start of
development.
Cumulative Impacts
5.11.10.
There are no other Solar Farms either constructed or with consent in the
ZTV of this site. There are a number of submitted applications to the west in Newton
Stewart and surrounding area, but the topography in the area means that it is
impossible to obtain elevated views where they may be seen in the same view even if
consent/constructed. Certainly, they would not impact upon the same assets and as
such there is no harm from cumulative impacts.
5.11.11.
No other large-scale /Major development is proposed in the Borgue
Community Council area or the Royal Burgh of Kirkcudbright and District at the time
of writing this report, based on an online search of Planning Records at
www.dumgal.gov.uk, although cumulative impacts are further discussions in the
Planning reports, including the S37 application at Tongland Substation. That
particular development, even in combination with this development, would not
change the outcome of the heritage appraisal given the significance defined.
5.12.

Inter-Relationships Between Environmental Aspect s

5.12.1. Clearly there are connected issues with regard to setting which relates to
landscape impacts and changes to the landscape in terms of landscaping and other
development works. Positioning may also be affected by ecology on the site.
5.12.2. A Glint and Glare assessment has been commissioned as well as Ecological and
Landscape Reports. Biodiversity impacts from the landscaping will also be derived.
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Mitigation, Compensation, Enhancement and Monitoring

5.13.1. Proposed functional screen planting should be considered to be planted at the
outset of development, or certainly within the first available planting season. This will
help reduce any visual impacts and noise impacts in the area and which are
suggested may affect the setting of an asset.
5.13.2. Working hours will reduce traffic and noise in the area which may affect setting of
assets.
5.13.3. A programme of archaeological assessment was required on site to establish the
archaeological status of the site prior to construction works commencing. The
outcome of this assessment has been fed into the layout plan, with areas of
significance being avoided to avoid the loss of important material. The report should
also be lodged with the HER service as a formal record of the process and outcomes.
That report can then be used to understand the history of the area when considered
with other finds and reports.
Alternative Options
5.13.4. Not carrying out these works would retain the setting of assets as they are but
would adversely impact local and national targets to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
in line with NetZero legislation and would be unlikely to result in archaeological
research which would aid the understanding of the area.
5.13.5. Alternatives would be alternative locations or a different size of scheme. Any
alternative location is likely to have some impact, even if neutral, on heritage assets
given the extensive history of the area. This location, which is naturally well screened
benefits from a good local solar micro-climate, and the impacts on the assets are
largely neutral.
5.13.6. A different size of scheme would have the same heritage impacts as even a
smaller development would appear in the same views towards the tower. As such the
scale is not the issue with regard to heritage impact.
Monitoring
5.13.7. Monitoring during below ground construction should be continuous and any
unusual findings should be reported and recorded immediately to the County
Archaeologist.
5.13.8. Monitoring of the landscaping should be carried out regularly to ensure that
species are establishing in a healthy manner. Where they are not, or subsequently
die within a five-year period, they should be replaced with a similar species.
5.14.

Residual Effect s

5.14.1. Once the proposed landscaping around the site peripheries are in place and
maturing, the visual impact of the Proposal within the views on the horizon will reduce
year by year. Once the screen planting reach maturity, they will effectively screen the
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scheme. In most views the panels will be obscured by the hedgerows, however as
some of the fields are large it may still be possible to discern some panels on the far
sides of the arrays in some limited views. They would not be prominent nor detract
from the setting of the heritage assets, and the impacts are expected to reduce to
Negligible.
5.15.

Benefits of the Proposal

5.15.1. As there are some acknowledged levels of harm to heritage assets from the
Proposal, it is important to accord with the NPF that benefits are recorded. Such
benefits do not need to be solely heritage benefits but can include other benefits. The
Planning sections of the EIA will deal with the non-heritage benefits including energy
sustainability, public access and betterment and biodiversity.
5.15.2. A direct heritage benefit is the extensive field research that has occurred predevelopment. Investigations over the land had the potential to uncover possible
structures or finds. The ability to carry out such research normally is only delivered as
part of a funded development scheme and is a real benefit to our understanding of
the history of the area, even if the outcome revealed nothing.
5.15.3. The full results of the Archaeological Investigations are included in Appendix 3.2
5.16.

Conclusions

5.16.1. With a sensitively designed scheme, avoiding or mitigating the development in the
perceived sensitive locations the impacts on heritage assets should be less than
significant, with only moderate harm occurring to the setting of one designated asset
at the outset of works, with impacts diminishing over time to Minor or less than
significant due to appropriate landscaping around the periphery of the site. As such it
would be assessed against national planning policy in terms of benefits.
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Landscape and Visual Impact
6.1. Introduction
6.1.1. This chapter of the EIAR has been produced by PDP Associates to assess the
Proposal in relation to the effects it would have on landscape and visual amenity.
6.1.2. The baseline situation is described before the assessment of likely environmental
effects generated by the Proposal. This landscape and visual assessment considers
potential effects during the construction and operational phases and also the long term
residual effects. For the purpose of this assessment, residual effects are those
predicted at 15 years after completion. Mitigation measures are considered in the
assessment of the landscape and visual effects.
6.1.3. Full details of the Proposal and development parameters for assessment are
included in the introductory chapters to this EIAR.
6.1.4. Supporting photographs and plans are provided in Appendix 4.1 (Parts One and
Two) and referenced by their respective Figure.
6.2. Purpose of the Study
6.2.1. The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential landscape and visual
receptors which may be significantly affected by the development and to assess
potential landscape and visual effects.
6.2.2. The level of assessment is considered appropriate to the scale and nature of the
development and the level of information currently available.
6.2.3. Landscape and visual appraisal involves an element of subjectivity on the part of
the assessor. Professional judgement, combining quantitative and qualitative factors,
is now widely accepted as best practice for assessing effects on landscape character
and visual amenity. The approach taken for this study follows the guidance
recommended by the Landscape Institute/Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment; Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition
(GLVIA) and also landscape character guidance published by Scottish Natural
Heritage.
6.3. Study Area
6.3.1. The study area adopted for this Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA),
covers land within 5.0km of the centre of the Proposal. This is the extent of land where
potentially significant landscape and visual effects could be experienced by receptors.
This was based on analysis of digital mapping to identify the potential visual envelope
generated by the Proposal. Figure 6.1 (Appendix 4.1) illustrates the 5.0km study area
and surrounding land to show landscape context and connectivity.
6.3.2. The study area is centered on the Proposal Site. It extends east to Kirkcudbright
and the eastern shore of Kirckcudbright Bay, to just north of Gypsy Point. It covers
land around Cairniehill and Brighouse Bay and the village of Borgue to the west.
Twynholm lies just beyond the northern limit. The study area includes sections of
highways A75, A755, A711, the B727 and several minor, unnamed roads. Part of the
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Proposal Site falls within the Dumfries and Galloway Regional Scenic Area illustrated
on Figure 6.1 (Appendix 4.1).
6.4. Relevant Legislation and Pl anning Poli cy
6.4.1. The European Landscape Convention (ELC), a Europe-wide agreement supported
by the Council of Europe, became effective from 1st March 2004 and is the first
international treaty specifically relating to landscape. It aims to promote co-operation
on improving approaches to the planning, management and protection of landscapes
throughout Europe. The ELC came into force in the UK on 1 March 2007.
6.4.2. The ELC adopts a broad definition of landscape: “Landscape means an area, as
perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of
natural and/or human factors”. Article 2 of the ELC states that: “this
Convention...covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. It includes land, inland
water, and marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be considered outstanding
as well as every day or degraded landscapes.”
6.5. Assessment Methodology
6.5.1. An assessment of landscape effects deals with the effects of change in the
landscape (as a resource) brought about by development. This includes how the
Proposal will affect elements that make up the landscape, the aesthetic and perceptual
aspects of the landscape/townscape and its distinctive character.
6.5.2. This landscape and visual assessment have been undertaken in accordance with
the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA), 3rd Edition
(2013) Landscape Institute and the Institute for Environmental Management and
Assessment. The methodology is broadly consistent with Scottish Natural Heritage
Guidance: Visual Representation of Wind Farms v2.2 February 2017 (SNH 2017).
Landscape appraisal
6.5.3. An appraisal of sensitivity is made by combining professional judgements in
relation to the susceptibility of the landscape/townscape to change (particular to the
proposed development type) and the value of the landscape receptor.
6.5.4. Professional judgements are made in relation to the susceptibility of the
landscape/townscape receptor to change. This is the capacity of a
landscape/townscape receptor to accommodate the proposed development without
undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the
achievement of landscape planning policies and strategies (whether the landscape
receptor contributes to the overall character of a particular landscape type/area, or an
individual element/feature or designation within it).
Judgements in relation to the value of the landscape receptor should reﬂect:

6.5.5.
o

The value of the landscape/townscape character types or areas that may be
affected based on a review of any designations at both national and local levels.
Where there are no designations, judgements are based on criteria that can be
used to establish landscape value.
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The value of individual contributors to landscape/townscape character, especially
key characteristics, which may include individual elements of the landscape,
particular landscape features, notable aesthetic, perceptual or experiential
qualities, and combinations of these contributors.

6.5.6. The appraisal of value is based on professional judgement and includes
consideration of factors such as:

6.5.7.

o

Landscape/townscape quality (condition): A measure of the physical state of the
landscape. It may include the extent to which typical character is represented in
individual areas, the intactness of the landscape and the condition of individual
elements.

o

Scenic Quality: The term used to describe landscapes/townscapes that appeal
primarily to the senses (primarily but not wholly the visual senses).

o

Rarity: The presence of rare elements or features in the landscape/townscape or
the presence of a rare landscape/townscape character type.

o

Representativeness: Whether the landscape/townscape contains a particular
character and/or features or elements which are considered particularly important
examples.

o

Conservation Interests: The presence of features of wildlife, earth science,
architectural or archaeological or historic and cultural interest can add to the
value of the landscape/townscape as well as having value in their own right.

o

Recreational Value: Evidence that the landscape/townscape is valued for
recreational activity where experience of the landscape is important.

o

Perceptual Aspects: A landscape/townscape may be valued for its perceptual
qualities, notably wildness and / or tranquillity or special architectural qualities.

o

Cultural Associations: Some landscapes/townscapes are associated with
particular people, such as artists or writers, or events in history that contribute to
perceptions of the natural beauty of the area.

The resulting landscape/townscape sensitivity is described using a four-point scale (very
high, high, medium or low) based upon the criteria set out in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 – Summary of landscape/townscape sensitivity
Landscape
sensitivity

Description

Very High

Typically, highly valued landscape/townscape of international or
national landscape or conservation importance such as National
Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and World Heritage Sites.
Key characteristics of landscape/townscape are very vulnerable to
change and are unable to accommodate development without
signiﬁcant character change; thresholds for signiﬁcant change are very
low.

High

Typically, valued landscape/townscapes of national landscape or
conservation importance such as some Special Landscape Areas, or
areas within National Parks or AONBs with minor detracting factors or
Conservation Areas.
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Key characteristics of landscape/townscape are vulnerable to change
and development can be absorbed only in limited situations without
signiﬁcant character change; thresholds for signiﬁcant change are low.
Medium

Typically, valued landscape/townscape of regional/local landscape or
conservation/amenity importance i.e. Special Landscape/ Areas and
Areas of Local Landscape Importance, areas within National Parks or
AONBs with signiﬁcant detracting factors or local areas with value
expressed in local publications.
Key characteristics of the landscape/townscape are susceptible to
change but with some ability to absorb development in some
situations without signiﬁcant character change; thresholds for
signiﬁcant change are intermediate.

Low

6.5.8.

Typically, undesignated landscape/townscape with some local
community importance such as unmanaged/fragmented green space,
highway corridors and remnant farmland or urban landscape with
valued buildings or urban features. Key characteristics of
landscape/townscape are resilient to change, able to absorb
development in many situations without signiﬁcant character change;
thresholds for signiﬁcant change are high.

The magnitude of change on landscape features is described using a four-point scale
ranging from high to negligible using the criteria set out in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 – Magnitude of change on landscape features
Magnitude of
change on
landscape
features

Criteria

High

Major loss or major alteration to an existing landscape feature.

Medium

Some loss or some alteration to part of an existing
landscape/townscape feature.

Low

Minor loss or alteration to part of an existing landscape/townscape
feature.

Negligible

No loss or negligible alteration to existing landscape/townscape
features.

Visual appraisal
6.5.9. An appraisal of visual effects deals with the effects of change on the views
available to people and their visual amenity. This includes how the surroundings of
individuals or groups of people may speciﬁcally be affected by changes in the content
and character of views as a result of the change or loss of existing elements of the
landscape/townscape and/or the introduction of new elements. The magnitude of
change on visual receptors is described using a four-point scale ranging from high to
negligible, as defined in Table 6.3.
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6.5.10. A visual receptor is a special interest or viewer group that will experience an effect.
This includes residents, recreational users, visitors, and groups of viewers present at
or passing through the viewpoint.
6.5.11. An appraisal of visual sensitivity is made by combining professional judgements in
relation to the susceptibility of the visual receptor to change (particular to the proposed
development type) and the value of the visual receptor. In visual appraisal some visual
receptors are considered more sensitive than others. Greater weight is given to the
visual effects upon public viewpoints than upon private properties. Views from rooms
that are used during daylight hours, such as sitting rooms, are also deemed to be more
important than views from secondary rooms such as bedrooms. Visual sensitivity is
described using a four-point scale ranging from very high to low, as defined in Table
6.4.
6.5.12. Professional judgements are made in relation to the susceptibility of the visual
receptor to change. This is mainly a function of:
•

The occupation or activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations.

•

The extent to which their attention or interest may be focused on the views and the
visual amenity they experience at particular locations.

•

The contents/context of the existing view in relation to the type of development
proposed. E.g. a view overlooking a moorland or other natural area devoid of any manmade features or intrusions has a higher susceptibility to change.

6.5.13. Judgements in relation to the value of the visual receptor should reﬂect:
•

Recognition of the value attached to particular views, i.e. in relation to heritage assets or
planning designations.

•

Indicators of the value attached to views by visitors, i.e. the appearance of them in
tourist maps, provision of facilities for the enjoyment of views or references to speciﬁc
views in literature or art.
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Table 6.3 – Definition of magnitude of change on landscape and visual character
Magnitude
High

Medium

Landscape effects

Visual effects

The proposed development would be
Major permanent /long term
extremely damaging to
change in the existing view,
landscape/townscape character and would: change very prominent in
character and composition of
Result in a complete change to character, or view through obstruction, loss
introduce features, which are dominant,
of key elements, addition of
intrusive or totally uncharacteristic. Be at
uncharacteristic elements.
complete variance with landform,
architecture, urban character, scale and
settlement pattern. Result in the total loss or
alteration of characteristic features and
elements, and/or reduce or remove their
setting.
The proposed development would damage
Be
incapable of mitigation.
landscape/townscape
or visual character
and would:
Result in a clearly identiﬁable or prominent
change to character, although may not
necessarily considered to be substantially
uncharacteristic.

Medium permanent/long term
change in the existing view,
change may be prominent but
not substantially different in
scale and character to
surroundings.

View character partially
changed through introduction of
Be out of scale, or at odds with the landform, elements that may be
building scale, mass and settlement pattern. uncharacteristic but not
necessarily visually discordant.
Result in partial loss or alteration of
characteristic features and elements, and/or
reduce or remove their setting. Be incapable
of full mitigation and/or mitigation may
conﬂict with local guidelines.
Result in partial loss or alteration of
characteristic features, buildings, structures
and urban/landscape elements, and/or
reduce or re their setting. Be incapable of full
mitigation and/or mitigation may conﬂict with
local guidelines.
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The proposed development would have a
minor, but discernible change to
landscape/townscape or visual character
and would:

Minor permanent /long term
change in view – change will be
distinguishable from the
surroundings whilst composition
and character of view, although
Result in a discernible change to character, altered will be broadly
although not necessarily uncharacteristic
comparable in quality to prewhen set within the attributes of the
change circumstances.
receiving landscape/townscape.
Slight change in landform, scale and
settlement pattern, architectural form,
massing, and character.
Result in the minor loss or alteration of
characteristic features and elements, and/or
reduce their setting.

Negligible

Cannot be entirely mitigated, due to the
nature
of the proposals
or character
The
proposed
development
will haveornonot
fulﬁl
local
guidelines.
noticeable effect due to:

Very slight permanent term
change in view-change barely
distinguishable from
The development being barely discernible as surroundings. Composition and
a change in landscape/townscape or visual character of view substantially
character.
unaltered.
It complements the scale, landform and
settlement pattern, architectural form,
massing, and character.
It incorporates measures for
mitigation/enhancement that enable the
proposals to blend with the surrounding
area, meeting local guidelines for the area.
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Table 6.4 – Sensitivity of visual receptors
Sensitivity of
visual receptor

Criteria

Very High

People at tourist attractions with a speciﬁc focus on the view,
visitors to historic buildings/ features/estates (where the setting is
important to the appreciation and understanding of the property and
history).

High

Residents with direct open views of the site. Users of long distance
trails (e.g. Pennine Way) and public rights of way, caravan parks
and campsites, tourist attractions with opportunities for views of the
landscape (but not speciﬁcally requiring an appreciation of the
landscape), slow paced recreational activities which derive part of
their pleasure from an appreciation of setting (e.g. golf).

Medium

Residents with partial/oblique views of the site. Users of public
rights of way within urban /urban fringe or degraded landscapes
Users of minor road users and commercial railways travelling
through or past the affected landscape, recreational activities not
speciﬁcally focused on the landscape (e.g. football), hotel users.

Low

People at their place of work (e.g. offices), shoppers, users of
trunk/major roads. Industrial and commercial activities, military
facilities.

Appraisal of effects
6.5.14. The magnitude of change (or nature of effect) arising from the proposed
development at any viewpoint is described as high, medium, low or negligible based
on the interpretation of a combination of largely quantiﬁable parameters, as follows:
o

Degree of physical change in landscape/townscape features and
landscape/townscape character.

o

Duration of effect.

o

Distance of the viewpoint from the development.

o

Extent of the development in the view.

o

Angle of view in relation to main receptor activity.

o

Proportion of the ﬁeld of view occupied by the development.

o

Background to the development.

o

Extent of other built development visible, particularly vertical elements.

6.5.15. The effect on landscape and visual amenity is determined by combining the
landscape sensitivity and the sensitivity of visual receptors with the magnitude of
change in accordance with the matrix defined in Table 6.5. Where an effect falls within
a split category, professional judgement is used to evaluate which of the two
categories most closely ﬁts. While the matrices are helpful to moderate opinion,
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professional judgement may overrule a matrix in speciﬁc cases where this can clearly
be justiﬁed.
6.5.16. The resulting signiﬁcance values for appraisal of the effects upon both landscape
and visual amenity are deﬁned in Table 6.6.
6.5.17. This is combined with an appraisal of whether or not each effect is positive or
negative or neutral. This is somewhat subjective and relies largely upon professional
judgement, but can be broadly deﬁned as follows:
o

Beneﬁcial – the effect would result in an improvement in the baseline situation.

o

Neutral – the effect would result in there being little or no change in the baseline
situation, or a change that is neither negative nor positive.

o

Adverse – the effect would result in a deterioration of the baseline situation.

Table 6.5 – Criteria for assessing landscape and visual effects
Magnitude
of effect

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Low

Neutral

Minor/Neutral

Minor

Moderate/Minor

Medium

Minor/Neutral

Minor

Moderate/Minor

Moderate

High

Minor/Neutral

Moderate/Minor

Moderate

Major/
Moderate

Very high

Minor/Neutral

Moderate

Major/ Moderate

Major

Table 6.6 – Significance of criteria for landscape and visual impact
Level of
Significance

Definition

Neutral

The scheme would affect no landscape or visual
receptors.

Minor/Neutral

The scheme is largely appropriate in its context and Not significant
would have very little effect on its surroundings and
affect very few receptors.

Minor

The scheme would cause a minimal change in the Not significant
landscape and would affect very few receptors.

Moderate/MinorThe scheme would have a slight change on the
landscape and would affect few receptors.
Moderate

Not significant

Potentially significant

The scheme would have a noticeable effect on the Potentially significant
landscape and would affect several receptors,
therefore changing the landscape character or the
character of a view.
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Major/Moderate The scheme would have a very noticeable effect on Significant
the landscape and would affect several or many
receptors, therefore changing the character of a
view.
Major

The scheme would change the character and
appearance of the landscape, either for a long
period or permanently. It would affect many
receptors and would therefore greatly alter the
character of a view.

Significant

6.6. Baseline and Resul ts of Investigations
Planning Policy
6.6.1. The development framework and planning policies relevant to the Proposal Site
and the Proposal are described in Chapter Four of the EIAR. The following policies in
the Dumfries and Galloway Local Development Plan 2 (Adopted October 2019) are
considered relevant to this landscape and visual assessment.
o

Policy HE1 Listed buildings

o

Policy NE2 Regional Scenic Areas

o

Policy NE8 Trees and Development

o

Policy NE7 Forestry and Woodland

o

Policy CF2 Green Networks

o

Policy CF4 Access Routes

Landscape designations
6.6.2. Land within the Proposal Site does not fall within any nationally designated
landscape area. The eastern part of the Proposal Site falls within Dumfries and
Galloway Regional Scenic Area. This designation covers a broad band of coastal land
to the east, south and west of the Proposal Site.
Landscape features and vegetation
6.6.3. The solar farm Proposal is located on land which is predominantly semi-improved
grazed pasture with one arable field and pockets of marsh wetland. There are several
burns which cross or border the site and a small number of seasonal and permanent
ponds. There are scattered mature trees, gorse scrub and thorn hedging throughout
the development area and small belts of broadleaved woodland/plantation on adjoining
land.
6.6.4. Field enclosures throughout the development area are bounded by dry stone walls,
stock fencing and occasional thorn hedges and boundary trees. Field boundaries are
generally in a good condition although hedging can be fragmented and often sporadic.
6.6.5. All field enclosures display drumlin features. These range from pronounced minor
valleys/hollows and knolls to linear, elongated mounds and gentle undulations. Rock
outcrops are common.
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6.6.6. The ecology surveys and ecology assessment (Chapter Seven) confirm that all
habitats on the Proposal are of local or negligible importance.
Topography
6.6.7. The Proposal lies within a broad, shallow valley, contained by ridges, drumlins and
belts of woodland. It is a complex landform of undulating pasture and arable land with
frequent and pronounced rock outcrops, knolls, minor depressions and undulations,
areas of marshland and occasional standing water and seasonal ponds. These
features are typical of a drumlin landscape.
6.6.8. The land generally drains into Luskie Burn and Mill Hall Burn. The large field
enclosure south of High Nunton has been turned to arable. Natural rock outcrops have
been ploughed out from this area and the land cultivated in an even gradient.
6.6.9. Generally, land covered by the Proposal falls from north to south across the valley.
There is an area of lower lying land in the central part through which flows Luskie Burn
and Mill Hall Burn. The northern part is around 55-60m AOD (Above Ordnance
Datum). The southern part is around 45m AOD. The central area is around 40m AOD.
The ridge of high land forming the eastern edge of the valley extends from Boreland
Bar to Cooper Croft Hill and westwards to Broadfield Drum. Boreland Bar is the highest
point at around 93m AOD. More commonly, levels range from around 55-63m AOD
along the eastern ridge and Drumlin tops. The western ridge of the valley is marked by
belts of woodland and a band of elevated land between Borgue and High Borgue. This
land is generally around 80-90m AOD.
Access and linkages
6.6.10. Core Footpath 195 follows a route from the minor road (Langlands to Nun Mill)
along the track to High Nunton, turning south towards Lower Nunton, then east to Nun
Mill Bay. The route is not well worn and did not appear heavily used at the time of field
work. Core Footpath 195 connects to Core Footpath 220 from Mill Hall to Ross Bay,
via Nun Mill Bay.
6.6.11. The track to High Nunton allows field access to enclosures in the northern part of
the Proposal Site. A separate track, from the B727 via Culraven Farm, provides access
to enclosures in the southern and eastern part of the Proposal. This track will be used
for infrequent maintenance access for the Proposal.
6.6.12. The nearest public highways are the A755, the B727 and the minor roads between
Langlands and Nun Mill and from Blackriggs to the A755.
Settlement
6.6.13. The centre of Kirkcudbright lies approximately 2.5km east of the Proposal Site.
Borgue is approximately 1.0km to the west and Twynholm 4.0km to the north.
Millhall/Nun Mill lies 500-600m to the east. There are no other significant settlements in
the 5.0km study area. Most other properties tend to be clustered around large farms
or are private residences accessed off minor roads and tracks. Seaward Caravan Park
lies just north of Nun Mill.
6.6.14. Borgue lies on the edge of the Regional Scenic Area. It is a small village centred
around the junction of the B727 and the minor road to Chapelton Row. There are three
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listed buildings. The Parish Church is Category B. Borgue Hotel and the Village
Menorial are Category C. There is no Conservation Area.
Historic
6.6.15. The Ordnance Survey map of 1857 confirms that land within the Proposal Site has
changed little since the mid C19th. Field patterns broadly match present-day
enclosures. Existing dwellings within the Proposal Site are clearly visible on the 1857
map although some properties may have been redeveloped during the C20th. The
map indicates that several properties were connected by tracks now abandoned or
disused. High Nunton was previously connected to Lower Nunton via a track to the bay
at Mill Hall. Woodland shown on the 1857 map is broadly similar to present levels of
vegetation cover.
Visual envelope
6.6.16. The Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) maps shown on Figures 6.3 and 6.4
(Appendix 4.1) identify the extent of land which potential intervisibility with the
Proposal. The extent of the area is referred to as the visual envelope. Digital ZTV
mapping normally overstates the extent of visibility due to the limitations on height data
covering minor landscape features which can substantially affect local visibility.
Additionally, ZTV mapping does not demonstrate the diminishing effects of distance,
where for instance, very minor parts of the Proposal would be barely perceptible in the
wider landscape.
6.6.17. The Zone of Theoretical Visibility maps show the extent of land which has
intervisibility with the Proposal at Completion (Year 1) and 15 years after Completion,
taking account of existing and proposed screen planting, topography and
buildings/urban development. The ZTV mapping also illustrates the screening effects
of hedges/field boundaries around enclosures directly affected by the Proposal.
6.6.18. The ZTV map on Figure 6.3 shows the predicted visual envelope at Completion
(Year I). The map Illustrates theoretical visibility, taking account of advance planting on
the Proposal Site. The visual envelope at Year 1 confirms the effect of landform in
screening the Proposal from low lying and coastal areas on the west side of
Kirkcudbright Bay. There are areas of visibility to the south of the Proposal Site,
around Cairniehill with smaller pockets on elevated land at the Mull of Ross and
Senwick. The visual envelope shows potential visibility on land on the east side of
Kirkcudbright Bay, between 3-5km from the Proposal. The visual envelope covers a
band of elevated land to the north-east, between Kirkeoch Hill and just south of
Twynholme. There is also potential visibility around High Borgue.
6.6.19. The ZTV map on Figure 6.4 (Year 15) shows a similar visual envelope to Figure
6.3 but with reduced visibility on land to the north-east of the Proposal Site and on land
east of Kirkcudbright Bay. Areas of potential visibility between the Proposal Site and
the minor road between Nun Mill and Langlands are reduced and also areas around
Pringleton House.
6.6.20. The predicted visual envelope shown on ZTV maps was verified through fieldwork
and site photography. This was undertaken over several days in November 2019 and
also in December 2019. Additional fieldwork was undertaken in July 2021 and
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November 2021 to analyse seasonal change in visibility and potential effects on
residential properties. The weather conditions for the site visits ranged from clear skies
to intermittent cloud or overcast. Visibility was good or acceptable. Figure 6.5
illustrates several panoramic views towards the Proposal Site taken from elevated land
within the 4-5km kilometre zone.
Landscape character
National level
6.6.21. The Proposal Site predominantly lies within Landscape Character Type 169
Drumlin Pastures described in the SNH (Scottish Natural Heritage) National
Landscape Character Assessment. The Drumlin Pastures Landscape Character Type
is located in low lying areas of the Machars and Castle Douglas areas of Dumfries and
Galloway. Drumlin pastures are distinctive landscape areas created by glacial
deposition. This character type covers 47,924.05 ha.
6.6.22. Land to the south and west of the Proposal Site falls within Landscape Character
Type 157 Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls in the SNH National Landscape Character
Assessment. Part of the southern site access road also falls within this area. This
landscape type covers a swathe of land around the coastal margins between
Kirkcudbright Bay and Gatehouse of Fleet. The Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls
Landscape Character Type is found on the southern and western sides of the peninsula
headlands of Dumfries and Galloway. This character type covers 8,999.93ha.
6.6.23. Land to the east of Kirkcudbright Bay of the Proposal Site falls within Landscape
Character Type 156 Peninsula in the SNH National Landscape Character Assessment.
The Peninsula Landscape Character Type is found in the western half of Dumfries and
Galloway, where it extends along the main peninsula and coastal promontories. This
character type covers 50,568.78 ha.
6.6.24. The following summary descriptions has been extracted from the SNH National
Landscape Character Assessment profiles. Figure 6.2 illustrates the extent of the
Landscape Character Types within the study area.

Landscape Character Type 169 Drumlin Pastures
Key Characteristics
• Distinctive elongated mounds with smoothly convex outlines, creating an
undulating landform.
• Smooth convex slopes of improved pasture, grazed by sheep and cattle.
• Localised rugged knolls with gorse.
• Medium scale fields with prominent wall and hedgerow patterns accentuating
topography.
• Small settlements and scattered farmsteads served by extensive network of minor
roads.
Landform
The Drumlin Pastures Landscape Character Type is made up of the particularly
distinctive landforms created by glacial deposition. They are located in low lying
areas of the Machars, and Castle Douglas areas of Dumfries and Galloway.
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The topography of drumlin pastures is typified by a range of elongated mounds,
smoothly convex in outline that run parallel but interlock with each other creating a
distinctive and undulating landform. The drumlins are generally orientated towards
the coast or parallel to the main valley alignments. The relief is strong but smooth
and the average height of mounds of about 20 metres creates medium scale
enclosure. This landscape type also contains rugged knolls and small hill ranges
with roche moutonees. Other signs of ice sheet erosion are also evident. Minor water
courses wind their way between the Drumlins, and in hollows, small lochs of kettle
hole origin can be found. Occasional low-lying areas of flat drained land, wetland
and flood plan can also be found.
Landcover
The Drumlin Pastures are characterised by their smooth lush green appearance,
frequently attributable to land improvement. The landscape is predominantly grazed
with ley rotations providing local colour and textural variations. Cattle are the most
prevalent livestock often providing a memorable image in silhouette on the smooth
drumlin summits. Enclosures are medium scale, with stone walls and hedges often
accentuating changes in the roller-coaster topography. Deciduous woodland breaks
up the scenery and provides a dark contrast to the fresh greens (and straw yellows)
of the fields. These woodlands generally occupy the lower ground, between drumlins
and along water courses. Where they extend over the drumlin mound they rarely
occupy more than one third of its area. The scarcity of coniferous forest in this
landscape type is an important factor reinforcing its lowland character and
contrasting with the upland and transitional landscapes. The most rugged parts of
the landscape type are gorse and heather covered.
Landscape Character Type 157 Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls
Key Characteristics
• Exposed coastal character.
• Predominantly small scale complex rocky landscape.
• More topographic variation than the Peninsula landscape character type, with
hummocky topography.
• Rough areas of pasture with rocky outcrops and gorse.
• Mainly cattle grazed pasture, often by Galloway “Belties”.
• Stone walls.
• Old homesteads, forts and castles occupying clifftops and headlands.
Landform
The Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls Landscape Character Type has an exposed coastal
character and a predominantly small scale complex rocky landform, in places
complemented by small scale or strikingly regular field patterns. It is characterised by
local changes in topography, with height variations of between 10 and 80 metres within
small areas. This creates prominent uneven knolls, often with exposed rock.
Landcover
This Landscape Character Type is characterised by post-improvement (19th-20th
Century) fields and farming, with a few designed landscapes. Most of the land cover
in this Landscape Character Type is pasture. Gorse appears in the rockiest parts,
adding to the uneven and generally less tamed appearance, although clearance has
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reduced this characteristic in some areas. There are isolated trees and infrequent tree
belts, many of which display the effects of wind shearing. Fields are predominantly
cattle grazed. Galloway “Belties” create a particularly distinctive image and are a
popular feature of the landscape amongst residents and tourists alike. Enclosures are
predominantly stone dykes, with hawthorn hedgerows less extensive.
Landscape Character Type 156 Peninsula
Key Characteristics
• Medium scale landscape rising from boggy hollows, to rolling pastureland, up to
gorsey moorland.
• Narrow intertidal range with abrupt end to inland land use.
• Intimate sheltered bays with stony beaches or occasional narrow strips of exposed
flat land, used for transport routes.
• Medium scale field systems, enclosed by drystone dykes or hedgerows although
Mull of Galloway has distinctive shore turf on flat land, no field boundaries and steep
cliffs to the sea.
• Few, but well developed, policy landscapes.
• Numerous evenly spaced farmsteads, and few small settlements.
• Old forts and castles defend rocky western coasts.
• Early Christian settlement and abbeys.
• Inland areas less influenced by the sea.
Landform
Altitudes within the Peninsula Landscape Character Type range between sea level
and 180 metres, with most areas lying between 50-150 metres. The topography is
generally gently undulating, with a pattern of smooth hills and valleys offering medium
scale views. Rivers and their tributaries are infrequent, but there are some wet hollows
and occasional shallow pools that make a local and fairly insignificant contribution to
the landscape. The coast and its influences are not generally apparent beyond one
kilometre inland, except from very occasional glimpses of the sea and the windswept
form of trees. The coast is frequently inaccessible with steep cliffs and raised beaches,
particularly along the western coast, with small rocky and sandy bays connected by a
ribbon of low-lying land with seaward views to Ireland, the Isle of Man and Cumbria.
Landcover
The Peninsula landscape is dominated by improved pastures divided into mediumsized fields by a mixture of stone walls and hedges and grazed by cattle and some
sheep. Towards the tops of higher hills, soils become thinner, dominated by gorse or,
more rarely, heather. Trees are scarce within this landscape but are found as small
scale conifer forests or policy woodlands surrounding estates. The coniferous areas
often have straight edges and the block shapes contrast sharply with the otherwise
smooth-flowing contours. The wooded designed landscapes of the Rhins contrast with
the more general openness of these landscapes.
The Proposal Site and adjoining land
6.6.25. Land within the Proposal Site displays landscape features typical for the character
area Drumlin Pastures. The Proposal predominantly lies within a broad, minor valley
substantially screened from coastal areas by surrounding ridges, woodland belts, and
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Drumlin Hills. The Proposal Site covers 27 enclosures identified on Figure 6.6 and
illustrated in Figures 6.9 - 6.15 (Appendix 4.1).
6.6.26. The solar farm, associated infrastructure and planting are located on land within
enclosures 2-10 (excluding construction site access). Enclosures 3 and 7 do not form
part of the land required for the solar farm but include areas of proposed mitigation
planting. Table 6.7 provides a summary of the key features for each of these field
enclosures. Enclosures 6, 7, 9 and 10 are located wholly or partially within Dumfries
and Galloway Regional Scenic Area. These fields contain no distinctive features
normally associated with drumlin landscapes and are not visible from low lying coastal
areas. Enclosure 6 is currently managed as arable land and has been cultivated to
generally level the land and remove rock outcrops. Core Footpath 195 does not cross
any part of the solar farm but partly follows the boundary of the Proposal, on the
eastern edge of enclosure 6, in close proximity to enclosure 10.
6.6.27. Land covered by the solar farm Proposal is intensively farmed and grazed. There
are no significant areas of tree cover. The landscape is predominantly open in
character. The absence of vegetation allows open views across the valley from land
within the Proposal Site but such views are only available from Core Footpath 195 and
from a small number of scattered properties located around the margins of the valley
and on elevated land at Boreland of Borgue. There may also be views across part of
the Proposal Site from a small number of properties on the eastern edge of Borgue.
6.6.28. Vegetation cover on land directly affected by the Proposal is predominantly semiimproved pasture except for intermittent scrub and occasional trees along the course
of Luskie Burn. There are a small number of scattered mature trees in the southern
part of enclosure 2, forming part of a larger group, located west of High Nunton.
Woodland blocks on adjoining land comprise small rectangular broad-leaved plantation
woodland. There are irregular bands of birch/alder woodland on the ridge of high land
between Borgue and Blackcraig and bordering an area of marshland on the western
margin of the Proposal Site. There are small patches of gorse on land to the north of
High Nunton with more extensive areas around Blackcraig. The key landscape
features on land directly affected by the Proposal are the drumlin
landscape/topography and the water course which meanders through the low-lying
drainage basin. Boundary stone walls contribute to local character. Scattered
properties on elevated land around the edge of the valley are visual landmarks. There
are partial, filtered views of the church spire at Borgue from Core Footpath 195 and
from Lower and Upper Nunton.
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Table 6.7 – Description of field enclosures on the land directly affected by the solar farm
Proposal

Area

Landscape features

Visibility

Field
enclosure 2

29.61ha Pasture. Drainage channel
along
western
edge.
Seasonal ponds in eastern
part. Mature tree specimens
and tree groups and patches
of gorse along drainage
channel and within minor
valley and drumlins in eastern
and southern part.
Land
gently sloping for the most
part with occasional drumlin
features/ rock outcrops except
for eastern/southern area
which
has
pronounced
drumlin features and minor
valleys.
Permanent and
seasonal ponds. Stone walls
in good condition. Stock
fencing. Land not within D@G
regional scenic area.

Views of this field partially
screened by woodland and
topography.
Visibility
from
properties at High Nunton and
Blackcraig and some visibility
from Core Footpath 195.
Generally screened from land
outside the Proposal Site.
Fleeting glimpse of northern part
from minor road between
Blackbriggs and High Borgue.
Potential visibility from Cooper
Croft.

Field
enclosure 3

25.1ha

Pasture. High Nunton located
in western part on ridge.
Occasional mature trees.
Drumlin features on lower
slopes around seasonal pond
and minor valley. Birch
woodland to the east of Wee
Drum. Access track to High
Nunton forming part of the
route taken by Core Footpath
195. Stone walls in good
condition. Gas main. Land
partially within D@G Regional
Scenic Area.

Land rises to form ridge around
High Nunton visible from minor
road. High Nunton visible from
surrounding high land, including
land to the east of Kirkcudbright
Bay. Property not prominent in
distant views. Enclosure is
substantially visible from Core
Footpath 195. Glimpsed coastal
views from this land.

Field
enclosure 4

22.33ha Pasture. Boundary follows
burn along eastern edge.
Seasonal ponds. Mature tree
specimens and tree groups
and patches of gorse within
minor valleys. Land gently
sloping for the most part with
drumlin
features/
rock
outcrops in northern area
along the burn. Stone walls

Views of this field partially
screened by woodland and
topography.
Visibility
from
properties at High Nunton, Lower
Nunton and Blackcraig and
visibility from Core Footpath 195.
Potential views from properties
at Culraven/Pringleton House
Some limited views of this
enclosure from land south of
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in good condition. Stock Culraven. Potential visibility from
fencing. Land not within D@G Cooper Croft.
Regional Scenic Area.
Field
enclosure 5

8.52ha

Pasture. Some scrub and
mature trees along Luskie
Barn. Few distinctive drumlin
features. Stock fencing. Land
not within D@G Regional
Scenic Area.

Visibility from properties at Lower
Nunton and Blackcraig and
visibility from Core Footpath 195.
Potential views from properties
at Culraven/Pringleton House.
Some limited views of this
enclosure from land south of
Culraven. Potential visibility from
Cooper Croft.

Field
enclosure 6

21.44ha Arable. Noted archaeological
sites include Cairn and site of
Castle.
Gas
main.
No
distinctive drumlin features
but landform displays minor
landform variations.
Stone
walls in good condition. Stock
fencing. Eastern part in D@G
Regional Scenic Area.

Visibility from properties at High
Nunton, Lower Nunton and
Blackcraig and visibility from
Core Footpath 195. Potential
views
from
properties
at
Culraven/Pringleton
House
Some limited views of this
enclosure from land south of
Culraven. Potential visibility from
Cooper Croft.

Field
enclosure 7

10.2ha

Pasture.
Minor
drumlin
features on upper slopes. The
land forms a distinct ridge
visible in local views. Stock
fencing and stone walls in
good condition. Scattered
mature trees and small areas
of gorse. Core Footpath 195.
Gas main. Land is within
D@G Regional Scenic Area.

Eastern slopes visible from minor
road between Langlands and
Nun Mill. Upper ridge visible in
local and middle-distance views.
Western slope visible from small
number of properties within
2.0km. Land visible from Core
Footpath 195.

Field
enclosure 8

17.98ha Pasture. Areas of marsh and
some parts poorly drained.
Pole mounted overhead line.
Drumlin features. Occasional
trees and scrub and edged by
woodland. Land not within
D@G Regional Scenic Area.

Some visibility from properties at
Lower
Nunton,
Blackcraig,
Culraven,
Pringleton
House/Netherton and from Core
Footpath 195. No views of this
enclosure beyond valley.

Field
enclosure 9

2.30ha

Potential visibility from properties
at Lower Nunton and Blackcraig
and visibility from Core Footpath
195. Potential views from
properties at Culraven and
Pringleton House. Some limited
views of this enclosure from land
south of Culraven. Potential
visibility from Cooper Croft.

Pasture. Small enclosure
bordering Luskie Burn. Pole
mounted overhead line. Land
not within
D@G regional
scenic area
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10

7.4ha

Pasture. Some scrub and
mature trees within the minor
burn valley. Few distinctive
drumlin features. Gentle, west
facing slopes. Stock fencing
and stone walls in good
condition. Gas main in
eastern part. Eastern part in
D@G Regional Scenic Area.
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Visibility from properties at Lower
Nunton and Blackcraig and
visibility from Core Footpath 195.
Limited views of this enclosure
from land outside the valley.
Potential views from properties
at Culraven and Pringleton
House. Potential visibility from
Cooper Croft.

6.7. Effects Assessment
6.7.1. The nature and magnitude of landscape and visual impacts will change during the
phases of the development, through construction, at completion and after
establishment of any landscape proposals i.e. the long-term residual impacts. Some
types of development may generate impacts which are severe but short term, i.e.
during construction, whereas others may have minor residual effects which may be of
a permanent nature. In addition, some impacts could be signiﬁcantly mitigated by
landscape and other measures which will be of beneﬁt in the longer term. This
appraisal will focus on effects at completion of the construction and potential long-term
residual impacts.
6.7.2. The following key components of the solar farm Proposal have the potential to
generate landscape and visual effects. Some elements of the Proposal are not
identified below, where, for instance, such works may be associated with agricultural
land operations and not likely to generate significant effects.
o

Construction vehicle access from the A755, between High Borgue and Boreland
of Borgue.

o

44,744 solar panels mounted on metal frames. The lower edge of a solar panel is
0.9m above averaged ground level. The highest point is 2.96m from average
ground level.

o

A 2m high wire and post deer fence around the PV Array area will form the
security fence.

o

CCTV cameras that are positioned on 3.0m high poles near the security fence.

o

133 string inverters mounted to solar frames and 4 transformers

o

Approx. 0.5ha compound with hardstanding for communication cabin, storage
containers, inverters, DNO substation and associated equipment

o

Re-routeing of Core Footpath 195

o

10.5ha native woodland and woodland scrub

o

5.6ha of native scrub/woodland edge

o

0.64km of native hedgerows

o

2.7km permissive circular footpath
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6.7.3. The solar panels would be mounted on frames secured into the ground with metal
support posts. The supports would be set to a depth of up to 1500mm below ground
using U-shaped piles 10cm x10cm, or micro-bored with holes 20cm in diameter. It is
expected that 50% of the supports would be pile driven. The solar panels are mounted
on frames approximately 37m long and 11.5m apart. This configuration would result in
up to 8 piles/micro bore holes every 160m2.
Construction effects and impacts
6.7.4. The following potential impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in
the landscape and visual assessment. These impacts occur during preparation for
construction and during the construction phase of the Proposal.
o

Visual effects due to machinery and site operations.

o

Landscape effects due to preparatory works including site access.

o

Visual effects due to construction of the solar panel canopies, associated plant
and construction access.

o

Visual effects due to on-site storage of materials.

o

Visual effects due to landscape mitigation.

o

Landscape effects due to landscape mitigation.

6.7.5. All construction effects are temporary. It is expected that the construction
programme will last 36 weeks.
Operation effects and impacts
6.7.6. The following potential Operational impacts and effects have been taken into
consideration in the landscape and visual assessment. These impacts occur at
completion of the development.
o

Visual effects due to maintenance traffic.

o

Visual effects due to installation of solar panels and associated plant/engineering
works.

o

Visual effects due to landscape mitigation.

o

Landscape effects due to landscape mitigation.

Residual effects and impacts
6.7.7. The following potential residual impacts and effects have been taken into
consideration in the landscape and visual assessment. Residual impacts are the longterm effects experienced by receptors after the establishment of the development,
taking account of any screening benefit of the proposed landscape mitigation, other
planting and additional measures, as appropriate. For the purpose of this assessment,
residual effects are defined as effects at 15 years after completion.
o

Visual effects due to maintenance traffic.

o

Visual effects due to installation of solar panels and associated plant/engineering
works.

o

Visual effects due to landscape mitigation.
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Landscape effects due to landscape mitigation.

Mitigation
6.7.8. The assessment of landscape and visual effects takes account of any design
features which could prevent/avoid, reduce, or offset and remedy (compensate for)
any significant adverse effects.
6.7.9. The Proposal is designed to avoid areas which have high visibility with land outside
the Proposal Site and to avoid land with distinctive drumlin or topographical features
which may be affected by the Proposal. In addition, the layout maintains key
views/vista across the valley between High Nunton and Blackcraig. The Proposal
avoids areas of higher ecological value and seeks to enhance the biodiversity of the
site through the introduction of native species.
6.7.10. The solar panels will be mounted on extra height frames to avoid disturbance of
minor areas of rock outcrop. Blocks of panels will be set at the same height, adjusted
to match local landform. This will result in minor height variations of the solar panels
across the solar farm development area.
6.7.11. Proposed landscape mitigation measures are described in Section 6.9 of this
chapter and illustrated on Figure 6.36. The landscape mitigation proposals have been
prepared in consultation with local forestry consultants and also S.A.P Ecology &
Environmental Ltd and in accordance with recommendations in the biodiversity
mitigation strategy that forms part of Chapter Seven of the EIAR. One of the key
mitigation measures is to undertake planting in advance of the construction works to
achieve 4 years growth prior to the commencement of engineering works. For the
purpose of this assessment, it is assumed that advanced planting would be
undertaken 6 years prior to the commencement of construction works. Assumed
growth rates are described in Figure 6.51 in Appendix 4.1.
6.8. Landscape assessment
6.8.1. The landscape assessment considers the potential landscape effects and impacts
generated by the Proposal. The assessment is made on the basis that the Proposal
will comprise the key components described in paragraph 6.7.2 above.
6.8.2. This section identiﬁes landscape receptors and provides an appraisal of the
potential landscape effects during construction and at the operation stage. Residual
effects, taking account of mitigation proposals are assessed in Section 11 of this
chapter.
Landscape features
6.8.3. There would be no significant loss of farmland due to the Proposal except for land
required for the compound, new access tracks and associated plant. In total, there
would a loss of approximately 0.7ha of rough pasture. The land would continue to be
used for sheep grazing for the lifecycle of the Proposal. The use of the land as a solar
farm is reversible following decommissioning of the development.
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6.8.4. There would be no significant loss of existing green infrastructure and no loss of
landscape features which have local biodiversity value. There would be no loss of
existing stone walls. There would be no effect on the watercourses and drainage
channels which flow through the Proposal Site.
6.8.5. Installation of the solar panels would result in piling and micro-bore drilling on land
used for the solar farm. The piling/micro-boring is likely to have minor, localised effect
on below ground rock strata and surface outcrops. There would be minimal lateral
damage to surrounding rock formations beyond the engineering works required to
install the post supports. On decommissioning, bore holes would be filled with suitable
loose aggregate and capped with soil to naturally regenerate. The long terms physical
and visual effects would not be significant.
Landscape sensitivity
6.8.6. The Proposal is located on land within the Mill Hall Burn/Luskie Burn valley. The
site does not contain any features of special ecological importance. Habitats are of
local or negligible importance. The land is intensively farmed, and vegetation is sparse
comprising mainly scrub and scattered mature trees along the burns and a small area
of birch scrub. Stone walls on field boundaries contribute to landscape and visual
character. Generally, these are in good condition although some minor sections
require maintenance and repair. Stock proof fencing is common and well maintained.
Enclosures are generally large and irregular. One of the enclosures contains two
archaeological sites.
6.8.7. Four of the field enclosures fall within the Dumfries and Galloway Regional Scenic
Area but these enclosures do not contain features of special landscape value and are
not generally visible from low lying coastal areas. One of these enclosures lies outside
the solar farm development area. All these fields are currently visible from Core
Footpath 195, however, there are no other public views within 2.0km except for
fleetingly glimpsed views from minor road B727. Several of these fields are visible in
wider panoramic (public) views from some elevated land at a distance exceeding
2.0km. Where is occurs, the fields are barely discernible in the view and form a very
minor part of the broad landscape.
6.8.8. There is no public access across the development area, but Core Footpath 195
follows a route along part of the boundary of the solar farm. There are views from this
footpath across the valley towards Borgue, Blackcraig and hills to the west. The
Proposal would not interrupt views towards Kirkcudbright Bay.
6.8.9. The Drumlin Pasture glacial landscape has a distinctive topography, with varied,
undulating landform, rock outcrops, minor valleys and hollows. This landscape type
covers 50,568.78ha in the Dumfries and Galloway region and is common in the area.
Part of the land to be used for the solar farm Proposal has been previously cultivated
and partially levelled. Only two enclosures on this land contain minor drumlin features.
6.8.10. There are less than 10 individual dwellings located on the Proposal Site with
potentially significant views of the Proposal and two individual properties outside the
Proposal Site. Additionally, there are several properties in Borgue which may have
partial, glimpsed, middle-distance views. There are no views from major highways and
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only partial, very fleeting views across a small part of the Proposal Site from minor
roads. One of these minor roads, the B727 is a tourist route.
6.8.11. On balance, the sensitivity of the Proposal Site to a development of this scale and
nature is considered to be medium.
Landscape receptors
6.8.12. The following landscape receptors have the potential to be affected by the
Proposal. For the purpose of this report, landscape character, the site and local
settlement, have been assessed under landscape receptors. Predicted landscape
effects are described in Tables 6.7 - 6.9. Some potential adverse effects are
moderated by the beneficial effects of advanced planting.
Landscape receptor 1.

The Proposal Site.

Landscape receptor 2.

Published landscape character areas.

Landscape receptor 3.

The setting of Borgue.
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Table 6.7. Landscape receptor 1. The Proposal Site
Landscape receptor 1
Sensitivity
of receptor

Medium

Baseline

Refer to paragraphs 6.6.25 - 6.6.28

Nature of
Impact

The Proposal would introduce an additional land use on the Proposal Site. Land
used for the Proposal would continue to be used for grazing under the solar
panels. A single arable field on the Proposal Site would revert to pasture.
During construction, site preparation works would generate increased site
activity. This would be for a relatively short period. Car parking and site
accommodate would be visible for the duration of the construction works.
At completion, the visual character of the land affected by the solar farm would
change from farmland to a renewable energy development. There would be
change in the visible landscape pattern due to the installation of the solar
panels. The underlying landscape pattern would not be physically altered by
the solar panel installation, and any visual effects would be reversed when the
Proposal is decommissioned. Changes due to the mitigation planting would be
permanent.
Advanced planting undertaken as part of the landscape mitigation strategy
would inevitably change the landscape pattern and extent of green
infrastructure across the Proposal Site. The landscape would become more
enclosed and more biodiverse. Landscape changes brought about by 16.1ha of
native woodland and scrub planting would have a beneficial effect.
There would be no significant change in the topography of the site or any major
alteration of topographical features. Installation of the solar panel frames would
require localised piling or micro-drilling. The engineering works are expected not
to cause any structural damage to underlying geology. The holes would be filled
and capped with soil on decommissioning. Excavation works and levelling
would be required for the compound area, resulting in the potential loss of minor
topographical features due to minor remodelling of the landform.
It is proposed to re-route Core Footpath 195 to the east of the solar farm
utilising existing lengths of path on sections of track to High Nunton and Lower
Nunton. The new route will follow the eastern boundary of enclosure 7. The
proposed new route for core path 195 would reduce its total length by
approximately 0.2km, however, the proposed new permissible path would
improve accessibility across the Proposal Site by approximately 2.7km

Construction
Magnitude

Medium

Significance Moderate/minor
Operation /Completion
Magnitude

Medium

Significance Moderate/minor
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Table 6.8. Landscape receptor 2. Landscape character areas
Landscape receptor 2
Character
area/type

Type 169

Type 157

Drumlin Pastures

Peninsula with Gorsey Peninsula
Knolls

Sensitivity
of receptor

Medium

Baseline

Refer to paragraphs 6.6.21 – 6.6.24

Nature of
Impact

Changes in the visual landscape character, during construction and
operation of the Proposal, are likely to affect a relatively confined area of the
Drumlin Pastures due to the limited visibility of the development area.

Medium

Type 156

Medium

The moderate/minor landscape effects on the site and adjoining land
described under Landscape Receptor 1 are likely to have a low impact on
the Drumlin Pastures due to the scale and nature of the development,
proposed mitigation and the nature and scale of the character area.
Generally, visual effects beyond the Proposal Site are likely to be minor.
There are no direct landscape impacts on land within Character Areas 157
Peninsula with Gorsey Knowls and 156 Penisula. The Proposal will utilise an
existing track to Culraven for site access. This is the only part of the
Proposal located in these Landscape Types. There are unlikely to be any
significant visual effects on these character areas due to the limited visibility
of the Proposal in the wider landscape.
All landscape effects, due to a change in land use generated by the solar
panels, would be reversible following decommissioning. Visual effects due to
the solar panel installation and associated infrastructure (excluding
landscape mitigation), would be reversible following decommissioning. The
effects on landscape character due to the proposed mitigation planting
would be permanent.
Character
area/type

Type 169

Type 157

Type 156

Drumlin Pastures

Peninsula with Gorsey Peninsula
Knolls

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral

Negligible

Negligible

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral

Construction
Magnitude

Significance Minor
Operation /Completion
Magnitude

Low

Significance Minor
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Table 6.9. Landscape receptor 3. The setting of Borgue
Landscape receptor 3
Sensitivity
of receptor

Low

Baseline

Refer to paragraphs 6.6,13 - 6.6.14.

Nature of
Impact

The village sits on a local ridge at the junction of the B727 and the minor
road to Chapelton Row. Most properties front onto the highways. The church
is located on land in the highest part of the village on the western edge and
is particularly prominent in views from the west. The church tower is partially
visible from the eastern approach but otherwise the building is substantially
screened by vegetation and surrounding properties.
The village is visible to travellers using minor roads on the eastern and
western approach into the settlement. Properties are partially or
substantially screened from the B727 eastern approach by landform and
planting belts. The Proposal would not be visible in these views. There are
no potential views of the Proposal from the western approach into the
village.
Parts of the village and the church tower are visible from Core Footpath 195
and from High Nunton and Lower Nunton in views across the Proposal Site.
The village is of no special historical importance although it does contain
several Category B and C listed buildings. It is also likely that many views
towards the Proposal Site, from properties on the east side of the village,
are likely to be substantially screened by vegetation and topography. This
indicates that the Proposal Site is not an important part of the landscape
setting of the village and potential landscape and visual changes on the
Proposal Site would have no significant effect on its setting.
Views of Borgue from the small number of receptors within the Proposal Site
are likely to diminish due to proposed mitigation planting.

Construction
Magnitude

Negligible

Significance Neutral
Operation /Completion
Magnitude

Negligible

Significance Neutral
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Visual assessment
6.8.13. This section considers potential visual effects and impacts associated with the
Proposal. The assessment is made on the basis that the Proposal will comprise solar
panel arrays, substation, battery storage container, associated infrastructure, fencing
and landscape mitigation works. The visual appraisal focuses on the solar array panels
as this is the main component likely to generate significant visual effects.
6.8.14. This section identiﬁes local visual receptors and provides an appraisal of the
potential landscape effects during construction and at the operation stage. Residual
effects, taking account of mitigation proposals, are assessed in section 6.11 of this
chapter.
Photographic viewpoints
6.8.15. The appraisal of visual effects was undertaken based on field work, supplemented
by viewpoint analysis and photomontage views recommended in best practice
guidance. A number of viewpoints were identiﬁed to represent a range of effects likely
to be experienced by local receptors or to illustrate specific visual effects or local
context. Photography and survey work were undertaken from publicly accessible roads
and footpaths except when additional on-site photographs were considered helpful to
illustrate specific views, landscape features or visual effects. Photographs were taken
over several site visits to assess seasonal changes in visibility.
6.8.16. The photographic viewpoints were selected to represent a range of views and
viewer types. Where applicable, these cover a variety of different character types, are
in different directions from the site and are at varying elevations. The viewpoints are
located at a range of distances from the Proposal to illustrate the varying magnitude of
visual impacts.
6.8.17. The photographs are used to help determine the effects on visual receptors within
the visual envelop predicted by ZTV mapping in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 (Appendix 4.1).
The absence of photographic evidence does not imply that a receptor has not been
assessed but may indicate issues with accessibility on private land or that the
assessment is based on analysis of illustrative/representative photographs taken in the
locality. Photographs G1-G3 on Figure 6.5 illustrate the low visibility of land on the
Proposal Site in panoramic views at 4km-5km distance.
6.8.18. The visual assessment is based on fieldwork and analysis of photographs shown
in Figures 6.7- 6.8, 6.9 - 6.15, and 6.18 – 6.35. The location of the viewpoints is
shown in Figures 6.6, 6.16 - 6.17. The photographic viewpoints presented in this
report are generally of winter views. Photographs in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, showing
representative views from residential properties, include a combination of winter and
summer views. The contextual photographs illustrate panoramic views are each
viewpoint. Detailed photographs are provided at selected viewpoints where it is helpful
to illustrate local features which have informed the visual assessment. The contextual
and detailed photographs comply with the recommendations for Type 1, annotated
viewpoint photographs in Technical Guidance Note 06/19, Visual Representation of
Development Proposals published by the Landscape Institute in September 2019. The
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photomontage visualisations comply with Type 3, AVR Level 3. Figure 6.50 complies
with recommendations for Type 1 visualisation, AVR Level 1.
6.8.19. Three viewpoints were selected for further analysis using verified photomontage to
provide visual representation of the development Proposal. The location of viewpoints
9,11 and 17 was agreed with the Local Planning Authority- see Figure 6.37. The
photomontages represent views at Year 1 Completion and Year 15 and illustrate the
screening effect of proposed planting mitigation. The photomontage views are
illustrated in Figures 6.38-6.49. The photomontages comply with Type 4 photomontage
visualisations in Technical Guidance Note 06/19, Visual Representation of
Development Proposals published by the Landscape Institute in September 2019.
6.8.20. All photographs were taken using a full frame sensor Nikon D750 Digital SLR
camera with a fixed 50mm lens to provide the equivalent of a 50mm lens on a
traditional SLR camera. Photographs have been stitched together using Adobe
Photoshop or Microsoft ICE software. The photographs have been cropped to illustrate
specific views, landscape features and landscape/visual context. During the stitching
process none of the photographs were distorted in terms of scaling.
Visual receptors
6.8.21. The following residents, local people and visitors are potential receptors who may
experience significant visual effects. These receptors have been assessed in broad
groups based on the nature of the receptor and/or the nature of potential effect. Visual
receptors located in the visual envelope but not listed below are judged not to have the
potential for significant visual effects. Predicted visual effects are described in Tables
6.10 - 6.19.
• Visual receptor group 1. Residents in properties at Blackcraig, High Nunton and
Lower Nunton.
• Visual receptor group 2. Residents in properties off the B727 between Culraven
and Borgue House.
• Visual receptor group 3. Residents in properties located in Borgue.
• Visual receptor group 4. Residents in properties located at High Borgue/Boreland
of Borgue Newton and Auchenhay.
• Visual receptor group 5.

Residents at Cooper Croft.

• Visual receptor group 6.

Residents in properties located between 2.0km - 5.0km

from the Proposal.
• Visual receptor group 7. Users of Core Footpath 195.
• Visual receptor group 8. Travellers on the B727.
• Visual receptor group 9. Travellers on minor road between Blackriggs and High
Borgue.
• Visual receptor group 10. Travellers on minor road between Langlands and Nun
Mill.
• Visual receptor group 11. Viewpoints located on land between 2.0km - 5.0km from
the Proposal.
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Table 6.10. Visual receptor group 1. Residents in properties at Blackcraig, High Nunton
and Lower Nunton.
Visual receptor group 1
Photographic
viewpoints

R4-R6, C5, C16. Site photographs S1,S2,S5,S7,S8,S9,S11,S12,S13,S18

Existing views
Properties in Receptor group 1 are located within 300m of the Proposal. All have direct open
views across the development area from windows/gardens. The principal views from Lower
Nunton are towards Kirkcudbright Bay. There are also views of the bay from High Nunton. The
dwellings in Receptor Group 1 have views of neighbouring properties/farms. The scattered
buildings form local landmarks. Two properties have partial views of Borgue.
The development area has an open pastoral character with scattered trees and small blocks of
woodland/plantation around the margins. Middle distance views are generally contained by
high ridges, drumlin hills and belts of woodland/plantation. There are distant views of hills and
upland areas. The undulating drumlin landscape is generally pleasant but unremarkable in
character and scenic quality for the type. The burns are visible in the central lower part of the
valley but make little contribution to scenic quality. Stone walls add to local distinctiveness.
Predicted views
The Proposal would be visible in panoramic views across the valley from these dwellings.
Advanced planting, established for 6 years, would provide partial screening at completion. New
hedging and blocks of woodland/woodland edge would partially screen foreground views,
forming enclosures and separation within and around the main development areas. Screening
would be most effective where overlapping planting belts form denser visual screens. Winter
views of the Proposal would be more extensive. Screening would increase over time as the
planting matures and forms a well-established canopy to merge with existing vegetation. There
would be no significant loss of view of distant hills from these properties or views of Borgue.
The existing vista between High Nunton and Blackcraig would be retained.
Figure 6.50 in the Appendix shows a visualisation of predicted views from Blackcraig. The
visualisation is based on photographic analysis.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

High

Magnitude of change
High / Medium (medium refers to Lower Nunton)
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Major moderate

Major moderate
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Table 6.11. Visual receptor group 2. Residents in properties off the B727 between
Culraven and Borgue House.
Visual receptor group 2

Photographic
viewpoints

R1-R2, C9. Site photographs S8, S10, S14, S15, S16, S17

Existing views

This Receptor Group comprises dwellings at Culraven Farm, Pringleton House (and adjoining
properties) and individual dwellings at Borgue House. The nearest property to the Proposal is
the Culraven farmhouse at approximately 273m. Pringleton House is located at
approximately 460m distance. Borgue House is located at approximately 1057m distance.
None of these properties have principal views towards the solar farm Proposal. Pringleton
House and adjoining properties may have partial views of the southern part from rear
gardens and rear windows. Views are likely to be partially or substantially screened by
existing garden vegetation. Winter views may be more extensive.
There are no views of land on the solar farm Proposal from dwellings at Borgue House
although the southern part is glimpsed at the walled entrance, off the B727.
There are occasional, partial views across the development area from the extended grounds
of the Culraven farmstead and upper rear windows of the farmhouse but mostly these are
screened from the dwelling by outbuildings. The principal views are to the south, across the
front garden. There are no views across the development area from other dwellings at
Culraven.
Where visible, partial views of the southern part of the development area are likely to be
restricted by belts of existing vegetation which will frame the view. At the entrance to Borgue
House, views are further restricted and filtered by additional blocks of woodland between
Pringleton House and Blackcraig.
Where visible, land on the solar farm Proposal is likely to be perceived as farmed pasture
enclosed by tree belts and blocks of woodland/plantation. There may be partial, middledistance views of the ridges, drumlin hills and woodland on the valley margins There may be
distant views of hills and upland areas. The undulating drumlin landscape would appear
generally pleasant but unremarkable in character and scenic quality for the type. Scattered
properties may be visible across the valley.
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Predicted views

The solar farm Proposal is likely to be partially visible from limited viewpoints (to the north)
from Culraven farmhouse. At ground level, the solar panels are likely to be partially screened
by existing vegetation and landform and by advanced planting in the southern part of
enclosure 8. Views from upper, rear windows, may be more extensive. Winter views of part of
the Proposal may persist until the proposed planting becomes semi-mature. ZTV mapping at
Year 15 in Figure 6.4 indicates almost no visibility around the farmhouse. Temporary access
traffic may be visible from this property and also from other dwellings at Culraven.
The solar farm Proposal is likely to be substantially screened in northern views from
Pringleton House and adjoining dwellings due to garden vegetation, other vegetation and
topography. Advanced planting in the southern part of enclosure 8 is likely to further restrict
views of the Proposal. ZTV mapping at Year 15 in Figure 6.4 indicates no visibility at
Pringleton House or adjoining dwellings.
Advanced woodland planting, established for 6 years, would partially screen the vistas across
the visible part of the valley. Screening would be most effective where overlapping planting
belts form denser visual screens. There may be some glimpsed winter views of the Proposal.
Screening would increase over time as the planting matures and forms a well-established
woodland canopy to merge with existing vegetation. Some views of scattered properties
across the valley would be lost. Middle distance, framed views would be retained across the
valley through designed gaps between blocks of existing and proposed vegetation.

Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

Medium

Magnitude of change

Medium
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Moderate/minor

Moderate/minor
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Table 6.12. Visual receptor group 3. Residents in properties located in Borgue.
Visual receptor group 3
Photographic
viewpoints

C5, C6, C16

Existing views
Fieldwork and photography indicate there are several properties in the eastern part of Borgue
which may have partial, filtered views of part of the solar farm Proposal from upper rear
windows.
It has not been possible to verify the nature of views from these properties, but it is likely that
there will be filtered views across the valley towards Lower Nunton and High Nunton. These
two properties are likely to be discernible from Receptor Group 3. The dominant ridgelines
and woodland blocks are likely to be visible around the valley margins and also some of the
field enclosures in the lower valley and eastern slopes. Distant hills and upland are likely to
be visible.
Where visible, the valley is likely to be perceived as an area of undulating pasture flanked by
a line of ridges, drumlin hills and woodland. The undulating drumlin landscape would appear
generally pleasant but unremarkable in character and scenic quality for the type.
Predicted views
Existing vegetation and topography are likely to substantially screen the Proposal from this
Receptor Group. Advanced planting is likely to increase the extent of screening. ZTV
mapping on Figure 6.3 indicates that the visual envelope generated by the Proposal would
not extend to the eastern part of the village. Some low-level visibility may occur during the
winter months.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

Medium

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Minor

Minor
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Table 6.13. Visual receptor group 4. Residents in properties located at High
Borgue/Boreland of Borgue, Newton and Auchenhay
Visual receptor group 4

Photographic
viewpoints

C4, C12, C13. Site photographs S4, S8, S9

Existing views

Fieldwork and photography indicate there are dwellings on farms located at High Borgue,
Newton and Auchenhay that are likely to have middle distance views across the Proposal
Site and also visibility with land effected by the Proposal.
It has not been possible to verify the nature of views from these properties due to issues with
accessibility, but survey work indicates that properties at High Borgue and Auchenhay are
likely to have partial views across the Proposal Site, from a distance of approximately 6001200m.
At this distance the valley is likely to be perceived as an area of low-lying undulating pasture
within a wider panoramic view. The high ridges, drumlin hills and woodland blocks around the
valley margins would be visible in the view and also scattered properties. Kirkeoch Hill and
more distant hills around Kirkcudbright Bay are also likely to be visible. The undulating
drumlin landscape would appear generally pleasant but unremarkable in character and
scenic quality for the type.
Two properties at Newton may have open, direct or oblique views of a small part of enclosure
6 covering the north-west corner of the field. The wooded ridges and slopes around High
Nunton will form the dominant feature in the view with foreground views of open fields. The
dwelling at High Nunton is likely to be visible on the upper ridge. Land within enclosure 6
would form a very small part of the wider view. Generally, views are of attractive, partially
wooded, undulating farmland, sloping towards the minor road, east of High Nunton. The
views would include land which falls within the Regional Scenic Area.
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Predicted views

The Proposal would be visible in panoramic views across the valley from High Borgue and
Auchenhay. Views from High Borgue would be more extensive due to the open, elevated
position of the property and shorter distance. Advanced planting would provide some limited
screening at completion. The areas of solar panels would be separated by blocks of planting
and designed gaps in the layout. The compound area may be visible from High Borgue.
Temporary access traffic would also be visible from this property.
At 600-1200m distance, in oblique views, the rows of solar panels would appear to merge
together, forming an almost continuous surface in a similar fashion to a water body. The
detail of individual engineering components would be barely discernible.
Screening would be most effective where overlapping planting belts form dense visual
screens. Winter views of the Proposal would be more extensive. Screening would increase
over time as the planting matures and forms a well-established canopy to merge with existing
vegetation although some residual views of the solar views would persist. There would be no
significant loss of view of distant hills from these properties.
The Proposal would be visible from dwellings at Newton. It would form a small part of the
wider view, substantially screened by intervening vegetation and proposed planting.
Screening would increase over time as the planting matures resulting in very low levels of
visibility in the long term.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

High

Magnitude of change

Medium
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Moderate

Moderate
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Table 6.14. Visual receptor group 5. Residents at Cooper Croft.
Visual receptor group 5
Photographic viewpoints

R3

Existing views
There are framed views across the central part of the Mill Hall Burn/Luskie Burn valley in
winter views from the western edge of the rear garden of Cooper Croft. The views are
available through gaps in the boundary hedge/vegetation on the edge of the garden.
Blackcraig and the large silo tank in enclosure 6 are visible in these views. There are framed
views of the wooded ridges around Blackcraig and distant hills to the west. There are no such
views from the dwelling at Cooper Croft. Summer views towards the Proposal Site from the
garden are likely to be more substantially screened by intervening vegetation and garden
hedgerows.
Predicted views
At completion, advanced planting is likely to partially or substantially screen the solar panels
in enclosure 10. There may be partial views of other parts of the Proposal in the western
fields. Winter views may be more extensive. Screening would increase over time as the
planting matures and forms a well-established woodland canopy to merge with existing
vegetation. Over the long term there may be glimpsed, heavily filtered, winter views of the
Proposal. There are likely to be no summer views. When mature, the mitigation planting
would screen out views across the valley and of Blackcraig and distant hills.

Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

Medium

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Minor

Minor
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PROSPUS CONSULTING

Residents in properties located between 2.0km -

Visual receptor group 6

Photographic
viewpoints

G1-G3, C17- C23

Existing views

The ZTV map on Figure 6.3 indicates some visibility from dwellings within the 2.0km-5.0km
zone on the eastern margins of Kirkcudbright Bay, from Cairniehill to the south of the
Proposal Site and Langslands to the north.
Survey work has confirmed that these properties are mainly located on elevated land with
extensive panoramic views. Where visible, land affected by the solar farm is barely
perceptible in broad panoramic views and forms a very small part of a wider view. Some
landscape features and buildings on the Proposal Site can be identified but are barely
distinguishable.
Predicted views

The solar farm may be partially visible from properties in this zone but would form a very
small part of the view and would be barely distinguishable. Advance planting would provide
partial screening and visual separation. At these distances, the solar panels would appear to
merge together, forming an almost continuous surface in a similar fashion to a water body.
Screening would increase over time as the planting matures and merges with existing blocks
of vegetation. There would be no significant effect on views of distant hills from these
properties. Over the long term, the proposal would be barely visible in the wider view.
Photomontage views in Figures 6.46 – 6.49 show existing and predicted winter views from
Cairniehill.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

High/medium

Magnitude of change

Low/negligible
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residents

Moderate minor

Moderate minor

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral
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Table 6.16. Visual receptor group 7. Users of Core Footpath 195
Visual receptor group 7

Photographic
viewpoints

C4, C5, C6, C14, C15

Existing views
Views from this footpath change along the length of the route. There are glimpsed views
across part of the Mill Hall Burn/Luskie Burn valley as the route climbs towards High Nunton
from the minor highway. More expansive views become available as the route reaches the
top of the ridge on the eastern boundary of enclosure 6 and continue until the route passes to
the east of Lower Nunton. From parts of the footpath, views are sometimes partially or
substantially screened by the stone wall on the boundary of field enclosure no 6 but become
more open at field gates and gaps in the boundary.
The central and southern part of the valley is visible from the Core Footpath between High
Nunton, Broadfield Drum and Culraven. There are views of woodland around Blackcraig and
the distant hills beyond. There are glimpsed views of Borgue and Borgue Parish Church.
There are no views of Kirkcudbright Bay until the route passes east of Lower Nunton.
Where views are available of land affected by the solar farm Proposal, the undulating drumlin
landscape is perceived as generally pleasant but unremarkable in character and scenic
quality for the type. The burns are visible in the central lower part of the valley but make little
contribution to scenic quality. Stone walls add to local distinctiveness.
Predicted views
The solar farm Proposal would be substantially screened in views from the Core Footpath by
advanced planting on the boundary of enclosure no 6. The screening would be effective for
the section between High Nunton and Lower Nunton.
Views of the Proposal would be available across a designed gap in the planting (on the
boundary of enclosure no 6) and also on the section which runs east (from the south-east
corner of enclosure no 6) towards Lower Nunton. Framed views of the wider valley would
persist through gaps in the mitigation planting. The vistas would allow views of the Proposal.
Over time, proposed woodland planting in enclosure no 10 would provide substantially
screening of the solar farm across the southern part of the Proposal.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Footpath users

High

Magnitude of change
High
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Footpath users

Major moderate

Major moderate
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Table 6.17. Visual receptor group 8. Travellers on the B727
Visual receptor group 8
Photographic
viewpoints

C7, C8, C9, C10

Existing views
There are glimpsed, intermittent and fleeting views of land affected by the Proposal from a
650m section of the B727, between Borgue and Pringleton House. The view covers the
central part of the solar farm which is visible in the middle distance, framed by woodland
blocks and narrow belts of vegetation. There are views of distant hills to the east and north.
Where views are available of land affected by the solar farm Proposal, the undulating drumlin
landscape is perceived as a small part of the wider landscape. The land falls within the
Regional Scenic Area.
The existing view from the entrance to Borgue House off the B727 is shown on Figure 6.38

Predicted views
Photomontage views in Figures 6.38 - 6.40 show existing and predicted winter views from
B727 at the entrance to Borgue House. These are representative of potential effects on
travellers using the B727.
The view at completion shows narrow bands of solar panels separated by existing and
proposed vegetation and framed by larger blocks of mature woodland. The solar farm sits low
in the landscape and appears as a narrow band of blue wash reflecting colours in the sky, in
a similar fashion to a body of water. Individual panels and frames are not perceptible.
Proposed advanced planting provides partial screening. The planting is barely distinguishable
in the wider view as it merges with existing vegetation. The Year 15 view shows small, narrow
patches of solar panel, substantially screened by existing and proposed planting. The solar
farm proposal is not prominent in the view. The ridge on enclosure no 6 appears substantially
wooded. There is no loss of view of distant hills.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Travellers on
minor road

High

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Travellers on minor road

Moderate/Minor
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Table 6.18. Visual receptor group 9. Travellers on minor road between Blackriggs and
High Borgue.
Visual receptor group 8
Photographic
viewpoints

C11

Existing views
This minor road crosses an area characterised by frequent drumlin features. The pastoral
landscape appears windswept, open and pitted with rock outcrops and minor landform
features. Views along the road corridor are generally restricted by boundary walls,
topography and patches of vegetation, mainly gorse.
On the approach to High Borgue, from the west, the road descends to a low-lying area and
then climbs to the ridge at High Borgue. A panoramic view becomes fleetingly available of
Kirkcudbright Bay where the land falls away to the south. The existing view is shown on
Figure 6.41. It is an attractive view with complex landform, a seasonal pond and scattered
patches of gorse and trees contributing to the scenic value. The northern part of enclosure no
2 is partially visible in the view. It forms part of the wider view in the middle distance but is not
especially prominent.
Predicted views
The photomontage views at completion and at Year 15 shown on Figures 6.42 and 6.43
confirm that no part of the solar farm would be visible in the view. Advanced planting in the
northern part of enclosure no 2 would be visible in the middle distance, blending with patches
of existing vegetation. The Year 15 view shows a belt of proposed woodland around
enclosure no 6 partially screening views of the bay.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Travellers on
minor road

Medium

Magnitude of change
Negligible
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Travellers on minor road

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral
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Table 6.19. Visual receptor group 10. Travellers on minor road between Langlands and
Nun Mill.
Visual receptor group 8
Photographic
viewpoints

C1, C2, C3, C12, C13, C14

Existing views
There are attractive views from this minor road along the valley through Newton to Nun Hill.
The landscape comprises rolling farmland with woodland and plantation on the valley slopes.
There are a number of distinctive rounded drumlins hills visible along the route. The road is
rural in character with a small number of farms and scattered properties. High Nunton is
visible on the ridge overlooking the Mill Hall Burn/Luskie Burn valley.
A small part of enclosure 6 covering in the north-west corner, is visible from this road.
Generally, views are dominated by the wooded slopes and pastures between High Nunton
and Lower Nunton flanked by rounded drumlins hills. The attractive landscape forms part of
the Regional Scenic Area.
Predicted views
The Proposal would be fleetingly visible from for a short section of road around Newton. It
would form a small part of the wider view, substantially screened by intervening vegetation
and proposed planting. Screening would increase over time as the planting matures,
resulting in very low levels of visibility in the long term.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Travellers on
minor road

Medium

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Travellers on minor road

Minor

Minor
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Table 6.19. Visual receptor group 11. Viewpoints located on land between 2.0km - 5.0km
from the Proposal.
Visual receptor group 8
Photographic
viewpoints

C12, C17- C23, G1-G3

Existing views
The ZTV map on Figure 6.3 indicates there may be some visibility from public viewpoints
within the 2.0km-5.0km zone from highways and footpaths on elevated land.
Survey work has confirmed that some viewpoints in this zone would have a partial view of the
Proposal Site and land affected by the solar farm Proposal. However, at this distance, land
directly affected by the Proposal either forms a very small part of a wider view and/or is barely
perceptible in the wider view. At this distance, individual landscape features in the Mill Hall
Burn/Luskie Burn valley are barely perceptible and the area of land is mainly identifiable by
scattered properties on distant ridges.
Predicted views
The solar farm may be partially visible from receptors in this zone but it would form a very
small part of the view and would be barely distinguishable. Advance planting would provide
partial screening and visual separation. At these distances, the solar panels would appear to
merge together, forming an almost continuous surface in a similar fashion to a water body.
Screening would increase over time as the planting matures and merges with existing blocks
of vegetation. There would be no significant effect on views of distant hills. Over the long
term, the proposal would be barely visible in the wider view. There would be no significant
effect on publicly accessible views from Kirkcudbright Bay, Brighouse Bay, from the Mull of
Ross.
Photomontage views in Figures 6.44 - 6.46 show existing and predicted winter views from
Cairniehill.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Public viewpoints

High/medium

Magnitude of change
Low/negligible
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Public viewpoints

Moderate minor

Moderate minor

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral
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6.9. Inter-relationships Between Environmental Aspects
6.9.1. Landscape mitigation proposals have been informed by baseline studies and
fieldwork undertaken for this landscape and visual assessment and recommendations
in the following reports.
•
•

The Ecology Chapter (Chapter Seven) of this EIAR and associated appendices.
Neo Environmental Limited (December 2021) High Nunton Solar Farm. Glint and
Glare Assessment.

6.10.

Mitigation and Enhancement

6.10.1. The landscape and visual mitigation proposals are illustrated in Figure 6.36. The
landscape mitigation proposals have been prepared in consultation with S.A.P Ecology
& Environmental and in accordance with recommendations in the biodiversity
mitigation strategy that forms part of Chapter Seven of this EIAR.
The key components are described as follows:
Native broadleaf woodland

Total area 10.5ha

Native woodland edge and

Total area

5.6ha

Native hedgerow planting

Total area

0.64km

Evergreen screen planning

Total length

220m

Permissive footpaths

Total length

2.7km

6.10.2. The purpose of the mitigation proposals is to support the biodiversity design
principles set out in the Biodiversity Mitigation Strategy, minimise the potential for
landscape and visual effects and avoid the potential for significant glint and glare
effects.
6.11.

Residual Effect s

6.11.1. Landscape and visual effects will reduce over time as landscape mitigation
proposals become well established and provide enhanced screening and green
infrastructure/bio-diversity benefits. The mitigation planting is likely to provide
substantial screening of the Proposal from most visual receptors by Year 15. It is
proposed that planting would be undertaken in advance of the construction works to
achieve 19 growing seasons by Year 15. Hedges and woodland edge planting would
have achieved maximum height by Year 15. Native woodland would be semi-mature
and have a predicted height in excess of 8m. This is not the final height of the
woodland which is likely to reach approximately 12-18m.
6.11.2. Residual effects are predicted landscape and visual effects at 15 years after
construction. The residual assessment takes account of the benefit of landscape
mitigation measures. Reference should be made to Tables 6.7 - 6.19 for the
description of potential landscape and visual effects.
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Table 6.20. Residual landscape effects

Landscape
receptor
1

The Proposal Site

2

Landscape
character areas.

Sensitivity

Medium

Medium

Type 169 Drumlin PasturesMedium

3

Magnitude
of change

Low

Significance

Effect

Moderate/
Minor

Adverse

Low

Adverse

Type 157 Peninsula
with Gorsey Knolls

Medium

Negligible

Minor/neutral

Adverse

Type 156 Peninsula

Medium

Negligible

Minor/neutral

Adverse

The setting of
Borgue.

Low

Negligible
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Table 6.21. Residual visual effects

Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Magnitude
of change

Significance

Effect

1

Residents in properties at
Blackcraig, High Nunton
and Lower Nunton.

High

Medium

Moderate

Adverse

2

Residents in properties off
the B727 between
Culraven and Borgue
House.

Medium

Medium

Moderate/
Minor

Adverse

3

Residents in properties
located in Borgue.

Medium

Negligible

Minor/Neutral

Adverse

4

Residents in properties
located at High
Borgue/Boreland of
Borgue, Newton and
Auchenhay.

High

Low

Moderate/
Minor

Adverse

5

Residents at Cooper
Croft.

Medium

Low

Minor

Adverse

6

Residents in properties
located between 2.0km 5.0km from the Proposal.

Moderate/
Minor

Adverse

High /
Medium

Low/
negligible

Minor/Neutral

7

Users of Core Footpath
195.

High

Medium

8

Travellers on the B727.

High

Negligible

Minor/Neutral

Adverse

9

Travellers on minor road
between Blackriggs and
High Borgue.

Medium

Negligible

Minor/Neutral

Adverse

1
0

Travellers on minor road
between Langlands and
Nun Mill.

Medium

Negligible

Minor/Neutral

Adverse

1
1

Viewpoints on land
between 2.0km - 5.0km
from the Proposal.

High
Medium

Negligible

Minor/Neutral

Adverse
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Conclusions

6.12.1. Land within the Proposal Site lies predominantly in landscape character area
Drumlin Pastures and displays landscape features typical for this type. This landscape
type covers 50,569ha in the Dumfries and Galloway region and is common in the area.
Part of the land to be used for the solar farm Proposal has been previously cultivated
and partially levelled. Only two enclosures on this land contain minor drumlin features.
6.12.2. The Proposal lies within a valley substantially screened from coastal areas by
surrounding ridges, woodland belts, and drumlin hills. Core Footpath 195 follows the
boundary of the Proposal, on the eastern edge. The Proposal would be clearly visible
from this route.
6.12.3. Part of the Proposal covers land designated in the Dumfries and Galloway
Regional Scenic Area. This part of the Proposal Site contains no distinctive features
normally associated with drumlin landscapes and is not visible from low lying coastal
areas. Part of this land is managed as arable land and has been cultivated.
6.12.4. Land covered by the solar farm Proposal is intensively farmed and grazed. There
are no significant areas of tree cover. The landscape is predominantly open in
character. The absence of vegetation allows open views across the valley from land
within the Proposal Site but such views are generally only available from Core
Footpath 195 and from a small number of scattered properties located around the
margins of the valley and on elevated land at Boreland of Borgue.
6.12.5. The Proposal is designed to avoid areas which have high visibility with land outside
the Proposal Site and to avoid land with distinctive drumlin or topographical features.
The layout maintains key views/vista across the valley between High Nunton and
Blackcraig.
6.12.6. The Proposal avoids areas of higher ecological value. Mitigation measures include
advanced planting of native woodland, native woodland edge and hedging. The
landscape mitigation would enhance green infrastructure and biodiversity. It is
proposed to re-route Core Footpath 195 to minimise visual effects on this route. A new
permissive footpath of 2.7km in length would be created to improve amenity access
across the Proposal Site.
6.12.7. The Proposal would introduce an additional land use on the Proposal Site. Land
affected by the Proposal would continue to be used for grazing under the solar panels.
A single arable field on the Proposal Site would revert to pasture. At completion, the
visual character of the land affected by the solar farm would change from farmland to a
renewable energy development. There would be change in the visible landscape
pattern due to the installation of the solar panels. The underlying landscape pattern
would not be physically altered by the solar panel installation, and any visual effects
would be reversed when the Proposal is decommissioned. Mitigation planting would
inevitably change the landscape pattern and extent of green infrastructure across the
Proposal Site. The landscape would become more enclosed and more biodiverse.
Landscape changes brought about by approx. 16.1ha of native woodland and scrub
planting would have a beneficial effect.
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6.12.8. There would be no significant change in the topography of the site or any major
alteration of topographical features. Installation of the solar panel frames would require
localised piling or micro-drilling. The engineering works are expected not to cause any
structural damage to underlying geology. The holes would be filled and capped with
soil on decommissioning. Excavation works and levelling would be required for the
compound area, resulting in the potential loss of minor topographical features due to
minor remodelling of the landform.
6.12.9. The sensitivity of the Proposal Site to a development of this scale and nature is
considered to be medium. The magnitude of effect on land within the Proposal Site is
predicted to be medium resulting in moderate/minor adverse impacts. The adverse
landscape effects are moderated by the landscape and ecological mitigation
measures. All landscape effects generated by the solar farm development and
associated infrastructure are reversible following decommissioning. Landscape effects
generated by the mitigation planting would be permanent.
6.12.10. There are no significant landscape effects predicted for landscape character areas
assessed in this study.

6.12.11.The visual assessment identified 11 visual receptor groups which may experience
visual effects due to the Proposal. Residual visual impacts range from moderate to
minor neutral. The highest level of impact would be experienced by residents in
properties in the vicinity of the Proposal Site with open views directly overlooking the
Proposal. Most visual effects due to the solar farm would be moderated by the
proposed planting mitigation. Inevitably, there would be residual effects on some local
views due to long term screening generated by the proposed green infrastructure. The
residual impact on visual receptors located outside of the Proposal Site is predicted to
be minor/neutral.

6.12.12.The residual visual effects on users of Core Footpath 195 are predicted to be
moderate. These visual effects of the solar farm are moderated by proposed screen
planting, however, the planting is likely to generate some visual effects due to the loss
of view across the valley. The proposed re-routing of Core Footpath 195 would move
the path east of the solar farm on land which is substantially screened from the
Proposal. There are likely to be no views of the Proposal from the re-routed Core Path
due to existing and proposed planting and topography. The residual visual effects on
Core Footpath 195 are likely to remain moderate due to the loss of view across the
Proposal Site, however, views towards Kirkcudbright are likely to be enhanced. The
proposed permissive footpath would maintain public access across the Development
Site.
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Ecology
7.1.

Introduction
7.1.1. This chapter of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) has been
prepared, at the request of Prospus Group, by S.A.P Ecology & Environmental Ltd.
It addresses the baseline ecological constraints which are present on the site, and
the impact the proposed development will have on those ecological constraints.
7.1.2. This chapter is subject to appropriate quality assurance checks by qualified
individuals based upon their technical skills and specialist areas:

Authors

Sean Prokopiw BSc, MSc, ACIEEM
Sarah Parkin BSc (Hons), ACIEEM
Malcolm Ginns BSc (Hons), MSc, MCIEEM

Ecologist
Bat & GCN Lead
Ornithologist

Review

Sarah Parkin BSc (Hons), ACIEEM

Principal Ecologist &
Managing Director

Review

Stephen Parkin BSc (Hons), ACIEEM

Principal Ecologist &
Managing Director

7.1.3. The competency of all field surveyors has been assessed under the CIEEM
Competencies for Species Survey.
7.1.4. All information, reports and impacts discussed within this chapter relate to a
proposed solar farm and energy storage facility at High Nunton Farm, near Bourge,
Dumfries and Galloway. The project has been proposed by High Nunton Solar Ltd
and it is expected that the land will continue to be used for agricultural purposes
(sheep grazing) or maintained by cutting if required.
7.1.5. Full details of the proposal and development parameters is included within the
introductory chapters to this EIAR.
7.2.

Purpose of The Stu dy
7.2.1. This chapter considers the impact of the proposed development on the ecological
assets within the development boundary and immediate surroundings. It also
assesses the change in biodiversity which could be expected as a result of the
development.
7.2.2. The report describes the assessment methodology; the baseline conditions
currently existing at the Proposal Site and surroundings and aims to consider; the
likely significant ecological effects; the mitigation measures required to prevent,
reduce and offset any significant adverse effects; and the likely residual effects after
these measures have been employed.
7.2.3. Effects resulting from the decommissioning of the array site have not been
included within this assessment as it is not possible to accurately estimate the
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ecological constraints at a future time. It is considered likely that the effects of
decommissioning will be similar to those experienced during construction.
7.2.4. The report aims to consider:
•

The present-day and future baseline conditions both during construction the
construction and at operational phases.

•

The impacts of the construction phase of the Proposed Development on both
habitats and species with respect to habitat removal, placement of solar PV
arrays (including drilling of pilings), access improvements, noise generated,
movement of construction machinery.

•

The impacts of the operation phase of the Proposed Development on habitats
and species with respect to changes in habitat type, noise, traffic, visual
impacts.

7.2.5. The report aims to consider the significance of the proposed plans in the context of
nearby designated sites.
7.2.6. The report is intended to be read alongside other topic specific studies as part of
an EIA to consider the impacts of the development as a whole. This chapter is also
supported by the following technical appendices, located in the Appendices.

7.3.

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.1 PEA for site

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.2 PEA for access track

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.3 GWDTE survey

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.4 Great crested newt
report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.5 Otter survey report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.6 Bat activity survey
report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.7 : Breeding bird report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.8: GLTA and aerial tree
inspection report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.9: Badger survey report
- CONFIDENTIAL

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.10: Migratory and
Wintering Bird Survey Report

•

Environmental Impact Assessment Report - Appendix 5.11: Biodiversity net gain
calculations & Maps.
Study Area & Scope of assessment

7.3.1. The core study area defined for ecological survey includes all land and associated
habitats within the identified red line boundary. An additional 10km buffer was
applied for desk-based studies incorporating a statutory and non-statutory
designated sites assessment. This area of study is considered appropriate for the
identification of ‘likely significant effects’ as required by the EIA Regulations.
Records of protected and priority species within 2km of the site were sought from
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the designated biological records centre. The core study area can be seen defined
in the red line boundary in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 – Proposal Site Map

7.3.2. The Proposal Site is 123.98ha of agricultural land, located approximately 2.9km
west of Kirkcudbright. The land is currently in active agricultural use, predominantly
for animal husbandry and seasonal crops, with patches of semi-natural broadleaved woodland, scrub, and wetland habitats. The development footprint (Zone of
Influence) is proposed to utilise areas of neutral grassland which is currently used
for grazing.
7.3.3. The on-site assessment stages of this report comprised multiple site visits
throughout the year depending on the species or habitat being surveyed. For
complete methodologies, please see individual reports as listed in appendices 5.1 –
5.10.
7.3.4. Habitat and species surveys were confined within the core study area with
appropriate buffer zones being applied for individual species as appropriate.
Evidence of badger activity was searched up to 30m from the core study boundary.
All waterbodies within 250m of the core study area were subject to appropriate
amphibian survey.
7.3.5. No protected species or protected sites searches occurred beyond the areas
stated above. Although it is possible that species may move across or utilise areas
of the site for foraging, it is not considered that the development will have an effect
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on their lifecycle or breeding status. Habitats outside of the searched radius are not
likely to be impacted by the proposed development.
7.3.6. The potential ecological effects of the development assessed in this chapter
include:
•

Habitat Loss/change: the areas of suitable
sheltering/roosting/commuting/foraging areas used by species of
conservation concern which may be impacted by the installation of
infrastructure, placement of panels, storage facilities and the change in land
use.

•

Disturbance: the disturbance of any protected species or species of
conservation concern which may be displaced from an area they would
otherwise use.

•

Criminal offense: any act which may impact, intentionally or unintentionally,
a national or European protected species which would result in a breach of
wildlife law.

7.3.7. In 2021 the development boundary was updated which saw the removal of the
most northern area of site, this is reflected in the Biodiversity Net Gain calculation
maps in Appendix 5.11.
7.3.8. The southern access route that will be used for maintenance has been scoped out
of further assessment as this route would only be used for infrequent maintenance
works during operation and utilises as existing access road that would not require
any upgrading or modification.
7.4.

Scopi ng responses and consultation
7.4.1. Scoping and public consultation has been carried out with the Planning
Department, Dumfries and Galloway Council and local public groups. The initial
council scoping was completed in September 2019 and included responses from
the following nature conservation/related industries:

Table 7.1 – Scoping and consultation summary
Consultee

Response summary pertaining to ecology

Action

Scottish
Natural
Heritage
(now Nature
Scot)

Ecology:

Undertake the recommended
and required protected species
surveys. Surveys were
completed in 2020/2021, please
see technical appendices 5.1 –
5.10 for full individual survey
results.

-

In terms of Ecology and ornithology
we are satisfied with the survey work
that has been completed to date and
that proposed prior to the submission
of a formal planning application.

Mitigation and enhancement
measures are detailed in
section 7.13.
Scottish
environment
Protection

SEPA consider that the following key
issues must be addressed in the
Environmental Impact Assessment
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Agency
(SEPA).

process to avoid delay and potential
objection:
-

-

-

-

-

Public
Consultation

Map and assessment of all
engineering activities in or impacting
on the water environment including
proposed buffers, details of any flood
risk assessment and details of any
related CAR applications;
Map and assessment of impacts
upon Groundwater Dependant
Terrestrial Ecosystems and buffers;
Map and assessment of impacts
upon groundwater abstractions and
buffers;
Schedule of mitigation including
pollution prevention measures;
Map of proposed waste water
drainage layout;
Map of proposed surface water
drainage layout;
Map of proposed water abstractions
including details of the proposed
operating regime;
Decommissioning statement

Public consultation highlighted the
following as potential
additions/enhancements which could be
incorporated within the development.
Comments have been summarised within
this table:
-

-

-

-

Look to improve the ecological value
of the site through development;
Mossmaul (wetland) should be
protected from the development and
enhanced where possible;
Increase woodland connectivity;
Utilise fruiting trees and shrubs
where possible within the
planting/screening for the benefit of
wildlife;
Incorporate beetle banks and scrub;
No use of
herbicides/pesticides/fungicides or
other chemicals around the PV
arrays to enhance plant and insect
diversity;
Stop pheasant rearing and shooting
on nearby land;
Create wildlife corridors throughout
the site.
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See Appendix 5.3 for full
ecology related report and
Chapter eight, and related
appendices for the work
assessment undertaken on
Hydrology, Ground Conditions,
Hydrology, Hydrogeology and
Peat.
Areas where GWDTE were
recorded are to be ‘avoided’ to
ensure there are no negative
impacts or otherwise on the
habitats.

Produce a detailed Ecological
land management plan.

Ensure appropriate species mix
is used within the planting
scheme and look to facilitate
ecological connectivity within
the site.

Fence off areas of habitat for
enhancement (Fen habitat) or
around planting
schemes/woodlands to allow
insect and small mammal
colonisation.
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Relev ant Legislation and Pl anning Poli cy
7.5.1. This assessment has been undertaken in accordance with current national
legislation and guidance, and national, regional and local plans and policies relating
to the ecology affected by the Proposal. A list of key documents and a summary of
the relevant legislation, guidance and policies, the requirements of these policies
and the Proposal response has been provided in below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC);
The EC Birds Directive (Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of
wild birds)
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended);
Conservation (Natural Habitats, & c) Regulations 1994 (the Habitat
Regulations);
Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 2011;
Protection of Badgers Act 1992;
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019; and
The Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC

7.5.2. Key guidance documents which have been used to inform this assessment include
the following:
•

Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) (2006)
Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the UK;

•

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) (2014). Recommended bird survey methods
to inform impact assessment of onshore windfarms (Ref. 9-6);

•

SNH (2006). Assessing the significance of impacts from onshore windfarms on
birds out with designated areas (Ref. 9-8); and

•

SNH (2017), Natural Heritage consideration for solar photovoltaic installations.

7.5.3. All baseline surveys completed to inform this assessment have been carried out
with regard to good practice guidelines where applicable. Any deviations from good
practice has been done so under the guidance of a qualified and licenced protected
species ecologist. References to specific guidelines are contained within reports in
appendices 5.1-5.10.
National Planning Policy Framework 3
7.5.4. In Scotland the promotion of biodiversity is underpinned by the ‘Scottish
Biodiversity Policy’ and the ‘2020 Challenge for Scotland’s Biodiversity’. The policy
aims to provide opportunities for everyone to experience and enjoy nature regularly,
with a particular focus on disadvantaged groups, and to support local authorities
and communities to improve local environments and enhance biodiversity using
green space and green networks. The aim is to allow nature to flourish and so
enhancing the quality of life for people. Encouraging public organisations and
businesses to review their responsibilities and action for biodiversity and recognise
that increasing their positive contribution to nature and landscapes is a key part of
the 2020 Challenge.
Planning Policy Guidance
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7.5.5. Dumfries and Galloway Council Planning Policy IN1 (Renewable Energy) states
that development proposals for all renewable energy generation and/or storage will
be supported on the condition that they are located, sited and designed
appropriately. The acceptability of any proposed development will be assessed
against the following considerations:

7.6.

•

Landscape and visual impact;

•

Cumulative impact;

•

Impact on local communities and individual dwellings, including visual
impact, residential amenity, and noise;

•

The impact on natural and historic environment (including cultural heritage
and biodiversity);

•

The impact on forestry and woodlands; and

•

The impact on tourism, recreational interests and public access.

Assessment Methodology
7.6.1. The approach taken to the assessment of ecological assets follows the Chartered
Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) guidance for
Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) which defines a recommended
approach/process for assessment through the following stages:
•

Identification and characterisation of ecological effects from all phases of
the development;

•

Incorporation of measures to mitigate identified effects;

•

Assessment of significance of residual effects following mitigation;

•

Identification of appropriate compensation to offset significant residual
effects; and

•

Identification of opportunities for ecological enhancement.

7.6.2. When assessing the baseline biodiversity value of any ecological assets present
on site consideration is given to;
•

Positive or negative effect;

•

The ‘Magnitude’ of the effect;

•

The ‘Extent’ which is impacted;

•

The ‘Duration’ prior to recovery;

•

Whether the effect is ‘Reversible’; and

•

The ‘Frequency and Timing’ of the effect (seasonality).

Determining the level of importance
7.6.3. Habitats and species of conservation concern at a local, national and international
level are often identified utilising policy and legislation. This legislation provides a
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robust starting point for identifying important ecological features (IEF) which may
require input/consideration at EIA.
7.6.4. In line with CIEEM guidelines, these important ecological features are considered
within a defined geographical context as outlined in Table 7.3
Table 7.3 – Geographical context of Important Ecological features
Importance/
sensitivity of
resource or
receptor
Very High
(International)

High (National)

Criteria / Examples

• An internationally designated site, candidate site, or an area
meeting the criteria for an international designation (e.g.
Special Protection Area [SPA], Special area of Conservation
[SAC]).
• A regularly occurring, nationally significant population of any
internationally important species, listed under Annex I of the
Birds Directive, or regularly occurring migratory species
listed under Annex II/2 of the Birds Directive connected to an
SPA designated for this species.
• Species in internationally important numbers (>1% of
biogeographic populations. SAC qualifying species.
• A nationally designated site or area meeting criteria for
national level designations (e.g. Site of Special Scientific
Interest [SSSI]). A regularly occurring, regionally significant
population of any nationally important species listed as a UK
BAP / Scottish Biodiversity List priority species and Species
listed under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act
or Annex I of the Birds Directive.
• Cited species that are connected to a nationally designated
site (SSSI or NNR)
• Large areas of priority habitats listed on Annex I of the
Habitats Directive and smaller areas of such habitats that
are essential to maintain an identified ecological asset.

Medium
(Regional)

• Viable areas of key semi-natural habitat identified in UK
Biodiversity Action Plan. A regularly occurring, locally
significant population of any nationally important species
listed as a UK BAP / Scottish Biodiversity List priority
species and species listed under Schedule 1 or 5 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended) or Annex 1 of the
Birds Directive.

Low (Local)

• Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation or equivalent
sites selected on local authority criteria.
• Local Nature Reserves.
• Other species of conservation concern, including species
included under the Birds of Conservation Concern Red List
(Eaton et al. 2009) or Local BAP (LBAP).
• Species considered to appreciably enrich the ecological
resource within the local context e.g. species-rich flushes or
hedgerows.
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Criteria / Examples

• All other species that are widespread and common and
which are not present in locally, regionally or nationally
important numbers or habitats which are considered to be of
poor ecological value (e.g. arable farmland).

7.6.5. Effects on IEF are judged in terms of magnitude and duration, or ‘reversibility’.
Magnitude is determined on a quantitative basis where possible. This may relate to
the area of a IEF or the predicted loss of individuals in the case of a population of a
particular species. Magnitude is assessed using the five categories detailed in table
7.4.
Table 7.4 - Assessing magnitude of impact
Magnitude Criteria
of impact*
Severe
• Total loss or very major alteration to the integrity or conservation status
of an ecological feature. These effects are usually long term,
permanent or irreversible. Guide 80-100% of population lost.
Major

• Major loss or major alteration to key elements / features of the baseline
conditions such that the posy development character / composition /
attributes would be fundamentally changed. Guide: 20-80% of
population lost.

Moderate

• Loss or alteration to one or more key elements / features of the
baseline conditions such that post development character /
composition / attributes would be partially changed. Guide: 5-20% of
population lost.

Minor

• Minor shift away from baseline conditions. Change arising from the
loss / alteration would be discernible, but the underlying
character/composition/attributes would be similar to pre-development
circumstances/patterns. Guide: 1-5% of population lost.

Negligible

• Very slight change from baseline condition. Change barely
distinguishable, approximating to the “no change” situation. Guide:
<1% population lost.

*Magnitude of impacts can be positive or negative

7.6.6. In the case of designated sites, spatial magnitude is assessed in respect of an
area within the designated site boundary. For non-designated sites, spatial
magnitude is assessed in respect of an appropriate scale depending on the value of
the ecological receptor.
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7.6.7. Reversibility is defined by considering the duration of the effect. This is the time for
which -the effect is expected to last before recovery – i.e. the pre-construction
baseline conditions.
Table 7.5 – Criteria for Allocating Reversibility
Reversibility Definition
Irreversible

Effects continuing indefinitely beyond the span of one human generation
(taken as approximately 25 years), except where there is likely to be
substantial improvement after this period. (e.g. the replacement of
mature trees with young trees which need >25 years to reach maturity or
restoration of ground after removal of a development. Such exceptions
can be termed very long term effects.

Reversible

Effects that recover over the lifetime of the development, either naturally,
or as a result of mitigation or compensation. Duration of reversible
effects can be categorised as below:
•
•
•

Long term (15 – 25 years)]
Medium term (5 – 15 years)
Short term (up to 5 years)

7.6.8. Knowledge of how rapidly the population or performance of a species is likely to
recover following loss or disturbance (e.g. by individuals being recruited from other
populations elsewhere) is used to assess reversibility, where such information is
available.
7.6.9. Magnitude, reversibility, and sensitivity are then considered alongside proposed
mitigation, and the consequence of the effect determined. The nature of any effect
on an ecological receptor is assessed as negative or positive based upon CIEEM
guidelines. While a negative change is one that is likely to cause an adverse effect
on the integrity in this context refers to sustained coherence of ecological structure
and function of an ecological receptor and includes considerations of both temporal
and spatial factors.
Determining significance
7.6.10.
In accordance with best practices (CIEEM, 2006) two categories are used
‘significant’ and ‘not significant’. In assessing whether an effect is significant, the
concept of ‘ecological integrity’ is a guiding principle. The concept can be applied to
both designated sites (for example, SPA’s) and to defined populations (for example
the red kite population). This concept underpins much of European legislation in
relation to nature conservation. It is to be noted that there may be positive as well
as negative impacts on an ecological receptors as a result of mitigation.
7.6.11.
The combined assessment of the magnitude of the effect and the sensitivity
of ecological receptors have been used to determine whether an effect is significant
with respect to the EIA Regulations. Table 7.6 shows how these criteria are
considered to determine the overall level of significance of an effect. Effects with
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significance levels of medium, high and very high are considered to be significant in
terms of EIA Regulations.
Level of Effect Matrix
7.6.12.
The matrix in Table 7.6 determines the level of effect from the receptor
sensitivity and impact magnitude for all IEF. The terminology used in the Handbook
is slightly different for each receptor.
Table 7.6 Level of effect matrix
Magnitude
of effect

Sensitivity of receptor
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Severe

Very High

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Major

Very High

Very High

Medium

Low

Very Low

Medium

Very High

High

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Minor

Medium

Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Negligible

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Red = Significant in terms of EIA regulations; Green = Not significant in terms of EIA regulations.

Cumulative Effects
7.6.13.
Cumulative effects would not be decided when considering the Proposed
Development in isolation but become significant in combination with other effects.
The context in which cumulative effects are considered depends upon the ecology
of the species or habitat in question.
7.6.14.
The need to consider cumulative effects is a requirement of the EIA
process as specified in relevant guidance. Projects to be incorporated in such an
assessment must include those in the past (existing), present (consented), and
foreseeable (application stage). Therefore, a cumulative impact assessment must
investigate the effects of the development:
•

On its own;

•

Cumulatively with existing and consented developments; and

•

Cumulatively with existing and consented developments, as well as those
at the application stage.

7.6.15.
To undertake a cumulative impact assessment, it is necessary to define the
ecological receptors where the proposed development may result in significant
cumulative effects as well as the relevant developments for which cumulative
impacts must be considered.
7.6.16.
Upon defining these, a cumulative impact assessment is undertaken by
summing the effects identified for each receptor by each project EIA.
7.6.17.
The purpose of the cumulative impact assessment is to determine whether
effects are likely to impact on the Favourable Conservation Status of the
ornithological feature of interest. Where the species is associated with an SPA
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designation or other protected site designation (i.e. SSSI) effects are assessed in
the context with this population or area. Where species are not associated with an
SPA or other designated site effects are assessed in a regional context.
Mitigation and Residual Effects
7.6.18.
Following the assessment of effects, attempts are made to avoid and
mitigate significant ecological effects. If significant effects are identified, these
should be considered against the relevant legislation and planning.
7.7.

Baseline and Resul ts of Investigations

Desk Study

7.7.1. An ecological desk study was completed in 2020 which focussed on obtaining
records of legally protected species and habitats, those of conservation concern
and any habitat designated for its nature conservation value.
7.7.2. The Southwest Scotland Environmental Information Centre (SWSEIC) were
contacted and provided data search records on 27th March 2020 pertaining to preexisting protected species records and habitats data within 2km. The Nature Scot
‘Site link’ website was checked for the location and extent of statutory protected
wildlife sites within 10km.
7.7.3. Table 7.7 provides a summary of statutory designated sites of ecological value
within 10km of the ecological core study area.
Table 7.7 – Statutory and non-statutory designated sites within 10km
Site Name

Status

The Solway SPA
Firth

Description
Recently created as of December 2020, it
comprises a large estuarine/marine site along the
west coast of Great Britain. It incorporates the
previously designated Upper Solway Flats and
Marshes SPA with the newly designated marine
additions to the southwest. It furthers the protection
afforded to birds, primarily non-breeding wintering
residents, through the conservation of the rich
feeding grounds and sheltered waters of the
Solway Firth Estuary. The estuary supports
important non-breeding/wintering populations of
Whooper Swam (Cygnus cygnus), Pink-footed
Goose (Anser brachyrhycnchus), Barnacle Goose
(Branta leucopsis), Northern Pintail (Anas acuta),
Scaup (Aythya marila), Eurasian Oystercatcher
(Haematopus ostralegus), European Golden Plover
(Pluvialis apricaria), Red Knot (Calidris canutus),
Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica), Eurasian
curlew (Numerius arquata), Common Redshank
(Tringa totanus), Red-throated Diver (Gavia
stellata), Great Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo),
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Description

Distance
(km)

Common Scoter (Melanitta nigra), Goosander
(Mergus merganser), Ringed Plover (Charadrius
hiaticula), Northern Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus);
Black-headed Gull (Larus ridibundus), Common
Gull (Larus canus), and Herring Gull (Larus
argentatus)
The
SAC
Galloway
Oadkwoods

The
SSSI
Shoulder O’
Craig
The Borgue SSSI
Coast

Torrs to
Masons
Walk

SSSI

The SAC complex comprises numerous small and
dispersed individual sites which retain a high degree
of regional importance due to their highly
fragmented nature and being representative of the
southwest Lowlands of Scotland Atlantic Bryophyte
Zone. The complex contains good examples of old
sessile oak woods coupled with a rich assemblage
of Atlantic mosses and liverworts, lichen
communities, and ferns including several species
which are rare to southwest Scotland
The Shoulder O’Craig is a geologically designated
site and comprises the best exposed sub-volcanic
vent of Siluro-Devonian age in southern Scotland.
The Bourgue Coast SSSI extends approximately
20km north-west and southeast between
Kirkcudbright Bay and Fleet Bay. Designated as a
SSSI of biological importance, it contains a rich floral
assemblage of maritime heath and dune grassland
habitats and some of the largest seabird colonies in
the Stewartry district. Notable flora include Perennial
Flax (Linum perenne), Rock Sea-Lavender
(Limonium bunervosum), Rock Sea-Spurrey
(Spergularia rupicola), Spring Squill (Scilla verna),
Mountain Everlasting (Antennaria dioica), Purple
Milk-Vetch (Astragalus danicus), Fragrant Orchid
(Gymnadenia conopsea), Wild Onion (Allium
vineale), and Keeled Garlic (Allium carinatum).
Notable seabirds include breeding populations of
Great Black-Backed Gulls (Larus marinus), Common
Gulls, Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla), Guillemot (Uria
aalge), Razorbill (Alca torda), Fulmar (Fulmarus
glacialis), and Black Guillemot (Cephus grylle)
Torrs to Masons Walk SSSI is located to the east of
the Proposed Development and extends
approximately 9km along the coast, south of
Kirkcudbright. It has been designated due to the
presence of geological features, coastal habitats,
and plants. The geological features consist of
exceptional sections through the Silurian turbidites
sequences of the southern Uplands. The site is
botanically diverse with a rich assemblage reflecting
the variety of habitats developing over the exposed
Silurian rocks. The stone terraces and shingle
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Description

Distance
(km)

support rare and localised species such as
Oysterplant (Mertensia maritime), Sea-Kale
(Crambe maritima), and Sea-Radish (Raphanus
maratimus)
Carrick
Ponds

SSSI

located to the southwest of the Proposed
5.7
Development and comprises an area noted for its
range of physical characteristics and fen plant
communities within a small area. The pools host a
diverse assemblage of water beetle with a total of 81
species. Additionally, the ponds are known to
accommodate breeding Great Crested Newt (GCN)
(Triturus cristatus).

The Ardwall SSSI
Hill

Located to the northwest of the Proposed
8.8
Development and is notified for its upland and wet
woodland habitats. The upland areas present a
habitat of dense moss carpets of predominantly
Sphagnum species with flushes containing Bog
Myrtle (Myrica gale) and herb-rich communities with
Bog pimpernel (Anagallis tenella), Common
Butterwork (Pinguicula vulgaris), round-leaved
sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), and Quaking Grass
(Briza media). The lower areas of the site are
dominated by herb-rich meadows and flushes with a
range of sedge species including Spring-Sedge
(Carex caryophyllea), Small-Fruited Yellow-Sedge
(C. viridula ssp. Viridula), Long Stalked Yellow
Sedge (C. viridula ssp brachyrrhynca), Dioecious
Sedge (C. dioica), Star Sedge (C. echinate), Oval
Sedge (C. ovalis), Carnation Sedge (C. panicea),
and Flea Sedge (C. pulicaris). There is a burn which
runs east of Ardwall Hill where wet alder woodland is
present which is a habitat uncommon in Dumfries
and Galloway.

Newlaw
Moss

Located to the east of the site and comprises a small 8.9
basin bog which has developed mature willow carr.
The willow carr is one of the best examples of willow
car habitat in the Stewartry. The flora is
characterised by Water Mint (Mentha aquatica),
Purple Loose-Strife (Lythrum salicaria), Common
Reed (Phragmites australis), Great Reed-Mace
(Typha latifolia), and Greater Tussock-Sedge (Carex
paniculate). The site is also one of the few Scottish
sites to support Marsh Fern (Thelypetris palustris).

SSSI
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7.7.4. There are no other statutory international or national conservation designated sites
within the Proposed Development site or within 10km of the Proposed Development
boundary.
7.7.5. The area is within the Galloway and South Ayshire Biosphere reserve, however
there are other no non-statutory sites, designations or consultation zones recorded
within the ecological core study area or within 1km of the proposed development
boundary (see Figure 7.2)
Figure 7.2 – Non-statutory sites, designations and consultations

Protected species
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7.7.6. SWSEIC returned records of six protected species groups being present within the
search radius, and an extended search of NBN atlas recorded an additional two
species present within 0.5km of the proposed development. These species are
listed in Table 7.8.

Table 7.8 – Legally protected species within 2km of the site.
Species/Taxa Status
Bats
European Protected Species

Number of records.
Eight Records of three species:
-

Soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus
pygmaeus)
- Noctule Bat (Nyctalus noctule)
- Leisler’s Bat (Nyctalus leisleri)
European Protected Species One individual

European
Otter
(Lutra Lutra)
Badger
Nationally Protected Species One Individual (roadkill)
(Meles meles)
Red Squirrel Nationally Protected Species Six records
(Sciurus
vulgaris)
Schedule 1
Nationally Protected Species 16 species records, many linked to local
SPA.
Birds
Reptile

Nationally protected Species Five Records of two species:
-

Adder (Viperus berus)
Common Lizard (Zootoca vivepera)

Field Surveys

7.7.7. Over the course of the 2020 & 2021 survey seasons an array of habitat based and
protected species surveys were carried out on the site. A summary of the results of
the ecological surveys are provided below in Table 7.9. Further details including
survey conditions, surveyors, full methodologies, and limitations can be found within
the individual reports in Appendix 5.1-5.10.
Table 7.9 – Field Survey Methodology Summary
Feature/Survey Study area
Type
Habitats
Site

Dates of
Field Survey Methods
survey
03.04.2020 Preliminary Ecological Appraisal
(PEA): Phase 1 Habitat Survey
site walkover recording the extent
of habitats, notable species and
general habitat condition in
accordance with NCC methodology
(1990).
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Feature/Survey Study area
Dates of
Type
survey
Habitats
Northern extent
of site and
27.07.2020
proposed access
track plus an
additional 30m
buffer.

Field Survey Methods
Preliminary Ecological
Appraisal: Site assessment
including an extended Phase 1
Habitat Survey where habitats were
assessed using the JNCC
methodology. The dominant plant
species were recorded and habitats
classified based upon the
vegetation communities present. A
30m buffer was applied to search
for badger setts and signs of
activity, and a Habitat Suitability
Index on all waterbodies within the
survey boundary was assessed for
amphibian suitability.
National Vegetation
Classification (NVC) – Quadrats
placed within all homogenous
habitats which were identified as
being potentially GWDTE during
the PEA. Analysis of all plant
species communities completed
utilising MAVIS software.
eDNA Sampling – All ponds within
250m of the proposed works, that
were accessible and contained
water at the time of survey were
subject to sample collection and
eDNA analysis.
Otter Survey – Visual survey of all
watercourses, waterbodies and
their banks looking for visual signs
of otter such as spraint, footprints,
couches and runs.

Ground Water
Dependent
Terrestrial
Ecosystem
Survey

Fen Habitats
25.06.2020
recorded within
the site wide PEA

Great Crested
Newt Survey

All waterbodies
04.05.2020
identified during
the site wide PEA

Otter Survey

All waterbodies
18.06.2020
and water
courses identified
during the site
wide PEA, plus
250m up and
downstream.

Badger Survey

Site plus 30m

18.06.2020

Badger Walkover – A site
walkover was undertaken to search
for field signs of badgers such as
setts, latrines, prints and runs,
informed by approved
methodologies.

Ground Level
Tree
Assessment &
Aerial
Assessment
Report

Site

27.07.2020
&
29.07.2020

Ground Level Tree Assessment
– A ground based visual
assessment of all mature trees
within the site. Identifying suitable
Potential Roost Features (PRF)
with binoculars. Trees were graded
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Dates of
survey

Field Survey Methods
according to PRF present

Aerial Assessment - Using ropes
and harness each tree which
identified PRF as ‘moderately
suitable’ or above were climbed
and those PRF subject to
endoscopic investigation.
Bat Activity
Survey Report

Site

May –
October
2020

Bat Activity Surveys – Walked
transect routes were carried out
each month between May –
August. All transects were
completed at dusk, with one
additional pre-dawn survey on July
9, in accordance with good practice
guidelines.

Static Monitoring – Additional bat
activity data was gathered using an
automated bat detector (Song
Meter Mini). The detector was
deployed in pre-determined
locations during each of the survey
months June - October
Breeding Bird
Survey Report

Site

May – July
2020

Breeding Bird Survey – Three
visits took place to inform
evaluation of site impacts. All
surveys utilised the British Trust for
Ornithology’s (BTO’s) Common
Bird Census methodology,
involving walked transects. Static
vantage points were also set up
around the site to account for
raptors & geese.

Migratory &
Wintering Bird
Survey Report

Site

September
2020 –
March 2021

Migration & Wintering Bird
Survey – Five visits (one each
month). All surveys utilised the
British Trust for Ornithology’s
(BTO’s) Common Bird Census
methodology, involving walked
transects. The same static vantage
points used during the BBS were
monitored for species migration.
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Other Studies

7.7.8. In addition to the above surveys, a Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) assessment was
undertaken of the proposed development to inform and quantify the change in
biodiversity value of the site before and after development. This calculation was
based on the PEA and GWDTE NVC assessment and the proposed
landscape/planting scheme (please see site plan ‘HNSF - PDP - 3027 - Proposed
Landscape Masterplan. Drawing ref 'c-1509-01 Revision B' - Nov21’ ) The BNG
uses DEFRAs Biodiversity Net Gain metric 3.0 for calculations.
7.7.9. The BNG metric uses the habitats present and their condition to assess the
‘biodiversity units’ for a site. Units require the known extent ‘area’ of the habitat, its
quality in relation to ‘distinctiveness’ (rarity), its ‘condition’ and its ‘strategic
significance’ (is it part of a local plan). The resulting calculations can assist with
designing a potential development by calculating losses and gains in habitat with
each proposal. It can only assess direct impacts and should not be used as an
absolute with regard to impacts on a site. The professional judgement of a qualified
ecologist and supporting surveys is key to ensure a full and complete assessment
of a proposed development.
Onsite Baseline Assessment

7.7.10.
A summary of the results of the habitat and protected species surveys are
provided within the following sections. Full results of the surveys can be found in
appendices 5.1 – 5.10.
7.7.11.
The PEA identified habitats present on site with the potential to support
protected and notable species and confirmed the presence of protected species
such as breeding/wintering birds which are listed on the Scottish Biodiversity List.
Based on the identified habitat following the PEA dedicated species surveys were
completed for the following species groups in 2020/2021; Bats, Badger, Otter, GCN,
breeding, wintering and migratory birds.
7.7.12.
Where species specific surveys were not undertaken (reptile and
amphibian), but where the site provides some habitat which these species could
utilise the value and impact has been estimated based on incidental records, data
search records and site suitability connectivity.
Habitats
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (2020)
7.7.13.
The Proposed Development is set in a landscape dominated by agriculture
with the majority of the habitat comprising grassland used for both animal
husbandry and crop rearing. As such, areas were subject to change over the course
of initial survey period due to varying levels of ploughing and grazing pressure.
However, neutral semi-improved grassland located on site was judged to be typical
of the habitat regardless of the level of disturbance. Other habitats include broadleaved semi-natural woodland, broad-leaved plantation woodland, and
parkland/scattered trees (broad-leaved) were found in blocks throughout the
boundaries of the site. An area of semi-natural woodland carr was present in the
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southwest of the site over damp and waterlogged soils classified at the time as fen
(valley mire). Gorse scrub was prevalent throughout the site during the however,
the majority was removed within the grassland habitats during the summer of 2020
and now absent from the majority of site.
7.7.14.
A total of six areas of standing water were located within the site boundary,
along with one area of running water and several areas of potential GWDTE were
recorded throughout the site, these are assessed in greater details in the GWDTE
NVC Report.
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal, Access Track (2020)
7.7.15.
This extension to the original survey area recorded six phase 1 habitat
parcels, semi-natural Broadleaved woodland, continuous scrub, poor semiimproved grassland, standing water, buildings and bare ground.
Ground Water Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystem Assessment (2020)
7.7.16.
This assessment comprised a detailed NVC survey of all areas highlighted
as potential GWDTE during the original PEA conducted in April 2020. This report
reclassified these habitats due to the vegetative communities present and also
confirmed that further assessment was required. A hydrological assessment was
completed (see Chapter Eight of this EIAR) which identified these habitats as likely
to be shallow ‘perched’ groundwater influenced.
7.7.17.
The habitat classifications detailed in this report updates that from the
original survey. A summary of all current habitats along with their conservation
value is provided in Table 7.10
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Table 7.10: On-Site habitat details & sensitivity
Habitat type

Sensitivity/ Description/ Rationale
Importance

Semi- Natural
Broadleaved
plantation

Local

A small lock of semi-mature plantation
woodland is located in the east of site.
Species include ash (Fraxinus
excelsior) oak, sycamore (Acer
pseudoplatanus) and elder
(Sambucus nigra). This habitat is not
expected to be impacted by the
proposed development.

Semi- natural
broadleaved
woodland (wet
woodland)

Local

There are two blocks of wet woodland
in the southwest of the site, situated
on damp and waterlogged soils.
Species composition includes goat
willow (Salix caprea), Alder, Birch,
and hawthorn.

In

Parkland/Scattered Local
trees

The northern and central part of the
site has an undulating topography
with remnant drumlin formations. The
tops of these raised areas support
mature ash, oak and sycamore trees.

In

Scrub

Negligible

Out

Neutral Semiimproved
Grassland

Negligible

Standing Water

Negligible

Pockets of gorse had been identified
across the site providing habitat to
breeding birds, and badgers. As part
of standard farming works most of the
scrub on site has been cleared.
The majority of site can be classified
as semi-improved neutral grassland
and is currently used as pasture for
sheep grazing. The species
assemblage changes depending upon
the intensity of grazing pressure and
the presence of water with rushes
being present in the wetter areas.
Six areas of standing water are
present on site and function primarily
as a seasonal watering hole for the
animals that graze on the land. All
water features identified on the site
recorded high levels of eutrophication
and dry out on an annual basis.
Although standing water is usually
considered a ‘priority’ habitat, the
ephemeral nature and general poor
quality means they do not possess
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Sensitivity/ Description/ Rationale
Importance

attributes to qualify as locally
important. They will however have
some basic level of importance at a
site level.
Present in the northeast of site, this
area was assessed and found to be
fed by run off from surrounding higher
land. Species include bog bean
(Menyanthes trifoliata), sphagnum,
marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) and
sedges. This area was scoped out of
the development area.

Scoped In /
Out of
further
assessment

Fen-Basin Mire

Local

Fen (valley mire)
with purple moor
grass/rush
pasture

Negligible

Surrounding the areas of wet
woodland in the southwest is a
mosaic of fen habitats. These are rich
in sphagnum species, and support a
varied diversity of plant species
including rushes, sedges marsh
pennywort (Umbilicus rupestris),
bogbean, early marsh orchid
(Dactylorhiza incarnata). Where the
edges of the habitat are subject to
drying out the habitat includes species
such as bell heather (Erica tetralix)
and Ling (Calluna vulgaris).

In

Running Water

Negligible

The Luksie Burn flows directly through
the site from northwest to southeast.
This has a naturally meandering
channel with a gravel and stone base.
On a site level it will provide drinking
water to the domesticated livestock
present. There are no protected
species to note within or in relation to
the burn and no functional link exists
to the SPA.

Out

Rock Exposures

Negligible

Several low rocky outcrops were
recorded throughout the site. These
have the potential not only support
plant communities but to also offer
refuge for reptiles, amphibians and
small mammals.

Out

Cultivated land

Local

Area of land to the south east had
been identified as recently ploughed
at the time of initial assessment. This
was then seeded and cropped in the

Out
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Sensitivity/ Description/ Rationale
Importance

Scoped In /
Out of
further
assessment

same year.
Swamp

Negligible

A very small area of swamp was
identified alongside a watercourse on
the western area of site. This habitat
can be identified by the presence of
common reed (Phragmites
communis).

In

Buildings

Negligible

A silage clamp is located in the south
east of site.

Out

Protected Species
Bats
7.7.18.
The bat activity survey of the Proposed Site boundary recorded an
assemblage of 7 bat species including Common Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus),
Soprano Pipistrelle (P. pygmaeus), Noctule (Nyctalus noctula), Leisler’s Bat
(Nyctalus leisleri), Daubenton’s Bat (Myotis daubentonii), Whiskered Bat (Myotis
mystacinus), and Brown Long-Eared Bat (Plecotus auritus).
7.7.19.
Recordings indicate that the primary bats using the site for foraging
purposes are the pipistrellus species. Higher levels of foraging were recorded
around the broad-leaved woodland, scattered/parkland trees and treelines along the
Luksie burn. None of these habitats are likely to be negatively impacted by the
proposed development. The primary habitat to be impacted by the placement of
photovoltaic panels will be the semi-improved neutral grassland which dominates
the site. This habitat is of low conservation concern in the context of bats and it is
not thought that the placement of photovoltaic panels will impact on the commuting
potential of the species of bat recorded on site.
7.7.20.
Fifty large mature trees, across the development site, were assessed as
having the potential to accommodate roosting bats. Of these trees, 24 were
recorded as having a low or moderate level of suitability to support roosting bats.
The current development proposals have committed to applying a buffer area to
suitable linear features and trees.
GCN & Amphibian
7.7.21.
Frog spawn was identified within one pond outside of the primary survey
area confirming that amphibians are present on site. The high number of birds on
site and the lack of protection within any of the ephemeral ponds suggest that any
breeding activity is likely to be heavily predated. This pond dried out in later months.
7.7.22.
GCN eDNA surveys were carried out on all viable ponds on site and within
250m of the site boundary. At the time of survey only one pond had suitable water
clarity and depth to provide a viable sample, this sample returned a negative result.
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The condition of the ponds were reassessed at this visit and it was considered
unlikely that the site or surrounding areas could present conditions suitable for GCN
colonisation.
Otter
7.7.23.
No evidence of otter was recorded during the species specific survey in
June 2020, nor at any subsequent site visits. The banks of the Luskie burn are not
suitable for the creation of holts and the burn and waterbodies present do not
support the depth nor species diversity which would be considered suitable for
foraging.
Red Squirrel
7.7.24.
During all site visits no observations of red squirrels or their dreys were
recorded. They are present within 2km however at present the habitats on site do
not support the species, age assemblages or connectivity required to support this
species.
Badger
7.7.25.
Badger surveys and subsequent site visits the spring and summer of 2020
recorded badger latrines, footprints, one disused sett two active outlier sets within
the site boundary. There still remain areas of dense gorse which could hide
currently active setts.
7.7.26.
As the date of construction is set to begin in 2027, further surveys to
determine the presence/activity level of badgers on site will be required in the year
prior to the works commencing. A summary of the sensitivity of the protected
species (not including birds) is provided in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Summary of Protected species
Ecological
Feature
Bats

Badger
Great
Crested
Newt

Amphibian

Level of
Rationale
Conservation
Importance
Local
Records of multiple species commuting over
the site and only two actively foraging.
Impact to bats through development is
considered to be low.
Negligible
Signs of badger activity through the site and
presence of outlier setts.
Local
Seven ponds and four water features were
recorded within the site boundary, five of
which were considered as having potential to
support GCN. Two subsequently dried up
and three were successfully sampled
returning either negative or indeterminate
results. Of the three ponds sampled, all dried
up during the summer months. Combined
with the district importance of GCN, this
leads to an overall adverse effect on GCN
that is long term and assessed as ‘negligible’
and not significant in terms of EIA
Regulations.
Local
A single clump of frogspawn was recorded
with pond 3, outside the site boundary
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indicating the potential for amphibian
presence. During the late spring/summer
months, the ponds within and out with the
site boundary dried up. Combined with the
local importance of amphibians, this leads to
an overall adverse effect on amphibians that
is long term and assessed as ‘negligible’ and
not significant in terms of EIA Regulations.
An otter survey was carried out during the
summer of 2020 which recorded no evidence
of otter activity on site. No otter holts or field
signs indicating otter presence were located
within the ditches and Luskie Burn located
within the site boundary. There are no plans
to alter the habitat immediately adjacent to
Luskie Burn. Combined with the local
importance of Otter, this leads to an overall
adverse effect on Otter that is long term and
assessed as ‘negligible’ and not significant in
terms of EIA Regulations.
No formal survey completed prior to works.
Effects on this species are expected to be
minimal but will require a form of mitigation
during works.
No evidence of Red squirrel was recorded
within the survey area. The isolated location
and limited food availability would limit the
potential for the site to support Red squirrel.
Combined with the district importance of Red
squirrel, this leads to an overall adverse
effect on Red squirrel that is long term and
assessed as ‘negligible’ and not significant in
terms of EIA Regulations.
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Birds
7.7.27.
Breeding bird surveys were undertaken within the Proposed Development
site in April, May, and June 2020. Baseline information on the breeding bird survey
results is presented in the Breeding Bird Survey Report found in Appendix 5.7.
7.7.28.
A total of 28 breeding species were recorded on site with an estimated 143
territories (Table 7.12). Wintering bird interest consisted of 56 species (Table 7.13).
Table 7.12 Baseline Breeding Birds Populations
Species

Designations

Estimated Breeding Population
in 2020 (Pairs)2

Red-legged Partridge (Alectorius
rufa)

Introduced

1

Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus)

Introduced

1

Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna)

Amber

2

Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)

Amber

3

Swift (Apus apus)

Red

1

Woodpigeon (Columba
palumbus)

Amber

19

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus)

Red

5

Curlew (Numenius arquata)

Red

3

Snipe (Gallinago gallinago)

Amber

2

Black-headed Gull
(Chroicocephalus ridibundus)

Amber

1

Herring Gull (Larus argentatus)

Red

0

Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus
fuscus)

Amber

0

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax
carbo)

Green

0

Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea)

Green

0

Red Kite (Milvus milvus)

Green, WCA
1A, Annex 1

1

Buzzard (Buteo buteo)

Green

1

Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)

Amber

1

Jackdaw (Coloeus monedula)

Green

2

2

These are birds that are using the site during the breeding season; however no nests were found on site. Birds
on adjacent land.
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Species

Designations

Estimated Breeding Population
in 2020 (Pairs)2

Rook (Corvus frugilegus)

Amber

1

Carrion Crow (Corvus corone)

Green

29

Raven (Corvus corax)

Green

2

Coal Tit (Periparus ater)

Green

1

Blue Tit (Cyaniste caeruleus)

Green

13

Great Tit (Parus major)

Green

3

Skylark (Alauda arvensis)

Red

31

Sand Martin (Riparia riparia)

Green

0

Swallow (Hirundo rustica)

Green

0

Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus
trochilus)

Amber

21

Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus
collybita)

Green

1

Grasshopper Warbler
(Locustella naevia)

Red

1

Whitethroat (Curruca communis)

Amber

2

Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes)

Amber

5

Treecreeper (Certhia familiaris)

Green

1

Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Red

5

Blackbird (Turdus merula)

Green

8

Song Thrush (Turdus
philomelos)

Amber

1

Mistle Thrush (Turdus
viscivorus)

Red

2

Robin (Erithacus rubecula)

Green

1

Stonechat (Saxicola rubicola)

Green

1

Wheatear (Oenanthe Oenanthe)

Green

1

Dunnock (Prunella modularis)

Amber

3

Pied Wagtail (Motacilla alba)

Green

9

Meadow Pipit (Anthus pratensis)

Amber

17

Chaffinch (Fringella coelebs)

Green

13
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Species

Designations

Estimated Breeding Population
in 2020 (Pairs)2

Bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)

Amber

1

Greenfinch (Chloris chloris)

Red

3

Twite (Linaria flavirostris)

Red

0

Linnet (Linaria cannabina)

Red

5

Goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis)

Green

5

Yellowhammer (Emberiza
citronella)

Red

1

Reed Bunting (Emberiza
schoeniclus)

Amber

2

Total Species

28

Total Territories

143

Total Red-listed Breeding Species

11

Total Red-listed Breeding Territories

58

Total Amber-listed Breeding Species

16

Total Amber-listed Breeding Territories

82

Total Green-listed Breeding Species

21

Total Green-listed Breeding Territories

84

Table 7.13 Baseline Wintering Birds Populations
Species

Designations

Peak Count

Peak Month

Whooper Swan (Cygnus
cygnus)

Amber, WCA 1A

6

October

Mute Swan (Cygnus olor)

Green

4

December

Pink-footed Goose (Anser
brachyrhyncus)

Amber

421

January

Pheasant (Phasanius
colchicus)

Introduced

3

October,
November

Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna)

Amber

2

February

Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos)

Amber

12

January

Green Sandpiper (Tringa
ochropus)

Amber

1

November,
December,
January
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Species

Designations

Peak Count

Peak Month

Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus)

Red

14

January

Curlew (Numenius arquata)

Red

1

February,
March

Snipe (Gallinago gallinago)

Amber

11

February

Jack Snipe (Lymnocryptes
minimus)

Green

1

February,
March

Black-headed Gull
(Chroicocephalus ridibundus)

Amber

190

October

Herring Gull (Larus
argentatus)

Red

209

December

Lesser Black-backed Gull
(Larus fuscus)

Amber

17

March

Great Black-backed Gull
(Larus marinus)

Amber

3

January

Cormorant (Phalacorax carbo)

Green

2

November

Woodpigeon (Columba
palumbus)

Amber

101

January

Collard Dove (Streaotopelia
decaocta)

Green

1

November

Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea)

Green

2

September,
December

Little Egret (Egretta egretta)

Green, Annex 1

1

January,
February

Sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus

Amber

2

September

Red Kite (Milvus milvus)

Green, WCA 1A,
Annex 1

6

March

Buzzard (Buteo buteo)

Green

10

September

Jay (Garrulus glandaris)

Green

5

November

Magpie (Pica pica)

Green

5

November

Jackdaw (Coloeus monedula)

Green

20

October

Rook (Corvus frugilegus)

Amber

123

February

Carrion Crow (Corvus corone)

Green

57

February

Raven (Corvus corax)

Green

20

November

Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Red

320

October
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Species

Designations

Peak Count

Peak Month

Coal Tit (Periparus ater)

Green

3

November

Blue Tit (Cynaniste caeruleus)

Green

5

September

Great Tit (Parus major)

Green

3

October

Skylark (Alauda arvensis)

Red

9

February

House Martin (Delichon
urbicum)

Red

5

September

Willow Warbler (Phylloscopus
trochilus)

Amber

1

September

Wren (Troglodytes
troglodytes)

Amber

6

November

Treecreeper (Certhia
familiaris)

Green

1

September

Blackbird (Turdus merula)

Green

8

January

Fieldfare (Turdus pilaris)

Red, WCA 1A

260

October

Song Thrush (Turdus
philomelos)

Amber

9

January

Redwing (Turdus iliacus)

Red, WCA 1A

25

November

Mistle Thrush (Turdus
viscivorus)

Red

1

September,
February

Robin (Erithacus rubecula)

Green

5

November

Stonechat (Saxicola rubicola)

Green

6

November

Wheatear (Oenanthe
oenanthe)

Green

2

September

Dunnock (Prunella modularis)

Amber

2

November

Pied Wagtail (Motacilla alba)

Green

20

November

Grey Wagtail (Motacilla
cinerea)

Amber

1

September,
October,
November

Meadow Pipit (Anthus
pratensis)

Amber

65

September

Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs)

Green

5

March

Bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)

Amber

1

November

Twite (Linaria falvirostris)

Red

13

September

Linnet (Linaria cannabina)

Red

40

January
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Species

Designations

Peak Count

Peak Month

Goldfinch (Carduelis
carduelis)

Green

14

November

Reed Bunting (Emberiza
schoeniclus)

Amber

1

February

Total Species

56

Peak Individuals Count

2,076

Total Red-listed Species

11

September,
February

Peak Red-listed Individuals

897

October

Total Amber-listed Species

20

January

Total Amber-listed Individuals

969

October

Total Green-listed Species

24

November

Total Green-listed Individuals

206

February

7.7.29. Of all the species identified during the survey, eight of them are qualifying species
for the Solway Firth SPA. These eight species have been scoped in for assessment
and are discussed in section 7.11.
Future Baseline
7.7.30.
As there is expected to be a lag time of approximately 6 years between the
initial habitat assessment and the commencement of the development it is likely
that some baseline conditions will change. It is not expected that there will be
substantial habitat modifications within the primary solar panel area, however as
part of the proposed development ‘landscape planting’ has been designed and is
expected to start at the first viable ‘season’ post planning approval. For the
woodland habitats this could be 5 years prior to the start of the development. This
change in habitat could increase the overall species diversity on the site and
therefore an update of baseline results may be required.
7.7.31.
Certain mitigation referred to in the individual species reports should be
adhered to for any ‘digging’, ‘fencing’, ‘habitat removal’ that may need to occur as
part of the development or planting scheme. Examples include mammal ladders
being available within trenches/excavations for any small mammals or amphibians
to escape, mammal gates at appropriate places within perimeter fencing and no
uncovered large excavations overnight.
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7.8. Biodiversity Net Gain
7.8.1. BNG calculations were run to provide a guide of what the likely increase in habitatbased biodiversity could be following development and whether a loss or potential
gain was expected. Baseline units were input into the metric system followed by the
proposed habitat creation within the proposed development. Table 7.14 provides the
results of the onsite baseline data and the projected post development change.
Table 714: BNG habitat baseline and post development
Onsite change in habitats
Baseline

Post development on
site

Onsite Change

Habitat
group

Existing
area
(ha)

Existing
value
(habitat
Units)

Proposed
area (ha)

Proposed
value
(habitat
units)

Area
change
(ha)

Onsite
Unit
change

Cropland

20.85

41.70

0.00

0.00

-20.85

-41.70

Grassland

93.42

429.73

108.23

497.86

14.81

68.13

Heathland
and shrub
(Scrub)

0.00

0.00

3.82

31.30

3.82

31.30

Urban
(Tracks)

0.47

0.00

2.17

0.00

1.70

0.00

Wetland
(Fen)

5.60

103.04

5.60

109.14

0.00

6.10

Woodland
and forest

3.59

30.15

11.94

68.41

8.35

38.26

Native
Species
Rich
Hedgerow

0.00

0.00

0.64

2.94

0.64

2.94

Other
Rivers and
Streams

2.6

24.1

2.6

24.1

0.0

0.0

7.8.2. What the above table of change equates to is an overall change in onsite
biodiversity of +16.88% and a 100% increase in hedgerows. This has been achieved
in a number of ways, the primary being that the only significant habitat losses on site
are grassland and cropland habitats, the latter of which is of very low significance.
The cropland habitat will be replaced by poor quality neutral grassland which
provides an instant increase in biodiversity units. The enhancement of the important
fen habitat by removing intensive grazing and the creation of scrub & woodland
habitats across the site has also afforded a significant increase in units.
7.8.3. In addition, it has been proposed that offsite 1.72 ha of semi improved neutral
grassland be planted with a mixture of native tree species and a 1.86ha corridor of
scrub created to the east.
7.8.4. The increase in the overall habitat assemblage combined with the enhancement of
the most important habitats on site, will afford the projected a combined +18.07% net
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gain in habitat and 100% increase in hedgerow units. Table 7.15 illustrates the
change in biodiversity units both on and off site with the resulting percentage change.
Table 7.15: Change in BNG on and off-site
Summary of total habitat change
Habitat Units

Hedgerow Units

River Units

On-site baseline

604.63

0.00

24.08

On-site post
development

706.71

2.94

24.08

% net change

16.88

100.00

0.00

Off-site baseline

7.91

0.00

0.00

Off-site post
development

15.05

0.00

0.00

Total net change
(units)

109.23

2.94

0.00

Total % Net
change

18.07%

100.00%

0.00

7.9. The Proposed devel opment
7.9.1. As described within Chapter 2, the development will comprise the installation of
rows of static solar panels, set at 25 degrees from horizontal with a maximum above
ground height of 3m. The frames which hold the solar panels will be fixed into the
ground at a depth of approximately 1.5m. The method which is to be used will be
based upon the ground substrate but may include direct piling, screw piling or boring
and grouting. The appropriate technique will be advised based upon geological
investigations and will take into account existing features related to archaeology,
hydrology and ecology.
7.9.2. Cables linking the panels to the national grid will either be fixed to the solar frames
or buried, with the exception of where a water crossing is required, where they will
then be laid in trunking above ground.
7.9.3. The current design and siting of the panels has been guided by the presence or
absence of ecological features and constraints, with the emphasis being on
‘avoidance’ wherever possible. Design measures have incorporated following the
recommendations in relation to the baseline ecology on site:
7.9.4. Buffer zones to be applied to all watercourses and tree lines;
•

Buffer zones to be applied to all mature trees with bat roost potential;
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•

GWDTE to be avoided and enhanced through change of land management
where possible;

•

Incorporation of native tree and hedgerow planting which will screen the
site from public view but also improve connectivity across the site. This will
directly benefit birds, bats and other small mammals using the site;

•

Access tracks to use existing gates and crossings where possible;

•

The production of an outline Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) which will be updated prior to works commencing; and

•

Human intervention will be minimal during the operational phase and any
associated lighting will be minimised and censored to limit disturbance.
Assessment of Effects

7.10.1.
This section details the potential effects of the development on each
important ecological feature identified in the baseline results. It considers the
construction and operational phase impacts which lead to a change in habitat
conditions and potential mitigation where required. This section also assesses the
significance of any residual effect after mitigation measures have been accounted
for.
7.11.

Important/Sensitive Ecologi cal Feat ures

Protected Sites & Habitats

The Solway Firth SPA
7.11.1.
Eight designated sites were recorded within the baseline assessment, of
which only the Solway Firth SPA is considered likely to have any impacts
associated from the proposed development. The Solway Firth is designated for the
bird species which it supports, primarily wild fowl and waders.
7.11.2.
The SPA is located at its nearest point 4.4km from the proposed
development, it is therefore not anticipated that there will be any direct impacts.
7.11.3.
Due to the low number of qualifying species recorded using the site, and
the abundant suitable habitat surrounding the site it is not expected that there will
be any impacts on the SPA at an operation phase. It is possible that the site will be
functionally linked to the SPA via the bird species which were recorded on site.
Impacts to the qualifying species will be assessed at the site level in section 7.11.43
– 7.11.53.
7.11.4.
Given the absence of impacts on the SPA, no mitigation is proposed and
no significant residual effects are anticipated. The overall impact on the SPA is
considered to be Not Significant.
Semi-Natural Broadleaved plantation
7.11.5. The semi-natural broadleaved plantation is not expected to experience any direct
negative impacts associated with the development. This represents a long term, no
change to ‘magnitude’. As the woodland has been assessed as an important
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ecological feature at a local level this determines the assessment as ‘Not
Significant’.
7.11.6. No mitigation is required and no residual effects are retained.
Semi- Natural Broadleaved woodland (wet woodland)
7.11.7. The semi-natural broadleaved woodland in the south-west of the site is not
expected to experience any direct negative impacts associated with the development.
The area is also to be enhanced as part of a change of land management. The area
will be fenced off and removed from intensive grazing. This represents an
enhancement of the habitat and a positive effect.
7.11.8. This represents a long term, positive change to the habitat and is therefore ‘Not
Significant’.
7.11.9. No mitigation is required as there will be no direct or indirect impact on this habitat.
Parkland/Scattered Trees
7.11.10.
The parkland/scattered trees broadleaved plantation is not expected to
experience any direct negative impacts associated with the development. This
represents a long term, no change to ‘magnitude’. As the area of parkland/scattered
trees has been assessed as an important ecological feature at a local level this
determines the assessment as ‘Not Significant’.
7.11.11.

No mitigation is required, and no residual effects are retained.

Fen- Basin Mire
7.11.12.
The Fen-Basin Mire in the northeast of site is not expected to be impacted
by the proposed development and therefore will not experience any direct or indirect
negative impacts associated with the development. The area has been removed
from the proposal boundaries.
7.11.13.
No mitigation is required and no residual effects are retained. The overall
impact of this habitat is considered to be Not Significant.
Fen valley mire with purple moor grass
7.11.14.
The Fen valley mire with purple moor grass in the south west of the site is
not expected to experience any direct negative impacts associated with the
development. A large percentage of the area is also to be enhanced as part of a
change of land management. The area will be fenced off and removed from
intensive grazing. This represents an enhancement of the habitat and a positive
effect.
7.11.15.
This represents a long-term positive effect to the habitat and is therefore
‘Not Significant’.
Swamp
7.11.16.
This very small area of swamp is not expected to be impacted directly or
indirectly by the proposed development. No mitigation is required and no residual
effects are retained. The effect on this habitat is ‘Not significant’.
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Protected Species

7.11.17.
Assessment of protected species has been made in relation to a change in
their habitats both directly and indirectly and assesses such things as habitat loss,
disturbance, displacement and collision.
Bats
Change of habitat important for bats:
7.11.18.
Habitat utilised by bats within the survey area consisted of neutral
grassland areas and parkland.
7.11.19.
Areas of the neutral grassland habitat will be lost during the construction
works including the solar arrays, works compound and access infrastructure. Areas
of pre-construction planting of mixed broadleaved species are proposed throughout
the site which will provide a greater diversity of foraging habitat. No areas of
parkland will be affected by the proposed works. The adverse effect is likely to be
local and short-term and of low magnitude.
Disturbance to terrestrial habitats of value to bats:
7.11.20.
Lighting around the works compound has the potential effect bat
commuting routes and foraging habitats during construction works. Current lighting
within the survey area is minimal with one residential property on the eastern
periphery. The works compound lighting is of a temporary nature and used only
during the construction and decommissioning stages. Lighting will be restricted to
working hours (07:00-19:00 weekdays) and limited to areas where personnel are
actively working. It is not anticipated that security lighting will be required during the
operational phase.
7.11.21.
Noise and vibration from the construction and decommissioning of the PV
array has the potential to disturb any bats roosting within the mature trees present
within the site. Current plans include a significant buffer between the development
and the trees highlighted as having roosting suitability for bats.
7.11.22.
The main access road will be used during the construction stage and
subsequent maintenance. This activity will predominantly occur during daylight
hours during the time when bats are not active therefore not expected to cause
disturbance to commuting or foraging bats.
7.11.23.
The effects of lighting, noise, vibration and site traffic disturbance during
construction, operational and decommissioning stages are likely to be permanent,
but localised and intermittent. This is likely to represent a low magnitude of effect.
Combined with the district importance of bats, this leads to an overall adverse effect
on bats that is long term and assessed as ‘negligible’ and not significant in terms of
EIA Regulations.
Indirect Effects
7.11.24.
The absence of grazing livestock on the neutral grassland will likely lead to
an improvement in suitability for a greater diversity of insect life within the site and
therefore likely to improve foraging opportunities for bats within the local area. Preconstruction planting of native broadleaf species feathered across the site will also
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likely improve the habitat for both insects and consequently bat foraging habitat.
This is likely to represent a negligible magnitude of effect. Combined with the
Regional importance of bats, this leads to an overall beneficial effect on bats that is
long-term and assessed as ‘negligible’ and not significant in terms of EIA
Regulations.
Badger
Change of habitat important for badgers:
7.11.25.
Habitat utilised by badgers within the survey area consisted of neutral
grassland areas and broadleaved woodland.
7.11.26.
Areas of the neutral grassland habitat will be lost during the construction
works including the PV arrays, works compound and access infrastructure. No
areas of broadleaved woodland will be affected by the proposed works. No works
are proposed within 30m of any recorded sett locations. The adverse effect is likely
to be local and short-term and of low magnitude.
Disturbance to terrestrial habitats of value to badgers:
7.11.27.
Fencing around the works compound of a temporary safety or permanent
nature has the potential to effect badger by obstructing access to commuting routes
and foraging habitats during construction works.
7.11.28.
Current lighting within the survey area is minimal with one residential
property on the eastern periphery. The works compound lighting is of a temporary
nature and used only during the construction and decommissioning stages. Lighting
will be restricted to working hours (07:00-19:00 weekdays) and limited to areas
where personnel are actively working. It is not anticipated that security lighting will
be required during the operational phase.
7.11.29.
Construction works including the works compound, associated buildings,
tracks, trenches, fencing and solar panel posts will increase noise/vibration levels
within the survey area due to excavation and drilling. Working hours will be
restricted to 07:00-19:00 with no works proposed within 30m of any sett locations
identified during ecological surveys.
7.11.30.
The main access road will be used during the construction stage and
subsequent maintenance. This activity will predominantly occur during daylight
hours during the time when badgers are not active therefore not expected to cause
disturbance to/collision with commuting or foraging badgers.
7.11.31.
The effects of lighting, noise/vibration and site traffic disturbance during
construction, operational and decommissioning stages are likely to be permanent,
but localised and intermittent. This is likely to represent a low magnitude of effect.
Provided that site fencing does not prevent badgers from traversing the site whilst
foraging, the fencing is also likely to represent a low magnitude of effect. Combined
with the local importance of badgers, this leads to an overall adverse effect on
badgers that is long term and assessed as ‘negligible’ and not significant in terms
of EIA Regulations.
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Indirect Effects
7.11.32.
The construction of bunds around the works compound and PV arrays may
provide an attractive opportunity for badgers to create setts in. This should be
taken account of prior to decommissioning taking place.
7.11.33.
Pre-development tree planting is proposed across the site which will involve
fencing off the south-western corner of the development site with livestock fencing.
This will enclose the area in which a badger sett was recorded. Badger gates
should be incorporated within this fence to ensure commute routes are not
hindered.
Reptiles
Change of habitat important for reptiles:
7.11.34.
Rock outcrops and drystone walls were recorded during the PEA which
could provide hibernation/basking/resting opportunities for reptiles. Although the
drystone walls are to be retained works may require the removal of some during
construction works. As the presence of reptiles in these areas is unknown,
mitigation should include an Ecological Clerk of Works being present during any
removal of these features. With appropriate mitigation on site no residual effect is
foreseen.
Disturbance to terrestrial habitats of value to reptiles:
7.11.35.
Ground preparation works for the installation of the PV arrays will create a
level of noise, vibration and light which could affect any reptiles present within the
rock outcrops. Any panels in close proximity to the rock outcrops may alter the
environmental conditions via shading, resulting in lower ground temperatures
creating less favourable conditions for reptiles. As alternative habits are present
within the nearby areas, this is not considered to be a significant impact.
7.11.36.

The overall assessment of the impact on reptiles is Not Significant.

Birds

7.11.37.
Due to a birds lifecycle all species are protected during nesting season.
Effects on the taxa as a whole is discussed below with the exception of the bird
species identified on site linked to the SPA which will be addressed at a species
level.
Potential Effects on Ornithological Receptors
7.11.38.
There are four main ways in which a solar farm may affect ornithological
receptors:
•
•
•
•

Habitat loss;
Disturbance;
Displacement (infrastructure impacts); and
Collision.

Habitat Loss
7.11.39.
Construction activities can lead to effects associated with noise and visual
disturbance which could lead to temporary displacement or disruption of breeding or
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foraging birds. Impacts are likely to be greatest during the breeding season (March
to August, depending upon species). Behavioural disturbance will vary according to
species with some species more susceptible than others. Larger species and those
higher up the food chain (e.g. birds of prey) and those that feed in flocks on open
ground tend to be more susceptible than small birds living in structurally complex
and closed habitats such as woodland. Construction-related effects are likely to be
short-lived and cease once construction in complete. The exception to this would
be where the area of suitable habitat for a species becomes too small, or too
fragmented to sustain a certain species, or where that habitat becomes extinct at
the site.
Disturbance and Displacement
7.11.40.
Whilst the operation of solar panels is likely to be benign (i.e. there are no
moving parts) human operations related maintenance and general operations may
cause disturbance or displacement of breeding birds, especially if it occurs during
the early part of the nesting season. The footprint of the panels and other
infrastructure will lead to the ground occupied to unsuitable for nesting birds leading
to a loss of nesting opportunities and consequently a lowering of the carrying
capacity of the site for nesting and wintering birds.
Collision
7.11.41.
Whilst the solar farm will have no moving parts, there is potential for birds,
particularly wildfowl to mistake the surface of the panels for water leading to birds
inadvertently colliding with the solar panels. This could result in injuries to, or death
of individual birds. Collision risk is potentially a greater issue during the autumn,
winter and early spring months (October – March) due to the large numbers of
swans, geese and ducks that visit the surrounding Solway Firth during the winter
months.
7.11.42.
When the above risks are considered in conjunction with the current land
use and the species which are currently using the site, or have commuted over, it is
considered that the risks of the above identified factors are low. When assessed
using the EIA criteria of impact assessment the non-qualifying bird species are
considered low in significance with a negligible magnitude of effect. The overall
impact on bird species for the proposed development is Not significant.
Qualifying bird species for the Solway Firth SPA

Whooper Swan
7.11.43.
As whooper swans are a qualifying feature of the Solway Firth SPA and are
listed on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), they are considered
to be of very high sensitivity. The site hosted a small number of whooper swans
(peak count = 6) during the winter months. This constitutes 0.08% of the GB total
population and 3.11% of the Solway Firth (Scotland and England) population.
However, these birds were all recorded flying over the site with none recorded on
the ground or foraging on the site.
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7.11.44.
Due to the lack of whooper swans recorded on the ground within or
adjacent to the site, whooper swans will not be impacted therefore their impact is
considered to be Not Significant.
Pink footed geese
7.11.45.
Pink-footed geese were recorded flying over the site in transit. No pinkfooted geese were recorded on the ground. It is concluded that pink-footed geese
cross the site, but do not use the site for foraging or roosting. The effect on this
species will be Not significant.
Curlew
7.11.46.
Curlew populations at the site were small with the wintering survey
consisting of a single bird during the February and March surveys. The breeding
population consisted of an estimated three territories (0.005% of UK population).
Curlews require a good line of site from their nest. The installation of the solar
panels is likely to reduce the line of site from any given location on site. The
curlews were located on the western boundary of the site. Typically, curlews
require a clear line of sight of up to 500m from their nest. As a consequence, there
is a high risk that the site will become unattractive to breeding curlews.
7.11.47.
Given the location of the site and the presence of suitable nesting habitat
within the wider area, and the low population density, and numbers, of curlews
present, the impact on the local curlew population is assessed as being low in
magnitude and therefore considered Not significant.
Shelduck
7.11.48.
Two pairs of shelduck were recorded during the breeding season.
However, there behaviour of the birds recorded was not indicative of nesting on the
site and no signs of nesting (nests or ducklings) were recorded on the site during
the breeding bird’s surveys. The sightings of shelduck during the breeding bird’s
surveys were not consistent, nor enough to indicate their nesting territory was on
the site. It is therefore concluded that the birds seen were using the site for
foraging, but not for nesting.
7.11.49.
During the winter surveys a pair of shelduck was seen on one occasion.
Together with the breeding season results this indicates occasional use of the site
by the species, but the species is not focused on the site for breeding, nor
wintering. The sensitivity of shelducks to the development is concluded to be low
and therefore their impact is not significant
Lapwing
7.11.50.
Lapwing have a very high sensitivity as they are a qualifying feature of the
SPA. The estimated breeding population of lapwing was five pairs with a peak
count of fourteen birds in the winter. The breeding population constitutes 0.004% of
the UK population. It is likely that enough suitable habitat will remain to maintain
the lapwing population post development therefore no impact is foreseen on this
species. Impacts on lapwing are considered not significant.
Cormorant
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7.11.51.
Cormorant were not breeding or wintering on site. The species was
recorded once and this consisted of two birds flying across the site. As cormorants
were not using the site for breeding or wintering, the development will have no
direct or indirect impact on the species and is therefore considered not significant.
Black Headed Gull
7.11.52.
Black-headed gulls consisted of one breeding pair and peak wintering
count of 190 individuals. The black-headed gulls have a very high sensitivity as
they are qualifying features of the SPA. However, the high counts for black-headed
gulls were all wintering counts, counted during the daytime so were not breeding,
nor roosting birds. It is not envisaged that there will be any significant direct or
indirect impacts on black-headed gulls and is therefore considered not significant.
Herring gull
7.11.53.
Herring gulls have a very high sensitivity as they are a qualifying feature of
the SPA. A peak count of 209 herring gulls were recorded on or over the site.
Whilst the sensitivity level for herring gulls, the numbers are comparatively low
resulting in a negligible magnitude of impact. Consequently, the significance of the
impact on herring gulls from the development is low and considered to be not
significant.
Cumulative Impacts
7.11.54.
The purpose of the cumulative assessment is to identify any potential
effects that might not be significant on their own but may become significant when
considered in combination with effects from other developments.
7.11.55.
Cumulative assessment takes into account the effect of two or more
developments on the home range/territory of a species, and the effect of a number
of developments within the region on a local population of a species and its
distribution.
7.11.56.
The impacts of the proposed development on all habitats of importance and
the species within, identified as not significant in the EIA assessment. In addition,
from an ecological perspective the area due to be directly impacted by the
development is of low conservation status (intensively grazed semi improved
neutral grassland) and the specified areas did not support protected species and
species of conservation concern.
7.11.57.
A search of projects within 10km of the proposed development did not
record any other large-scale infrastructure/development programmes which would
account for a cumulative impact on the habitats present or the protected species
identified. Nor were there any small-scale projects which would account for a
cumulative impact on species or habitats identified on site.
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Inter-Relationships Between Environmental Aspects

7.12.1.
The GWDTE assessment was able to be completed following the
Hydrological assessment completed by Nevis in Chapter Eight. This survey enabled
the ecology to be fully assessed and a decision was made to not impact the area of
ground water habitat. This has in turn created an area of enhancement for the sites
Fen and woodland habitats.
7.12.2.
Landscape and visual mitigation planting proposals assisted in the
assessment of the projected positive change of habitat over the duration of the
project. The habitat creation through planting will enable the migration and
colonisation of species across the site over time and create a more biologically
diverse habitat compilation.
7.13.

Mitigation, Compensation, Enhancement and Monitoring

7.13.1.
No significant adverse ecological effects are foreseen and therefore
specific mitigation measures for those effects are not required. This being said
standard species care is still required and as such measures have been proposed.
These measures aim to reduce the magnitude of potential adverse effects and
compliment the local BAP targets.
7.13.2.
The Outline CEMP, which has been submitted with the planning application
for the Proposal (Document reference: HNSF - PGL - 2025 - Construction
Environmental Management Plan - Dec21) includes provision for an ecological clerk
of works (ECoW) to be employed on the site to ensure that the Plan is
implemented, monitored, and adjusted in accordance with good practice and the
supporting biodiversity mitigation strategy
7.13.3.
To minimise any potential adverse effects or disturbance to, or loss of, IEF
species, such as bats and badgers, under the CEMP, the following measures will
be implemented:
•

Pre-works protected species walkover to be completed to record any
changes in species distribution, specifically badger.

•

All trees will be protected in line with the latest guidance as set out by the
relevant British Standard, and no construction activities, including storing
plant, spoil or equipment will occur in Root Protection Zones.

•

Percussion based ground piling will be undertaken between the hours of
09:00 – 17:00 Monday – Friday, with no percussion-based ground piling
works being undertaken on Saturdays, Sundays or Bank Holidays. This will
limit the impact on nocturnal species.

•

Unless agreed with the local planning authority, the Works shall only be
undertaken during the Permitted Working Hours and no external
construction lighting shall be permitted outside of the Permitted Working
Hours.

•

No open trenches are to be left uncovered overnight;
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•

All excavations will be fitted with an appropriate sized mammal ladder to
facilitate the escape of any mammal, amphibian or reptile that may become
trapped;

•

The Principle Contractor shall ensure that construction lighting be limited to
those areas where personnel are actively working’; and

•

An Ecological Clerk of Works should be present to perform reworks check
of any area which may provide refuge to reptiles.

7.13.4. The proposed landscape plans provide the required and appropriate screening of
the PV from surrounding areas. A combined effect of this screening is the positive
effect to biodiversity that will result from the incorporation of additional habitat as a
result of the planting. The habitats proposed include 5.96 ha of native woodland
(varying age stock), 3.82 ha of scrub, 2.5ha of ‘feathered trees’ habitat and the
creation of 0.64km of native hedgerow. It is noted that these totals are less than the
total planting areas proposed within the landscape plan but reflect those planting
areas assessed within the development site itself.
7.13.5.
Proposed landscaping should be planted as far in advance of the
development as is possible. This will enable the early establishment of those
habitats which require time to reach maturity (e.g. woodland). These habitats will
provide alternative roosting/nesting opportunities in the long term, which have been
lost over time due to standard agricultural practices. It will also limit the risk of
‘disturbance’ to species during the construction and operational phases of the
project as species will become accustomed to activity on the site and the presence
of humans in the short term.
7.13.6.
Areas of new planting should be protected from grazing pressures in the
early stages of establishment, this could utilise tree guards or fencing or simply a
reduction in stocking density.
7.13.7.
In addition to the proposed planting, certain habitats such as beetle banks
could be incorporated into the site design as was suggested during consultation.
Although this would provide alternative habitat for invertebrates, which are the
primary food source for many small birds, amphibians and mammals, the site is not
considered the ‘typical’ for incorporation of this habitat feature. The undulating
topography, drumlins, wet depressions would mean the creation of this habitat may
be destructive to existing areas of important habitat. The proposed scrub and
hedgerow planting will also support a similar diversity of species to the beetle banks
and the species diversity will likely be higher in the short – midterm within
hedgerows. A beetle bank takes approximately 10 years to establish. Whilst three
beetle banks have been included in the landscape plan, they have not been
included in the biodiversity net gain calculations. An alternative therefore would be
to ensure that any areas of naturally occurring deadwood stay on site as opposed to
developing the proposed beetle banks. Deadwood, both standing and laying, has
the ability to support multiple invertebrate species that the living wood cannot. This
is a very valuable resource within a healthy environment. This form of management
coupled with the creation of increased connectivity throughout habitats, from a
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professional point of view, will provide more benefit to the local future wildlife
populations than the creation of a beetle bank.
7.13.8.
The fen and wet woodland habitats located in the southwest of site are due
to be fenced off to protect their GWDTE status and to also allow the plant
communities within the wetland habitats to flower and reproduce. Feathered
connective planting on the higher ground along the southwest boundary will
improve species connectivity in this area. The management of the fenced wetland
area will need to ensure that the natural successional changes do not take place.
This can be managed in number of ways, however as the site is already used for
sheep grazing the most effective method would be to ‘open up’ the area for the
sheep to graze periodically.
7.13.9.
Wetlands can be vulnerable to grazing in the late autumn and winter
periods due to the risk of poaching of the vegetation. It is advised that grazing be
carried out during the months of July, August and September which will also avoid
impact during the breeding bird season of April – June. Grazing by sheep should
ensure that scrub species do not establish and therefore will halt the natural
successional change of the habitat.
7.13.10.
The effectiveness of the grazing regime should be monitored on an annual
basis to ensure the positive outcome of that important ecological feature.
Alternative Options
7.13.11.
Not carrying out these works would retain the current ecological
assemblage, but not offer any prospect to change. This in turn would reduce the
ability of the council to meet their targets in relation to biodiversity enhancement as
detailed in the Dumfries and Galloway Council Local Development plan.
7.13.12.
Alternatives could consider alternative locations for the plan or a change in
size. Although possible, the effects of the development on this site have been
considered negligible (not significant) from an ecological context. The Proposal has
already been reduced in size from the original proposal, this being due to
advancements in technology.
Monitoring & Survey
7.13.13.
As discussed previously a site walkover should be carried out the year prior
to development. This will account for any changes in existing ecological constraints
and provide time to complete assessment and attain appropriate licences if they are
required.
7.13.14.
An ecological clerk of works should complete a predevelopment walkover to
account for breeding birds and species of conservation concern ideally 48 hours
prior to the start of works. Due to the scale of the works to be done, it is likely more
feasible to carry out these searches further in advance and ‘remove’ any obvious
nesting opportunities prior to nesting being established.
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7.13.15.
The planting on site and enhancement of the wetland area should be
subject to monitoring, initially annually to ensure the method and intensity of
management is suitable.
7.14.

Residual Effect s

7.14.1.
The conservation status of importation ecological features, habitats and
designated sites has been assessed as not significant, at an impact level. As such
the residual effects are not significant.
7.14.2.
Overall important ecological features are predicted to be maintained or
improved as part of the development process. Due to the type of habitat being
impacted and the associated planting scheme, there is also a positive net gain in
the biodiversity value of the site equating to a total change of +18.07%.
7.15.

Benefits of the Proposal

7.15.1.
There is very little evidence available which addresses the negative effects
of solar farms on biodiversity. All assessments have therefore had to take into
account the limited research available and make professional judgement based
upon the habitats and species present.
7.15.2.
On the whole the majority of site is considered to be of low ecological
importance. The intensive grazing of the grassland habitat has resulted in heavily
compacted grounds and stunted sword height. The diversity is of this habitat is
unable to evolve and change due to the constant grazing pressure and therefore
lack flowering and seeding of forbes within the plant communities.
7.15.3.
Annual agricultural practices include ‘spraying off’ vegetation in preparation
for ploughing and subsequent crop seeding; and the removal of scrub to increase
areas of grazing pasture. These activities have a negative effect on biodiversity as
they remove habitat which can be used by species such as nesting birds and small
mammals, and also make the areas temporarily unsuitable for invertebrate life.
Commuting and foraging activity was limited to those areas of continuous habitat,
which on this site was the woodland areas and tree lines. As part of the
development proposals approximately 13ha of native tree and scrub planting within
the development site will be created which will have a hugely beneficial impact on
all species using the site. Foraging, commuting and nesting/roosting habitat will be
provided and over all habitat connectivity of the site will be improved.
7.15.4.
As a result of the Proposal, the site will attain a significantly positive net
gain and comply with the biodiversity targets set in Scotland’s NPF.
7.16.

Conclusions

7.16.1.
The Proposal has been designed taking into account the ecologically
sensitive areas, and through the proposed native planting scheme will provide a
much more diverse and species rich habitat for future years. From an ecological
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perspective the proposed development will have a positive effect on the sites
habitats and associated species.
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Hydrology, Ground Conditions, Hydrology,
Hydrogeology and Peat
8.1. Introduction
8.1.1. This chapter of the EIAR has been produced by Nevis Environmental Ltd to assess
the Proposal in relation to any likely significant effects it would have upon ground
conditions, hydrology, hydrogeology and peat during the construction, operation,
and decommissioning of the Proposal.
8.1.2. Full details of the Proposal and development parameters for assessment are
included in the introductory chapters to this EIAR, but are briefly summarised as:
•

44,744 Solar panels that are mounted on metal frames;

•

A 2m high wire and post deer fence around the photovoltaic (PV) array
area will form the security fence;

•

CCTV cameras that are positioned on 3 m high poles near the security
fence;

•

133 string inverters mounted to the solar frames;

•

4 ground mounted electricity transformers;

•

A project and DNO substation;

•

A customer cabin for spare equipment;

•

A communication cabin and communication tower;

•

20 energy storage containers, inverters and associated equipment; and,

•

Access roads.

8.1.3. The specific objectives of the chapter are to:
•

Describe the assessment methodology and significance criteria used in
completing the impact assessment;

•

Determine the baseline hydrology, hydrogeology, geology and flood risk
conditions at the site and surrounding area;

•

Describe the potential effects, including direct, indirect and cumulative
effects that construction, operation and decommissioning of the Proposal
may have on the hydrological environment;

•

Describe any mitigation measures proposed to address likely significant
effects; and,

•

Assess the residual effects remaining following the implementation of any
mitigation.

8.1.4. The assessment has been carried out by Megan Lindeman MSc MCIEEM
MCIWEM, Senior Consultant for Nevis Environmental, with support from Alistair
Blackshaw MSc MCIEEM, Associate for Nevis Environmental, and Lucy Parker
MRes MCIWEM FGS, Principal Consultant for Fluid Environmental Consulting.
8.1.5. Figures and Appendices are referenced in the text where relevant. This chapter is
supported by the following figures, which are contained in Appendix 6.1:
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•

Figure 8.1: Site Location and Statutory Designated Sites;

•

Figure 8.2: Terrain and Catchment Analysis;

•

Figure 8.3: Surface Water Features;

•

Figure 8.4: Private Water Supplies;

•

Figure 8.5: Bedrock;

•

Figure 8.6: Superficial Deposits;

•

Figure 8.7: Peat Depth Survey Results July 2021; and,

•

Figure 8.8: Groundwater Dependant Terrestrial Ecosystem (GWDTE)
Assessment Results July 2021.

8.1.6. This chapter is also supported by the following additional Appendices:
•

Appendix 6.2: GWDTE Assessment;

•

Appendix 6.3: Runoff Calculations; and

•

Appendix 6.4 Pollution Prevention Plan

8.2. Purpose of the Study
8.2.1. The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential hydrology, hydrogeology,
geology and peat receptors which may be significantly affected by the Proposal,
and to assess the potential effects on these receptors as a result of the Proposal.
8.2.2. The key hydrological issues addressed in this chapter relate primarily, but not
exclusively, to issues set out by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA) in their letter to the planning department of Dumfries and Galloway Council,
dated 10 September 20193.
8.2.3. SEPA requested that the Proposal should take all practical measures to avoid
having an adverse impact on the hydrological environment, and that the following
information be provided as part of any application:
•

Map and assessment of all engineering activities in or impacting on the
water environment including proposed buffers, details of any flood risk
assessment and details of any related CAR applications;

•

Map and assessment of impacts upon GWDTE and buffers;

•

Map and assessment of impacts upon groundwater abstractions and
buffers;

•

Schedule of mitigation including pollution prevention measures;

•

Map of proposed wastewater drainage layout;

•

Map of proposed surface water drainage layout;

•

Map of proposed water abstractions including details of the proposed
operating regime;

•

Decommissioning statement.

3

SEPA (10 September 2019) The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland)
Regulations 2017: Culraven Solar PV Project, Culraven Farm, Borgue (19/1259/SCO).
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8.2.4. The following sections aim to assess the potential effects of the Proposal on
hydrology, hydrogeology and peat at an appropriate scale for nature of the
development and the level of information currently available.
8.3. Study Area
8.3.1. The study area is based on the ‘site boundary’ provided by the Developer in
October 2021, hereafter referred to as ‘the site’, plus a 250 m buffer. The site
includes the solar array envelope, site compound, energy storage infrastructure
(situated on the site compound) and road layout, as well as a wider area of land, not
proposed for development, which was initially included in the early design stages.
The design of the Proposal has evolved throughout the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) process, and the application boundary has been refined to just
the area proposed for development. The assessment has been carried out on the
larger site boundary and 250 m buffer.
8.3.2. Additionally, the assessment takes into account potential hydrological downstream
connectivity to areas extending beyond this buffer, to the point of discharge of the
Mill Hall Burn into Kirkcudbright Bay, approximately 1 km east of the site.
8.3.3. The desk study search area for Private Water Supplies (PWS), Drinking Water
Protected Areas (DWPA), designated bathing waters was based on a 2 km buffer
around the site, which was considered sufficient to identify all potentially sensitive
receptors that may result in significant effects from the Proposal.
8.3.4. A review of Digital Terrain Model (DTM) data and delineation of catchments and
sub-catchments in the study area show that, with the exception of the northern site
entrance and the eastern most extent of the PV panel array, all sub-catchments
present on the site eventually discharge to the Mill Hall Burn, which discharges to
the Nun Mill Bay area of Kirkcudbright Bay. The northern site entrance and the
eastern most extent of the PV panel array both lie within the catchment of the
neighbouring Corraford Burn which also discharges to the Nun Mill Bay area of
Kirkcudbright Bay.
8.3.5. The site location and wider geographic area is shown in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.1 as
well as the relevant study areas.
8.4. Relevant Legislation and Pl anning Poli cy
8.4.1. The following legislation and policies have been used to form the scope of the
assessment:
•

Environment Act 2021;

•

Flood and Water Management Act 2010;

•

Water Environment and Water Services Act 2003;

•

Control of Pollution Act 1974;

•

Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2012;

•

Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (as
amended 2018) (CAR);
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•

The Environmental Liability (Scotland) Regulations 2009;

•

Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009;

•

The Water Environment (Groundwater and Priority Substances) (Scotland)
Regulations 2009;

•

Water Environment (Oil Storage) (Scotland) Regulations 2006; and,

•

Private Water Supplies (Scotland) Regulations 2006.

8.4.2. The following guidance and advice have been used to form the scope of the
assessment:
•

Control of Water Pollution from Construction Sites - Guidance for
consultants and contractors C532 (Construction Industry Research and
Information Association (CIRIA), 2001);

•

Environmental Good Practice on Site C741 (CIRIA, 2015);

•

The Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems Manual (C753) (CIRIA, 2015);

•

Planning Advice Note (PAN) 79: Water and Drainage (Scottish
Government, 2006);

•

LUPS-GU31: Guidance on Assessing the Impacts of Development
Proposals on Groundwater Abstractions and Groundwater Dependent
Terrestrial Ecosystems (SEPA, 2017);

•

SEPA Environmental Policy No 19: Groundwater Protection Policy for
Scotland (SEPA, 2009);

•

WAT-SG-25: Good Practice Guide - River Crossings (SEPA, 2010);

•

WAT-SG-26: Good Practice Guide - Sediment Management (SEPA, 2010);

•

WAT-SG-29: Good Practice Guide - Temporary Construction Methods
(SEPA, 2009);

•

WAT-PS-06-02: Culverting of Watercourses (SEPA, 2015); and,

•

The Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations 2011
(CAR) – A Practical Guide (SEPA, 2018).

8.4.3. In addition, the following Guidance for Pollution Prevention documents (GPPs)
(SEPA, n.d.) provide guidance on relevant environmental good practice and
regulation:
•

GPP 1: Understanding your environmental responsibilities - good
environmental practices.

•

GPP 5: Works and maintenance in or near water

•

PPG 6: Working at construction and demolition sites

•

PPG 7: Safe storage - The safe operation of refuelling facilities

•

GPP 13 Vehicle washing and cleaning

•

GPP 21: Pollution incident response planning

•

GPP 22: Dealing with spills
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8.5. Assessment Methodology
Outline of Scope of Assessment
8.5.1. The methodology of this hydrological, hydrogeological and geological assessment
is based on a desk-based survey of a wide range of published material, a site visit,
and consultations with statutory bodies, principally SEPA.
8.5.2. To determine baseline conditions, data relating to the local and wider hydrological
environment was obtained where available. As no hydrometric stations were found
within the study area, rainfall, flow and flood records were obtained from stations in
as close proximity to the site as possible.
8.5.3. Site visits were undertaken on 20 July and 13 August 2021. These involved a site
walkover survey, an appraisal of current land use, assessment of potentially
GWDTE, peat probing, and an investigation of the watercourses across the site
including the existing watercourse crossings.
8.5.4. This chapter considers effects of the Proposal on the hydrological, hydrogeological
and geological characteristics of the site, which include:
•

Potential effects on water quality and assessment of risks from chemical
pollution or sedimentation;

•

Assessment of potential flood risk at the site, and direct and indirect effects
of the Proposal on flood risk at the site;

•

Effects on flow regimes, water quality or the geomorphological
characteristics of watercourses as a result of proposed watercourse
crossings;

•

The potential for the Proposal to affect GWDTE;

•

The potential for the Proposal to affect peat deposits; and

•

Any alterations to regimes of water supply to Private Water Supplies (PWS)
in the locale of the Proposal or within potential hydrological connection to
the site.

8.5.5. The chapter assesses cumulative effects as arising from the addition of the
Proposal to other cumulative developments, which are the subject of a valid
planning application.
8.5.6. The assessment is based on the Proposal as described in Chapter 2: Project
Description.
Scoping and Consultation
8.5.7. Table 8.1 summarises the consultation responses received from SEPA regarding
water resources and provides information on where and/or how they have been
addressed in this assessment. Consultation with regards to the location of drinking
water supplies have been carried out with Dumfries and Galloway Council with
regards to the locations of PWS.
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Table 8.1 – Consultation responses
Consultee and
Date

Type of
Consultation

Issue Raised

Response/Action
Taken

Dumfries and
Galloway
Council, 2018

Pre-Application
Enquiry Report
18/0854/MCE

The site does not lie
within a flood risk area.
There is a requirement to
provide a Sustainable
Drainage System (SuDS)
under LDP Policy IN8.

Sustainable Drainage
System (SuDS)
Principles will be
incorporated into the
design and are
included in the
recommended good
practice included in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan,
which is presented in
Appendix 6.4.

Scottish Water,
August 2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Scottish Water has no
objection to this planning
application, and has
provided the following
information:

None required. No
wastewater
connection proposed
as part of the
Proposal.

There is no public
Scottish Water,
Wastewater infrastructure
within the vicinity of this
proposed development.
There are no Scottish
Water drinking water
catchments or water
abstraction sources, in
the area that may be
affected by the Proposal.
SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Changes to the Water
Environment (Controlled
Activities) (Scotland)
Regulations 2011 (CAR)
mean that a construction
site licence is now
required for a site of this
size.

CAR licencing would
be included in the
responsibilities of the
principal contractor
during appointment.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

All maps must be based
on an adequate scale
with which to assess the
information. Maps must
detail all proposed
upgraded, temporary and
permanent site
infrastructure.

Relevant information
presented in
Appendix 6.1 on
Figures 8.1 – 8.7.
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Consultee and
Date

Type of
Consultation

Issue Raised

Response/Action
Taken

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Existing built
infrastructure must be reused or upgraded
wherever possible. The
layout should be
designed to minimise the
extent of new works on
previously undisturbed
ground. Cabling must be
laid in ground already
disturbed such as verges.

Requirements
incorporated into
initial design and
included in the
recommended good
practice included in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan,
which is presented in
Appendix 6.4.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

The site layout must be
designed to avoid
impacts upon the water
environment. Where this
cannot be avoided, the
submission must include
justification and a map
showing: all proposed
temporary or permanent
infrastructure overlain
with all lochs and
watercourses; a minimum
buffer of 50 m around
each loch or watercourse;
each breach numbered
with an associated
photograph, dimensions,
and drawings of what is
proposed in terms of
engineering works;
detailed layout of all
proposed mitigation.

Further consultation
with SEPA
(November 2020)
confirmed that piling
for the solar panels
could occur within 50
m of watercourses
and 100 m of
GWDTE. All other
infrastructure lies
outside these buffers,
with the exception of
watercourse
crossings. Surface
water features and
their relevant buffer
zones are presented
in Appendix 6.1,
Figure 8.3.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

An assessment should be
made as to whether the
proposals are likely to
have an adverse impact
on Dhoon Bay and
Brighouse Bay Bathing
Waters.

Assessment of
impacts on Dhoon
Bay included in this
chapter. Brighouse
Bay lies in excess of
2 km from the study
area and is not
directly hydrologically
connected to the site.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

If water abstractions or
dewatering are proposed,
a table of volumes and
timings of groundwater
abstractions and related

No abstractions or
dewatering activities
are proposed.
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Issue Raised

Response/Action
Taken

mitigation measures must
be provided.
SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Water crossings should
be designed in
accordance with SEPA’s
Construction of River
Crossings Good Practice
Guide.

SEPA’s Construction
of River Crossings
Good Practice Guide
(SEPA, 2010) has
been used during the
design of watercourse
crossings on site.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Watercourse crossings
must be designed to
accommodate the 0.5%
Annual Exceedance
Probability (AEP) flows,
or information provided to
justify smaller structures.

Detailed design would
be the responsibility
of the appointed
principal contractor
but would include
detailed assessment
of flood risk and
would be designed so
that the crossings do
not represent a 0.5%
AEP.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

If it is thought that the
development could result
in an increased risk of
flooding to a nearby
receptor then a Flood
Risk Assessment must be
submitted in support of
the planning application.

Increased flood risk to
nearby receptors is
not predicted. Run-off
calculations are
presented in
Appendix 6.3.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

The layout and design of
the development must
avoid impact on GWDTE.

Further consultation
with SEPA
(November 2020)
confirmed that piling
for the solar panels
would not constitute
and excavation. All
other infrastructure
lies outside these
buffers. GWDTE and
their relevant buffer
zones are presented
in Appendix 6.1,
Figure 8.7.

The submission must
include a map
demonstrating that all
GWDTE are outwith a
100 m radius of all
excavations shallower
than 1 m and outwith 250
m of all excavations
deeper than 1m and
proposed groundwater
abstractions.
SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

The submission must
include a map
demonstrating that all
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Issue Raised

Response/Action
Taken

existing groundwater
abstractions are outwith a
100 m radius of all
excavations shallower
than 1 m and outwith 250
m of all excavations
deeper than 1 m and
proposed groundwater
abstractions.

recorded within these
buffers.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

A schedule of mitigation
supported by the above
site-specific maps and
plans must be submitted.

A Pollution
Prevention Plan is
presented in
Appendix 6.4.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

Proposals for life
extension, repowering
and/or decommissioning
must demonstrate
accordance with SEPA
Guidance on the life
extension and
decommissioning of
onshore wind farms.

A life extension,
repowering and
decommissioning
statement is
presented in
Appendix 2 of the
PDAS.

SEPA,
September
2019

Scoping Opinion
19/1259/SCO

The submission needs to
demonstrate that there
will be no discarding of
materials that are likely to
be classified as waste.

A Pollution
Prevention Plan is
presented in
Appendix 6.4.

SEPA,
Pre-application
November 2020 advice:
19/1259/SCO

Confirmation that SEPA
have no objection in
principle to piling
foundations for panels
within the 50 m buffer
zone of watercourses and
abstractions. Plans
should be provided
showing the layout of
infrastructure in relation
to sensitive receptors and
the scale of the
encroachment into these
areas.

Relevant information
presented in
Appendix 6.1 on
Figures 8.1 – 8.7.

SEPA,
Pre-application
November 2020 advice:
19/1259/SCO

The number, frequency
and spacing of piles
should be provided to
ensure piles would not

Panel design, layout
and spacing indicated
on ‘site layout 3001D’
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Issue Raised

Response/Action
Taken

act as a barrier to
groundwater flow.

and ‘piling cross
section 3027’.

The developer should
demonstrate how they
can install piles without
damaging sensitive
habitats and receptors.

Mitigation to prevent
damage to sensitive
receptors included in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan,
Appendix 6.4.

SEPA,
Pre-application
November 2020 advice:
19/1259/SCO

Appropriate buffers from
drinking water supplies
must be maintained and
where private water
supplies are present the
source waters must be
protected.

PWS locations are
presented in
Appendix 6.1, Figure
8.4.

Dumfries and
Galloway
Council, July
2021

Confirmation of the
number and location of
private water supplies
within the 2 km of the
study area.

PWS locations are
presented in
Appendix 6.1, Figure
8.4.

Email dated 29
July 2021,
Dumfries and
Galloway Council
response to an
enquiry by Nevis
dated 27 July
2021.

Potential Effects Scoped out of Assessment
8.5.8. It is expected that detailed methods to address specific potential effects from
construction including temporary diversions, discharge of sediment-laden water,
bringing potential pollutants on-site, etc. would be addressed in detailed method
statements produced by the principal contractor prior to construction, and therefore
are not considered further in this chapter.
8.5.9. Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) of watercourse crossings (to meet a 1 in 200 year
flood event inclusive of a 20% climate change allowance design standard) would be
carried out by contracted engineers during detailed design. An initial assessment of
Flood Risk (sections 8.6.26 – 8.6.27) identified that a detailed FRA shall not be
required at the planning stage.
8.5.10. Detailed, quantitative drainage design for surface waters from hardstandings,
roads, and other impermeable surfaces would be assessed during detailed design
and carried out by contracted engineers.
8.5.11. Brighouse Bay Bathing Water Area has been scoped out of further assessment as
the Proposal is located outwith the surface water catchments that feed into
Brighouse Bay and is therefore not directly hydrologically connected to this statutory
designated site. The only potential hydrological connection is the Solway Firth,
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however, with over 9 km of coastline between the outflow of the Mill Hall Burn and
Brighouse bay, the significance of any effect via this pathway is considered likely to
be negligible and therefore Brighouse Bay is not considered further.
8.5.12. The southern access route has been scoped out of further assessment as this
route would only be used for maintenance checks during operation, and utilises as
existing access road that would not require any upgrading or modification.
Phases Scoped out of Assessment
8.5.13. All phases of development have been included in the assessment.
Method of Baseline Characterisation
8.5.14. The following information sources have been sources used in the assessment to
characterise existing and/or future baseline conditions:
•

Ordnance Survey (OS) 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 mapping;

•

5 m Digital Terrain Model (DTM) data;

•

Aerial imagery (ESRI world imagery);

•

British Geological Survey (BGS) 1:50,000 superficial and bedrock WMS
digital geological map data;

•

1:25,000 National Soils Map of Scotland;

•

SEPA Flood Maps basic map viewer;

•

SEPA Water Classification Hub web viewer;

•

Dumfries and Galloway Council Private Water Supply Register;

•

Drinking Water Quality Regulator for Scotland (DWQR) Private Water
Supply Zones Map; and

•

Drinking Water Protected Areas - Surface, Scottish Government.

8.5.15. A site walkover was conducted by Megan Lindeman, Senior Consultant, and
Alistair Blackshaw, Associate, of Nevis Environmental, and Lucy Parker, Principal
Consultant, of Fluid Environmental Consulting, on 20th July 2021. The purpose of
the site walkover was to:
•

Assess the general hydrological condition of the site;

•

Locate and survey proposed watercourse crossing points;

•

Assess hydrological conditions at potential GWDTE locations; and

•

Assess the extent and depth of peat deposits on site.

8.5.16. A second brief field visit was conducted by Megan Lindeman on 13th August 2021
to collect indicative water quality samples from the watercourse on site, and assess
the potential GWDTE location in the far north of the site, which was inaccessible
due to young cattle on the previous site walkover.
8.5.17. Assessment of future baseline conditions assumes that the site would continue in
its current use as agricultural land, without development. Potential changes in future
baseline conditions are therefore limited to climate change and potential effects this
may have on the hydrological environment.
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Criteria for the Assessment of Effects
8.5.18. Criteria for defining the sensitivity of the receptors are described as beneficial,
neutral or adverse and are considered with reference to the value or sensitivity of
the receptor, as described in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 – Sensitivity of Environmental Resource
Sensitivity Definition
of
Receptor

Typical Criteria

High

High likelihood of fluvial/ tidal flooding in
the sub catchment – defined as 1:10
probability in a year.

International or national level
importance.
Receptor with a high quality
and rarity, regional or national
scale and limited potential for
substitution/ replacement.

Designated Salmonid / Cyprinid fishery.
Surface water WFD class 'High'.
Scottish Government Drinking Water
Protected Areas.
Aquifer providing regionally important
resource such as abstraction for public
water supply, abstraction for private water
supply.
Supporting a site protected under UK
legislation and/or species protected by
UK legislation.
Protected Bathing Water Area.
Active floodplain.
Highly Groundwater Dependent
Terrestrial Ecosystems.
Qualifying characteristics for class 1
priority peatland habitat – all vegetation
cover indicates priority peatland habitat;
all soils are carbon rich soils and deep
peat (>0.5 m depth).

Medium

Regional, county and district
level importance.
Receptor with a medium
quality and rarity, regional
scale and limited potential for
substitution/replacement

Medium likelihood of fluvial/ tidal flooding
in the sub catchment – defined as a
1:200 probability in a year.
Surface water WFD class ‘Good’ or
'Moderate'.
Aquifer providing water for agricultural or
industrial use.
Local or regional ecological status /
locally important fishery.
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Contains some flood alleviation features.
Qualifying characteristics for class 2
peatland habitat – most vegetation cover
indicates priority peatland habitat; all soils
are carbon rich soil and deep peat (>0.5
m depth).
Moderately Groundwater Dependent
Terrestrial Ecosystems.
Low

Local importance.

Surface water WFD class 'Poor'.

Receptor is on-site or on a
neighbouring site with a low
quality and rarity, local scale.

Groundwater WFD class ‘Poor’.

Environmental equilibrium is
stable and is resilient to
changes that are greater than
natural fluctuations, without
detriment to its present
character.

Unproductive strata / no abstractions for
water supply.
Sporadic fish present.
No flood alleviation features.
Thin superficial peat deposits (<0.5 m
depth).

8.5.19. Criteria for determining the size or magnitude of each effect are defined as a
predicted deviation from the baseline conditions during construction, operation and
decommissioning, as described in Table 8.3.
Table 8.3 - Magnitude of Effect on a Receptor
Magnitude of
IEffect

Typical Criteria

High

Total alteration / change in the quality or quantity of and / or to the
physical or biological characteristics of environmental resource such
that post-development characteristics or quality would be
fundamentally and irreversibly changed.

Medium

Partial alteration / change in the quality or quantity of and / or to the
physical or biological characteristics of environmental resource such
that post-development characteristics or quality would be partially
changed but not to the extent that they are fundamentally or
permanently altered.

Low

Small alteration / change in the quality or quantity of and / or to the
physical or biological characteristics of environmental resource,
which is detectable, but the underlying characteristics or quality of
the baseline situation would be similar to pre-development
conditions.

Negligible

No detectable change in the quality or quantity of and / or to the
physical or biological characteristics of the environmental resource.
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8.5.20. Table 8.4 illustrates how residual effects are determined by comparison of the
sensitivity of receptor with the magnitude of predicted effect. For the purposes of
this assessment significant effects are those which are major or moderate.
Table 8.4 – Significance Criteria
Magnitude of Effect

Sensitivity Low
of
Medium
Receptor
High

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Negligible

Negligible

Minor

Minor

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Minor

Major

Major

8.5.21. Potential cumulative environmental effects on water resources have been
assessed where:
•

Other current or proposed development falls within either upstream or
downstream areas that are hydrologically connected with the site; or

•

Current or proposed development from which surface water or groundwater
flows may discharge to a watercourse with either upstream or downstream
hydrological connectivity with the site.

8.5.22. Where potential cumulative effects are identified, the same criteria as used for
assessment of the site, as described above, shall be employed.
Limitations
8.5.23. The only intrusive investigation carried out during the site walkover was peat depth
probing in the area where peat was known to occur; no other sampling of soils was
carried out.
8.5.24. The site walkovers were carried out during an extended period of dry fine weather,
which may have resulted in dryer than typical conditions on site. However, an
assessment of the vegetation was able to provide an indication of the longer term
conditions on site; therefore, the weather at the time of visit is not considered to be
a significant limitation to the assessment.
8.5.25. Assessment of any potential effects on PWS is based on data provided by
Dumfries and Galloway Council and is therefore dependent on the completeness of
those records. Confirmation was however sought from the landowner at High
Nunton Farm to confirm that their property was on mains supply.
8.5.26. Appraisal of flood risk at the site is based on review of indicative flood maps
published online by SEPA. The SEPA Flood Risk Management maps are not
considered to provide sufficient detail for ‘property’ scale flood risk assessment.
8.5.27. The review of data is limited to sources as specified in paragraph 8.5.12.
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8.6. Baseline and Resul ts of Investigations
Climate
8.6.1. The nearest weather station to the study area is Dundrennan, located 7 km to the
south-south-east of the site. The average annual rainfall for Dundrennan is 1,142.53
mm, compared to a UK average of 1,142.05 mm (Met Office, 2021). Average
temperatures range from 6.27 ᵒC to 11.7 ᵒC compared to a UK average of 5.28 ᵒC to
12.47 ᵒC.
Surface Hydrology
8.6.2. The study area sits within a complex of undulating small hills which vary between
40 m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the south and 85 m AOD in the north. The
majority of the study area ultimately flows in an approximate north to south
direction, draining into the Luskie Burn which runs through the centre of the site,
joining the Mill Hall Burn on the southern site boundary before discharging into the
Kirkcudbright Bay (Dee Estuary) 0.8 km east of the site. The Dee (Kirkcudbright)
Estuary was assessed by SEPA to be of high overall status in relation to the Water
Framework Directive (WFD) in 2019 (SEPA, 2021). The terrain and catchment
analysis for the study area is provided in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.2.
8.6.3. The Luskie Burn has been heavily modified and straightened, and flows in an
approximately southerly direction along the western site boundary, following field
margins to turn east and then south again, joining the Mill Hall Burn on the southern
site boundary. On 1:25,000 OS mapping, the Luskie Burn divides into two channels
at NX 64698 49450, before re-joining into one channel at NX 64685 48666;
however, the eastern channel is no longer evident on the ground. It is understood,
from communication with the landowner, that the eastern channel has not contained
flowing water in recent years and the land has been drained to the western channel
instead, though there are historical land drains in the area (shown on Appendix 6.1,
Figure 8.3).
8.6.4. The access road would cross the Luskie Burn at two existing watercourse
crossings, located at NX 64499 49536, and NX 64697 49437, which would be
upgraded as part of the Proposal.
8.6.5. Spot testing of water quality, carried out on the Luskie Burn at the southern water
crossing point on the 13 August 2021, recorded pH of 7.63, conductivity of 369.3
μS/cm, turbidity of 8.67 NTU and a temperature of 14.6 ᵒC.
8.6.6. Sixteen small unnamed ‘lochans’ are shown within the study area on OS maps but
were assessed as surface water fed ephemeral pools during the site visits and all
were dry. These pools are located in shallow hollows and are likely to fill with
surface runoff following heavy rainfall. Their catchments are limited by the
undulating terrain, and the surrounding vegetation indicates these features are
temporary in nature and likely to be dry in all but prolonged wet weather and/or
winter. Assessment of the four additional pools within the 250 m buffer using aerial
imagery suggested these have the same characteristics as those on site.
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8.6.7. The majority of fields within the study area are drained with ‘Galloway drainage’, i.e.
buried perforated pipes draining to a central pipe, which often drains to a nearby
surface water feature. The ephemeral pools north of High Nunton are all connected
with Galloway drainage, which drains in a northerly direction before being diverted
into Boreland wood to the east, and ultimately into the surface water drain which
flows into Corraford Burn, 0.4 km east of the site boundary. The ephemeral pools in
the south of the site drain to field-side drains which connect to Luskie Burn.
8.6.8. The distribution of watercourses and waterbodies, as identified on 1:25,000 OS
mapping, is presented in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.3.
Private Water Supplies
8.6.9. There are twelve records of PWS held by Dumfries and Galloway Council within 2
km of the site. No information was provided on the nature of the PWS (surface
water abstractions or boreholes). The nearest record is Boreland of Borgue Farm,
135 m east of the northernmost extent of the site boundary. The PWS is not directly
hydrologically connected to the site as an unnamed tributary of the Corraford Burn
separates site runoff from the PWS and its sub-catchment. There is another PWS
375 m west of the site boundary and located upgradient of the site. All other records
are in excess of 500 m from the site boundary and not hydrologically connected to
the site. The location of PWS are presented in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.4.
8.6.10. It was noted, by Dumfries and Galloway Council, that the information provided
would need to be verified with the owners and users of the supplies as some may
also use additional sources during dry weather conditions. As none of the identified
PWS are considered to be hydrologically connected to the Proposal, no further
consultation was carried out. Confirmation was however sought from the landowner
at High Nunton Farm to that this property is on mains supply.
8.6.11. Correspondence received from Scottish Water confirmed that there are no drinking
water catchments or water abstraction sources, which are designated as Drinking
Water Protected Areas under the WFD, in the area that may be affected by the
Proposal. There is no public Scottish Water Waste Water infrastructure within the
vicinity of the site.
8.6.12. SEPA’s Compliance Assessment Scheme online viewer (SEPA, 2018) does not
record the presence of licensed groundwater abstractions within the study area.
Geology and Soils
8.6.13. BGS 1:50,000 scale geological mapping shows the site is underlain by bedrock of
the Carghidown Formation (greywacke) (British Geological Society, 2021), which
BGS defines as “mudstone and wacke; stratified bedrock deposited during the
Llandovery Epoch (Silurian Period) (443.8-433.4 Ma BP)”. Isolated intrusions of
Siluro-Devonian Calc-Alkaline Dyke Suite (Microdiorite, and Lamprophyre) exist
within the site; intrusions of silica-poor magma, these igneous rocks are isolated in
nature, forming only a small proportion of the site. The bedrock geology of the site
is presented in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.5.
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8.6.14. BGS 1:50,000 scale geological mapping (British Geological Society, 2021) shows
two areas in the south and centre of the study area to be underlain by superficial
deposits of alluvium, which is comprised of silt, sand and gravel. An area of glacial
till (diamicton) is present in the centre of the site, where the south-western cluster of
PV panels are located. Two additional areas of glacial till (diamicton) are located
along the eastern boundary and to the south of Mill Hall Burn. The superficial
geology of the site is presented in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.6.
8.6.15. The National Soils Map of Scotland (Scotland's Soils, 2017) classifies the entire
study area as brown soils. The Peatland and Carbon Map (Scotland's Soils, 2016)
does not identify any areas of potentially significant peatland within the study area.
8.6.16. The Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment, carried out by South West
Geotechnical Ltd in August 2020 (South West Geotechnical, 2020), identified a
single area of peat within the southern part of the site, between the old and current
channels of the Luskie Burn.
8.6.17. Targeted peat probing was carried out during the site visit to assess the extent of
deep peat (>0.5 m) (Scottish Government, Scottish Natural Heritage, SEPA, 2017).
Measurements were taken at approximate 10 m intervals on two transects running
north-south and east-west through the centre of the suspected area of peat. Once
the furthest extents of the peat deposit were identified, measurements were taken
at repeating 10 m offsets to demarcate the edge of the deep peat. A total of 82 peat
depth measurements were taken. The peat depths recorded ranged from 0.2 m
deep to in excess of 3 m deep (beyond the maximum number of rods available).
The extent of deep peat was confirmed as covering a 1.4 ha area which is
presented in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.7.
8.6.18. The peat is thought to be associated with the historic route of the Luskie Burn,
which has been straightened and diverted over time, and likely originally
meandered between the two straightened channels marked on 1:25,000 OS
mapping.
Hydrogeology
8.6.19. BGS classifies the Carghidown Formation as a low productivity aquifer with limited
groundwater in the near-surface weathered zone and secondary fractures. There is
potential for discontinuous (perched) groundwater to be present in permeable sand
or gravel pockets within the superficial deposits.
8.6.20. The Castle Douglas (Solway subbasin district) groundwater body is classified by
SEPA as having an overall status of Good based on the WFD classification scheme
(SEPA, 2021).
Groundwater Dependant Terrestrial Ecosystems
8.6.21. A total of ten potential GWDTE were initially identified within 250 m of the
proposed infrastructure footprint from the NVC survey undertaken by Penn
Associates in July 2020 (Appendix 6.2). The survey recorded three National
Vegetation Classification (NVC) plant communities on site which are potentially
highly likely to groundwater dependant (SEPA, 2017); wet woodland (NVC W4),
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which grades into valley/basin mire (NVC M21) located along the south-western
boundary of the site, and species-rich Carex-Sphagnum dominated basin mire
(NVC M5) present in the north-eastern part of the site.
8.6.22. The plant communities which were considered to be potentially moderately
groundwater dependent (SEPA, 2017) were lowland fen (NVC M27a) associated
with the wet woodland, and semi-improved neutral grassland with rushes (NVC
MG10). An area of yellow-flag iris Iris pseudacorus dominated vegetation (NVC
M28) is associated with the Luskie Burn where it flows along the western site
boundary was identified as flood-plain mire which is also identified by SEPA as
moderately likely groundwater-dependent depending upon its hydrogeological
setting.
8.6.23. An area of common reed Phragmite australis dominated vegetation located on the
western site boundary was identified as swamp vegetation (NVC S12b) which is not
likely to be groundwater dependent.
8.6.24. The potential GWDTE identified by Penn Associates were revisited, remapped and
assessed based on their hydrogeological setting by Nevis Environmental and Fluid
Environmental Consulting during the site walkover in July 2021. The assessment
identified seven potential GWDTE influenced by shallow perched groundwater. The
results of the assessment are presented in Table 8.5 and in Appendix 6.1, Figure
8.8.
Table 8.5 – Nevis GWDTE Assessment Results
Penn
Grid
Associates Reference
Reference
Number

Penn
GWDTE
Risk
(SEPA
list)

Final NVC
Nevis Walkover
Community and
Type
Hydrogeological
Regime
Comments

S1

NX 64531
48731

Moderate M23a

Juncus acutiflorus
dominated rushpasture on
superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.

S2

NX 64325
48789

Moderate M23a

Juncus acutiflorus
dominated rushpasture on
superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.
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Final NVC
Nevis Walkover
Community and
Type
Hydrogeological
Regime
Comments

Nevis
GWDTE
Assessment

groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.
S3

NX 64248
48600

Moderate M27a

Meadowsweet
Filipendula
ulmaria- Wild
angelica Angelica
sylvestris mire on
superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.

S4

NX 64318
48571

Moderate M23a

Juncus acutiflorus
dominated rushpasture on
superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.

S5

NX 64378
48983

Moderate M23a

Juncus acutiflorus
dominated rushpasture on
superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.

S6

NX 64282
48984

High

Wet woodland.
Damp under foot.
Habitat on
superficial
deposits of

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched

W4c
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Final NVC
Nevis Walkover
Community and
Type
Hydrogeological
Regime
Comments

Nevis
GWDTE
Assessment

alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

groundwater
influence.

S7

NX 64341
49047

High

M21

Bog asphodel
Narthecium
ossifragum- Bog
moss Sphagnum
papillosum
valley/basin mire
on superficial
deposits of
alluvium. Potential
to have shallow
perched
groundwater
influence in alluvial
deposits.

Potentially
localised
shallow
perched
groundwater
influence.

S8

NX 64242
49286

Low

S4; M23b

Reedbed/rush
pasture located on
impermeable
bedrock. Field
drain flows into
habitat.

Surface
Water Fed.

S9

NX 64536
50202

Moderate M28

Yellow iris –
meadowsweet
mire on
impermeable
bedrock. Field
drain flows into
habitat.

Surface
Water Fed.

S10

NX 64824
50432

High

Heavily vegetated
but obviously wet
ground. No
standing water.
Located in hollow
on impermeable
bedrock. Zone of
influence limited
by topography.

Surface
Water Fed.

M5
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8.6.25. The potential GWDTE on site are likely to be influenced by localised shallow
groundwater flows, but are unlikely to be entirely reliant on groundwater, with some
surface water input highly likely. No significant receptors are completely reliant on
groundwater resource.
Flooding
8.6.26. SEPA’s online Flood Risk Management Maps (SEPA, 2021) indicate that the
Proposal does not intersect with any areas considered to be at risk of river flooding
or coastal flooding, either currently or when adjusted for future flood risk. A number
of small, localised areas have a high likelihood of being affected by surface water
flooding; these are associated with the ephemeral surface water features or
GWDTE identified above.
8.6.27. A small number of PV panels in the north of the site are located on the edge of an
area with high likelihood of surface water flooding attributed to the yellow iris –
meadowsweet mire identified as ‘S9’ on the GWDTE assessment. The PV panels
would be mounted 0.9 m above ground on posts with piled foundations. The panel
height could be increased in localised areas if required at the detailed design stage.
No ground based infrastructure would be located within 100 m of the areas
identified as being at risk of surface water flooding. Detailed flood risk assessment
has therefore been scoped out of this assessment.
Statutory Designated Sites
8.6.28. Shoulder ‘O Craig SSSI lies 1 km east of the site boundary. The SSSI is
designated for geological features and contains the best exposed sub-volcanic vent
of Siluro-Devonian age in southern Scotland. The vent is characterised by a variety
of rock-types including vent agglomerate, basaltic intrusions, a kersantite dyke and
explosion breccias.
8.6.29. The site lies within the catchment of Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area, which is
hydrologically connected via the Mill Hall Burn and lies 0.7 km to the east. Dhoon
Bay bathing water was classified as being of overall ‘Poor’ quality in 2018/19
(SEPA, 2021); it is subject to short term pollution following heavy rainfall, when
faecal material from agricultural run-off and combined sewer overflows are washed
into the sea. No targets or management requirements are in place to mitigate this,
however the management of diffuse pollution from farms was identified as a
potential means of improving bathing water quality.
8.6.30. The site lies within the Galloway and Southern Ayrshire UNESCO Biosphere
reserve.
Aquatic Ecology
8.6.31. A search of the NBN atlas (National Biodiversity Network Trust, 2021) returned one
record of otter on the Corraford Burn, northeast of Boreland of Borgue, dating from
1995. No other species that would affect the sensitivity of a hydrological receptor
were identified within the site or the area hydrologically connected to it. As part of
the assessment of the potential effects on ecological receptors, surveys for
protected species were carried out across the site by S.A.P Ecology &
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Environmental Ltd, details of which are contained within Chapter Seven. No
evidence of Great Crested Newt were found within any of the ponds on site. No
evidence of otter was recorded on site and the banks of the Luskie burn were not
considered suitable for the creation of holts or for foraging.
Future Baseline
8.6.32. There is potential for climate change to impact on future baseline conditions.
Climate change studies generally predict a potential decrease in average summer
precipitation and an increase in winter precipitation alongside slightly higher
average temperatures. Extreme summer storms are, however, predicted to be of
greater individual intensity. Peak fluvial flows associated with extreme storm events
may, therefore, increase in volume and velocity. Extended periods of drought could
arise as a result of warmer summer months with limited precipitation. These climate
change factors have been taken into account when considering the potential for
likely significant effects.
Sensitive Receptors Summary
8.6.33. The receptors that have been identified as a result of the baseline conditions
assessment are detailed in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6 – Potential Receptors
Name

Receptor Type

Sensitivity

Luskie Burn

Surface Water Feature

Low

Mill Hall Burn

Surface Water Feature

Low

Ephemeral Pools

Surface Water Feature

Low

Kirkcudbright Bay (Dee
Estuary)

Coastal Waters

High

Boreland of Borgue Farm
PWS

PWS

High

Bedrock Aquifer

Groundwater

Low

Shallow perched
groundwater

Groundwater

Low

Peat

Sensitive Habitat

Low

GWDTE

Sensitive Habitat

Medium

Shoulder ‘O Craig SSSI

Designated Site

High

Dhoon Bay Bathing Water
Area

Designated Site

High

Galloway and Southern
Ayrshire UNESCO Biosphere
reserve.

Designated Site

High
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8.7. Effects Assessment
Construction Effects
Chemical Pollution
8.7.1. There is the potential for the release of pollutants (oils, fuels or concrete) during the
construction phase of the Proposal. The establishment of a temporary works
compound is proposed to include temporary construction site facilities and storage
for fuels/chemicals. In the north of the site, the solar arrays would run roughly
perpendicular to the Luskie Burn, with the northern cluster 10 m east of the burn at
its closest point, and the southern cluster also 10 m from the burn at its closest
point. There is also the potential for the release of fuels and oils during construction
from machinery.
8.7.2. There is the potential for a direct negative effect on surface water resources and
near-surface localised groundwaters held in the superficial deposits on-site. There
is also the potential for indirect effects on downstream receptors. Due to the low
productivity of the underlying bedrock aquifer there is limited potential for
contamination of significant groundwater resources.
8.7.3. Potential effects include degradation of water quality, and effects on aquatic
ecology. Due to the low infiltration potential of the bedrock, contaminants are
considered unlikely to penetrate beyond near-surface groundwater. When assessed
assuming no further mitigation is implemented, areas with downstream surface
water connectivity could be affected.
8.7.4. The sensitivity of the surface water features on site are considered to be low;
however the sensitivity of potential downstream receptors is considered to be high,
as the Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area is hydrologically connected to the site via the
Mill Hall Burn (although it should be noted that it was last classified as being of
overall poor quality in 2018/19), and the Dee (Kirkcudbright) Estuary is assessed as
being of high overall WFD status. There are also seven potentially moderately
GWDTE on site which are likely influenced by shallow perched groundwater; these
are considered to be of medium sensitivity and are assessed separately in sections
8.7.17 – 8.7.21.
8.7.5. Construction works within the 50 m watercourse buffer are limited to the installation
of the PV panels (which would be situated above ground on posts with piled
foundations), surface based cable ducts, surface mounted CCTV cameras, post
and wire stock fence security fencing, and upgrades to the two watercourse
crossings, where there is also the potential for the direct release of sediment to the
Luskie Burn. The watercourse crossings are specifically assessed in sections
8.7.22 – 8.7.26.
8.7.6. All roads, dug cable trenches, construction compound, and other permanent
excavated infrastructure would be situated in excess of 50 m from any existing
waterbodies or watercourses.
8.7.7. Taking into account the limited construction works taking place within 50 m of any
permanent water features and the distance of the works from highly sensitive
receptors (namely Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area and the Dee (Kirkcudbright)
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Estuary, were a spill or leak to take place, the potential magnitude of effect on
highly sensitive receptors is considered to be low, resulting in a minor effect which
is therefore not significant in EIA terms. The potential magnitude of effect on the
Luskie Burn and other low sensitivity receptors is considered to be medium,
resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Sedimentation and Surface Run Off
8.7.8. The proposed construction activities include works within a 50 m buffer of the
Luskie Burn, Mill Hall Burn, and a number of the ephemeral pools on site, which
may be holding standing water depending on the time of year that construction
works take place.
8.7.9. Potential effects include degradation of water quality and effects on aquatic ecology
as the result of increased sediment loads being released to the water environment
through surface disturbance, road construction, excavation of cable trenches, or the
mobilisation of stockpiled material.
8.7.10. There is the potential for direct negative effects on surface water resources and
near-surface groundwaters held in the superficial deposits on site, which are
considered to be of low sensitivity.
8.7.11. There is also potential for indirect effects on downstream receptors including
Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area and the Dee (Kirkcudbright) Estuary, which are
considered to be highly sensitive, as the Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area is
hydrologically connected to the site via the Mill Hall Burn (although it should be
noted that it was last classified as being of overall poor quality in 2018/19) and the
Dee (Kirkcudbright) Estuary is assessed as being of high overall WFD status. There
are also seven potential GWDTE on site which are likely influenced by shallow
perched groundwater; these are considered to be of medium sensitivity and are
assessed separately in sections 8.7.17 – 8.7.21.
8.7.12. The construction works taking place within 50 m of any permanent water features
are limited to the piled installation of the PV panels, surface based cable ducts,
surface mounted CCTV cameras, post and wire stock fence security fencing, and
upgrading of watercourse crossings. Taking this and the distance of the works from
the highly sensitive receptors of Dhoon Bay and The Dee Estuary into account,
were a release of sediment from construction works to occur, the potential
magnitude of effect on highly sensitive receptors is considered to be low, resulting
in a minor effect which is therefore not significant in EIA terms. The potential
magnitude of effect on the Luskie Burn and other low sensitivity receptors is
considered to be medium, resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA
terms.
Interruption to Surface Water and Shallow Groundwater Flows
8.7.13. There is the potential for the infrastructure on site to inhibit the movement of
surface water and near-surface water across the site. Impermeable surfaces within
the site are calculated to increase from 0.586 ha to 2.041 ha as a result of the
Proposal, predominantly due to the installation of access roads and the PV panels
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themselves which would lead to alterations in the site drainage characteristics over
the area they cover.
8.7.14. The access roads on site make use of existing tracks where possible. Where new
roads are required, these would be constructed by excavating a to a maximum
depth of 300 mm below ground level and building a mixture of 40/75 mm rock to a
depth of approximately 285 mm, topped with a layer of crushed rock 0/40 mm rock.
The roads would be graded to have a 1% fall to each side. The PV panels are
arranged in rows with a minimum gap of 6.5 m between rows and would be
mounted on posts with piled foundations, with the original vegetation retained
beneath.
8.7.15. Given the limited extent of the Proposal, it is considered unlikely that any effects on
surface water and shallow groundwater flows would extend beyond the immediate
locality where permeability is altered as a result of the Proposal. The sensitivity of
the receptor is considered to be medium, due to potential GWDTE on site which are
likely influenced by shallow perched groundwater. Specific assessment of potential
effects on GWDTE are assessed separately in sections 8.7.17 – 8.7.21.
8.7.16. Existing drainage on the site is largely modified, with field drainage present across
much of the area. The undulating terrain results in multiple micro-catchments, with
surface water flows resulting in the formation of ephemeral pools following periods
of heavy rain, which then dissipate into surrounding field drainage in drier periods
and are artificially drained northwards. Given the existing modifications to drainage
patterns on the site, and the limited below-ground infrastructure proposed, the
potential magnitude of effect on sensitive receptors is considered to be low,
resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on GWDTE
8.7.17. Baseline assessment of the site identified seven potential GWDTE which are likely
influenced by localised shallow perched groundwater. Given the hydrogeology of
the site, it is unlikely that these areas are wholly groundwater dependent and are
likely to be at least in some part surface water fed, either being located in shallow
hollows, or in direct connection to surface water features.
8.7.18. The potential GWDTE are located in the south-west of the site, generally
associated with the alluvium deposits distributed across the southern half of the
site. No infrastructure is proposed within these habitats and no direct loss of
potential GWDTE habitat is anticipated. The only infrastructure proposed within 100
m of these habitats are the PV panels (18 m from S2 at the closest point) surface
based cable ducts, surface mounted CCTV cameras, and post and wire stock. As
all infrastructure is either above ground, or built using piled foundations, no
excavations are proposed within 100 m of the identified GWDTE.
8.7.19. The sensitivity of the receptors is considered to be medium, due to being classified
as potential GWDTE influenced by shallow perched groundwater.
8.7.20. As no excavations are proposed within 100 m of the receptor, and no loss of
habitat is anticipated, the potential magnitude of effect on sensitive receptors is
considered to be low resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
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8.7.21. GWDTE habitats are sensitive to alterations in the quality and quantity of surface
and near-surface water supply. There is therefore the potential for indirect effects as
a result of chemical or physical alterations to surface runoff during the construction
phase. However, when the measures outlined in the Pollution Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4) are taken into account, the likelihood of a release of pollutants is
considered to be very low. The potential magnitude of this effect on sensitive
receptors is also considered to be low, resulting in a minor effect which is not
significant in EIA terms.
Watercourse Crossings
8.7.22. The Proposal would necessitate the upgrading of two existing crossings of the
Luskie Burn, the locations of which are shown in Appendix 6.1, Figure 8.3. The
existing pipe culverts would be removed and replaced with single span bridges or
bottomless arch/box culverts, located on foundations placed a minimum of 0.6 m
from the top of the channel. Surface based cable ducts would span the
watercourse, parallel to the first watercourse crossing, and just south of the area of
deep peat.
8.7.23. There is potential for the construction of the watercourse crossings to negatively
affect both water quality and the natural morphology of the Luskie Burn, although
the presence of existing watercourse crossings and the already highly modified
state of the burn reduce the existing morphological value of the watercourse.
Guidance published by NatureScot and SEPA (SEPA, 2010) identifies that where
proper care is not taken during the construction phase, disturbance of the riverbed
and banks can lead to the direct loss of aquatic flora and fauna, and the release of
fine sediments and other pollutants may lead to the smothering of plants and
animals or the habitats they depend on.
8.7.24. Detailed assessment of flood risk at the proposed watercourse crossings would be
carried out by the principal contractor to ensure the crossings would not represent
an impediment to flows during a 1 in 200 (0.5%) annual probability flow event, and
that flood risk is not increased upstream during such an event.
8.7.25. The sensitivity of Luskie Burn is considered to be low, however it is it is
hydrologically connected to the Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area and the Dee
(Kirkcudbright) Estuary which are considered to be of high sensitivity.
8.7.26. Based on the size of the watercourse and crossings, and anticipated construction
methods the magnitude of potential effects of the Luskie Burn is considered to be
medium, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms. Taking into
account the distance of the works from the highly sensitive receptors of Dhoon Bay
and The Dee Estuary, the potential magnitude of effect on these receptors is
considered to be low, resulting in a minor effect which is therefore not significant in
EIA terms.
Increase in Flood Risk
8.7.27. Based on assessment of watercourse crossing methods to be employed on the
site, the restriction or diversion of watercourses is not anticipated to be necessary
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during the construction phase of the Proposal. No significant alteration to ground
levels is proposed in areas considered to be at risk of flooding.
8.7.28. Detailed assessment of flood risk at the proposed watercourse crossings would be
carried out by the principal contractor to ensure the crossings would not represent
an impediment to flows during a 1 in 200 (0.5%) annual probability flow event, and
that flood risk is not increased upstream during such an event. As the proposed
crossings would involve the removal of existing culverts, to be replaced with span
bridges, restriction to the channel would be reduced as a result of construction,
when compared to baseline conditions.
8.7.29. None of the site is considered to be at risk of fluvial flooding. No construction works
would take place within the areas of the site that are at high risk of surface water
flooding (at risk during a 1 in 10 (10%) annual probability flood).
8.7.30. An increase in impermeable surface area as a result of the Proposal could lead to
higher runoff rates and therefore higher risk of peak flows downslope from the
Proposal. However, the Proposal includes a sensitive planting scheme which would
reduce visual impact and increase the amount of woodland and scrub on site,
resulting in a reduction in greenfield runoff rates compared to the baseline runoff
rates. The proposed planting would take place prior to construction so that areas of
vegetation established prior to construction commencing. As a result, when
assessed across the whole growth curve, at present the Proposal would result in
only a very slight increase in overall runoff volumes for a 6 hour duration 1 in 25
year or less rainfall event, and an overall decrease in overall runoff volumes for
rainfall events exceeding a 1 in 25 year return period. However, it is anticipated that
SuDS design at the detailed design phase could further reduce runoff rates to result
in a reduction at all return periods when compared to the baseline scenario. Runoff
calculations for the site pre and post-development of the Proposal are presented in
Table 8.7 and Appendix 6.3.
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Table 8.7 – Rainfall-runoff calculations pre and post development of the Proposal
Return
Period
Event for 6
hour storm
duration
(years)

Existing Scenario

Proposed Scenario

Greenfield
Runoff
Volume
(m3)

Imper
meable
Runoff
Volum
e (m3)

Total
Volume
(m3)

Greenfield
Runoff
Volume
(m3)

Imperm
eable
Runoff
Volume
(m3)

Total
Volume
(m3)

2

30,613.73

134.71

30,748.44

30,284.15

469.59

30,753.74

5

37,342.03

180.38

37,522.40

36,940.01

628.78

37,568.79

10

47,770.88

213.55

47,984.42

47,256.59

744.40

48,000.99

25

60,891.05

270.39

61,161.44

60,235.51

942.55

61,178.06

50

73,001.98

300.19

73,302.16

72,216.05

1,046.43

73,262.48

100

88,477.05

344.38

88,821.43

87,524.52

1,200.47

88,724.99

100+CC

123,867.87

482.13

124,350.00

122,534.33

1,680.65

124,214.98

8.7.31. There are no houses or other property located within flood risk areas downstream
of the Proposal. The GWDTE on site as considered to be of medium sensitivity and
may receive slightly increased volumes of water as a result of the Proposal.
8.7.32. Taking in to account the very small proportion of the site that would be
impermeable surface and the proposed increase in woodland and scrub habitat, the
magnitude of any change in flood risk is likely to be low, resulting in minor effect,
which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on Statutory Designated Sites
8.7.33. Shoulder ‘O Craig SSSI lies 1 km east of the site boundary and is not
hydrologically linked to the site except at high tide. The SSSI is designated for its
geological features, which are not hydrologically sensitive, however as SSSIs are of
national importance, the sensitivity of the receptor is therefore considered to be
high. The magnitude of any effect on the receptor is likely to be negligible, given the
lack of hydrological connectivity, resulting in a negligible effect which is not
significant in EIA terms.
8.7.34. The Proposal is hydrologically linked to Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area (0.7 km
from the site), via the Mill Hall Burn. As a Protected Bathing Water Area, the
sensitivity of the receptor is considered to be high. The only hydrological feature on
site that is directly linked to Dhoon Bay is Luskie Burn. Given the limited
construction works that would be taking place within the burn (watercourse
crossings only), and the small size of the watercourse, the magnitude of any effect
on the receptor is likely to be low, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant
in EIA terms.
8.7.35. The site lies within the Galloway and Southern Ayrshire UNESCO Biosphere
reserve. This designation brings no additional rules or regulations but rather
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recognises the landscapes, wildlife, cultural heritage and learning opportunities that
south-west Scotland offers, and encourages communities, businesses and visitors
to develop and experience the area in a sustainable way. The sensitivity of the
receptor to hydrological effects is therefore considered to be low. The magnitude of
any effect on the receptor is likely to be negligible, resulting in an overall negligible
effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Foul Water
8.7.36. It is anticipated that the construction phase service facilities on site would
incorporate the capture and removal off site of foul sewage. As such there would
not be any interaction between water resources on the site and foul sewage. The
magnitude of any effect is therefore considered to be negligible and not significant
in EIA terms.
Operational Effects
Chemical Pollution
8.7.37. Activities during the operational phase of the Proposal would be limited to routine
maintenance and site inspections. There is the potential for small quantities of
fuels/chemicals to be stored on site at the substation. There is also the potential for
the release of fuels and oils from vehicles travelling around the site.
8.7.38. The potential receptors and effects are considered to be the same as for the
construction phase, resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Sedimentation and Surface Run Off
8.7.39. There is the potential for runoff from the access road to carry sediment to the
surrounding watercourses and for increased rates of runoff to lead to erosion and
therefore increased conveyance of sediment in surface runoff and watercourses.
8.7.40. A Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) would be incorporated into the design for
the site, the detailed design of which would be agreed with SEPA by the principal
contractor prior to construction, shall ensure that any sediment mobilised from the
proposed road shall be entrained in suitable attenuation features.
8.7.41. The potential receptors and effects are considered to be the same as for the
construction phase, resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Interruption to Surface Water and Shallow Groundwater Flows
8.7.42. Site infrastructure and associated drainage could intercept overland flows and
divert surface flows from the natural drainage regime. The incorporation of SuDS
measures in the drainage design, to be agreed by the principal contractor with
SEPA prior to construction, shall ensure the distribution of post-construction surface
water flows supports downslope habitats and watercourses.
8.7.43. The access road presents a potential barrier to the flow of overland flow and
shallow groundwater across the site where it ‘contours’ across slope adjacent to the
old Luskie Burn in the south of the site. Where this could occur drainage would
installed to allow the continuation of surface water and shallow groundwater flow.
The road could represent a preferential pathway for the flow of overland flow where
it runs directly upslope.
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8.7.44. Given the limited extent of the Proposal, it is considered unlikely that any effects on
surface water and shallow groundwater flows would extend beyond the immediate
locality where permeability is altered as a result of infrastructure. The sensitivity of
the receptor is considered to be medium, due to potential GWDTE influenced by
shallow perched groundwater. Potential operational effects on GWDTE are
assessed separately below.
8.7.45. Drainage on site is largely modified, with field drainage present across the area.
The undulating terrain creates multiple micro-catchments, with surface water flows
resulting in the formation of ephemeral pools following periods of heavy rain, with
this then dissipating gradually in drier periods. Given the existing modifications to
drainage patterns on the site, and the limited below-ground infrastructure proposed,
the potential magnitude of effect on sensitive receptors is considered to be low,
resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on GWDTE
8.7.46. The operational phase effects on GWDTE are likely to largely be restricted to
disruption to surface and near-surface water flows due to the presence of
impermeable infrastructure, or alterations to water quality as a result of chemical
pollution or sediment laden runoff.
8.7.47. The sensitivity of the receptors is considered to be medium, due to their
classification as potential GWDTE influenced by shallow perched groundwater.
8.7.48. As no excavated infrastructure, chemical storage, or access roads are proposed
within 100 m of the receptor, the potential magnitude of effect is considered to be
low, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Increase in Flood Risk
8.7.49. Detailed assessment of flood risk at watercourse crossings would be carried out
during detailed design so that the crossings would not represent an impediment to
flows during a 1 in 200 (0.5%) annual probability flood and therefore flood risk
would not be increased upstream during such an event.
8.7.50. None of the site is considered to be at risk of fluvial flooding. All infrastructure is
located outside the areas of the site that are at high risk of surface water flooding
(at risk during a 1 in 10 (10%) annual probability flood).
8.7.51. The potential receptors and effects are considered to be the same as for the
construction phase, resulting in a minor effect, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on Statutory Designated Sites
8.7.52. The potential receptors are considered to be the same as for the construction
phase. Shoulder ‘O Craig SSSI and Galloway and Southern Ayrshire UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve are scoped out further assessment due to the magnitude of any
effect on these sites being negligible.
8.7.53. The only receptor that has the potential to be affected by the Proposal during the
operational phase is Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area, the sensitivity of which is
considered to be high. As no excavated infrastructure, chemical storage, or access
roads are proposed within 50 m of the Luskie Burn (the only hydrological feature on
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site that is directly linked to Dhoon Bay), the potential magnitude of effect on
sensitive receptors is considered to be low, resulting in a minor effect, which is not
significant in EIA terms.
Foul Water
8.7.54. It is anticipated that operational phase service facilities on site would incorporate
the capture and removal off site of foul sewage. As such there would not be
interaction between water resources on the site and foul sewage. The magnitude of
any effect is therefore considered to be negligible and not significant in EIA terms.
Decommissioning Effects
Chemical Pollution
8.7.55. As during the construction phase, there is the potential for the release of fuels and
oils associated with the operation of plant on site during decommissioning. It is
anticipated that storage tanks and associated infrastructure would be
decommissioned and removed by a suitable contractor and a Decommissioning
Environmental Management Plan (DEMP) implemented. Potential negative effects
and their magnitude are considered to be the same as during the construction
phase, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Sedimentation and Surface Run Off
8.7.56. As during the construction phase, there is the potential for the release of sediments
to the hydrological environment which could negatively affect aquatic ecology or
fluvial morphology of receptors, on site and downstream from the Proposal.
Measures similar to those outlined in the construction phase Pollution Prevention
Plan (Appendix 6.4) would be implemented to control rates of surface runoff and
prevent sedimentation of surface waters. Potential negative effects and their
magnitude are considered to be the same as during the construction phase,
resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on GWDTE
8.7.57. Potential risks to GWDTE are likely to be restricted to the potential release of
pollutants or sediments during decommissioning works. Potential negative effects
and their magnitude are considered to be the same as during the construction
phase, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Watercourse Crossings
8.7.58. It is anticipated the upgraded crossings resulting from the Proposal would be left
in-situ so that landowner access across the Luskie Burn is maintained. Surface
based cable ducts would be removed as part of decommissioning, and the methods
for their removal would be outlined in the DEMP. The potential negative effects and
their receptors are considered to be the same as during the construction phase.
The magnitude of any potential effect is considered to be negligible, resulting in a
negligible effect which is not significant in EIA terms.
Effects on Statutory Designated Sites
8.7.59. Potential risks to statutory designated sites are likely to be restricted to the
potential release of pollutants or sediments during decommissioning works.
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Potential negative effects and their magnitude are considered to be the same as
during the construction phase, resulting in a minor effect which is not significant in
EIA terms.
Foul Water
8.7.60. It is anticipated that the decommissioning phase service facilities on site would
incorporate the capture and removal off site of foul sewage. As such there would
not be interaction between water resources on the site and foul sewage. The
magnitude of any effect is therefore considered to be negligible and not significant
in EIA terms.
Cumulative Effects
8.7.61. There are no planned developments in direct hydrological connection to the site
and no planned developments that are considered to have the potential to lead to
cumulative effects on water resources downstream from the Proposal.
8.7.62. As no developments with the potential to cause cumulative effects to water
resources have been identified, the potential effect is considered to be negligible
and not significant during the construction phase.
8.7.63. As no developments with the potential to cause cumulative effects to water
resources have been identified, the potential effect is considered to be negligible
and not significant during the operational phase.
8.7.64. Decommissioning phase cumulative effects would need to be assessed at
decommissioning, but the magnitude of any effect is predicted to be negligible and
not significant during the decommissioning phase. Should the potential for
cumulative effects on water resources identified at the time of decommissioning, it
is anticipated that any risks to would be addressed in the Decommissioning
Environmental Management Plan (DEMP).
8.8. Inter-Relationships Between Environmental Aspects
8.8.1. This hydrological impact assessment has been informed by the ecological surveys
carried out by Penn Associates and subsequently reviewed and updated by Nevis
Environmental. Hydrological and ecological effects are closely linked, particularly in
the case of GWDTEs, and aquatic ecology. Effects on ecology and biodiversity are
considered in Chapter Seven.
8.9. Mitigation and Enhancem ent
Mitigation by Design
8.9.1. The following considerations have been taken into account in the iterative design of
the Proposal, considered as embedded mitigation (mitigation by design):
•

Existing tracks have been incorporated into the site design as far as
possible, minimising the requirement for new road construction.

•

A 50 m buffer has been maintained around all surface watercourses, with
the exception of the PV panels and their piled footings, surface based cable
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ducts, surface mounted CCTV cameras, post and wire stock fence security
fencing and where watercourse crossings are required.
•

A 100 m buffer has been maintained between potential GWDTE and any
infrastructure, with the exception of the PV panels and their piled footings,
surface based cable ducts, surface mounted CCTV cameras, and post and
wire stock fence security fencing.

•

A 100 m buffer has been maintained between Boreland of Borgue Farm
PWS and any infrastructure.

•

The number of watercourse crossings has been minimised as far as
possible and existing crossing points have been utilised.

•

The layout of the site has been designed so as to avoid any infrastructure
being constructed within the area of deep peat present on site.

Construction
8.9.2. Mitigation of potential effects on water resources during construction would be
managed through the implementation of the measures detailed in the outline
Pollution Prevention Plan (Appendix 6.4), which would include but not be limited to:
•

Maintenance of adequate buffer zones from sensitive receptors;

•

Adherence to standard good practice guidelines, including those listed in
sections 8.4.2 – 8.4.3;

•

Appropriate SuDS design and silt management measures;

•

Appropriate storage of fuels and chemicals away from sensitive receptors;

•

Provision of emergency response procedures, including emergency
telephone numbers, an inventory of all fuels and chemicals on site, and a
pollution incident response plan.

8.9.3. The pollution prevention plan would be a live document which is kept on site,
included in the site induction process, and regularly updated to ensure the
information within it is up to date and relevant.
Operation
8.9.4. Mitigation of potential effects on water resources during operation would be
managed through the implementation of the measures detailed in the outline
Pollution Prevention Plan (Appendix 6.4), which shall be kept on site and regularly
updated to ensure the information within it is up to date and relevant.
Decommissioning
8.9.5. Mitigation of potential effects on water resources during decommissioning would be
managed through a DEMP, which would include similar mitigation to the Pollution
Prevention Plan.
8.9.6. Restoration of directly affected areas would take place during the decommissioning
phase such that the site would be restored to same or better condition as the
current baseline.
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Residual Effect s

8.10.1. Provided the mitigation measures and good practice methods outlined in the
Pollution Prevention Plan are adhered to during the construction phase, no
significant residual adverse effects on water resources are anticipated.
8.10.2. Provided the good practice methods and emergency response procedures outlined
in the Pollution Prevention Plan are adhered to during the operational phase, no
significant residual adverse effects on water resources are anticipated.
8.10.3. Based on the implementation of similar mitigation measures and good practice
methods as those to be applied during the construction phase, no significant
residual adverse effects on water resources are anticipated during
decommissioning.
8.10.4. Based on the records of potential development in the surrounding area obtained
through Dumfries and Galloway Planning Portal, no significant residual cumulative
effects on water resources are anticipated.
8.11.

Conclusions

8.11.1. The site sits within a complex of undulating small hills which ultimately drop in
height in an approximate north to south direction, with surface water draining
predominantly into the Luskie Burn. The Luskie Burn is hydrologically connected to
the Dee Estuary, and Dhoon Bay Bathing Water Area, via the Mill Hall Burn.
Sixteen surface water fed ephemeral pools are present within the study area.
8.11.2. The assessment is based on desk-based review of hydrological and
hydrogeological conditions, consultation with SEPA, the GWDTE Assessment
carried out by Penn Associates, and a site walkover to assess the overall
hydrological condition of the site.
8.11.3. The potential construction phase negative effects identified include chemical
pollution, sedimentation and surface runoff, interruption of surface water and
shallow groundwater flows, damage to GWDTE, and increase in flood risk.
Providing the mitigation and enhancement measures outlined in Section 8.9 are
implemented, only minor negative effects are predicted as a result of construction of
the Proposal, none would be significant in EIA terms.
8.11.4. The potential operational phase negative effects identified include chemical
pollution, sedimentation and surface runoff, interruption of surface water and
shallow groundwater flows, and increase in flood risk. Providing the mitigation and
enhancement measures outlined in Section 8.9 are implemented, only minor
negative effects are predicted as a result of the construction of the Proposal, none
would be significant in EIA terms.
8.11.5. The potential decommissioning phase negative effects are anticipated to be the
same as during construction. Providing the mitigation and enhancement measures
outlined in Section 8.9 are implemented, only minor negative effects are predicted
as a result of the decommissioning of the Proposal, none would be significant in EIA
terms.
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8.11.6. Table 8.8 summarises the potential effects of the Proposal and assesses outcome
or residual impacts once mitigation has been implemented.
Table 8.8 - Summary of Potential Effects
Effect

Mitigation

Means of
Implementation

Residual Effect

Design of
development to limit
infrastructure within
50 m of permanent
water features.

Mitigation by design.

Minor / Not
Significant

Construction
Degradation of
water quality due
to chemical
pollution.

Appropriate chemical
storage, use, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.
Degradation of
water quality due
to sedimentation
and surface
runoff.

Design of
development to limit
infrastructure within
50 m of permanent
water features.
Appropriate drainage,
sediment
management, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Interruption to
surface water and
shallow
groundwater
flows.

Existing tracks to be
utilised where
possible.

Direct loss of
GWDTE or
interruption to
critical
groundwater
flows.

Design of
development to avoid
excavations within
100 m of GWDTE and
direct loss of habitat.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Mitigation by design.
Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Detailed design of
roads and
infrastructure.

Minor / Not
Significant

Mitigation by design.

Minor / Not
Significant

Detailed drainage
design to maintain
existing flow paths
where possible.
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Effect

Mitigation

Means of
Implementation

Residual Effect

Degradation of
GWDTE due to
chemical
pollution and/or
surface runoff.

Appropriate pollution
prevention measures
to be implemented.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Increase in flood
risk at
watercourse
crossings.

Detailed design by
contractors to ensure
watercourse crossings
accommodate 1 in
200 (0.5%) annual
probability flows.

Detailed flood risk
assessment and
design by the
contractor at detailed
design stage.

Minor / Not
Significant

Degradation in
water quality and
natural
morphology
during
construction of
watercourse
crossings.

Appropriate pollution
prevention measures
to be implemented.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Increase in flood
risk.

No construction works
to take place within
the areas at high risk
of surface water
flooding.

Mitigation by design.

Minor / Not
Significant

Detailed SuDS design
by the contractor at
detailed design stage.

Sensitive planting
scheme would
increase the amount
of woodland and
scrub on site,
resulting in a
reduction in greenfield
runoff rates.
Appropriate SuDS
design.
Reduction in
water quality at
Dhoon Bay
Bathing Water
Area.

Design of
development to limit
infrastructure within
50 m of permanent
water features.
Appropriate chemical
storage and use,
drainage, sediment
management and
suitable emergency
response procedures
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Means of
Implementation

Residual Effect

Containment of foul
water and removal by
a designated licensed
contractor.

Appointment of a
suitable, licensed
contractor.

Negligible / Not
Significant

Degradation of
water quality due
to chemical
pollution.

Appropriate chemical
storage, use, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Degradation of
water quality due
to sedimentation
and surface
runoff.

Appropriate drainage,
sediment
management, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Interruption to
surface water and
shallow
groundwater
flows.

Detailed drainage
design to maintain
existing flow paths
where possible.

Detailed design of
roads and
infrastructure.

Minor / Not
Significant

Degradation of
GWDTE due to
chemical
pollution and/or
surface runoff.

Appropriate pollution
prevention measures
to be implemented.

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Minor / Not
Significant

Increase in flood
risk.

Watercourse
crossings to
accommodate 1 in
200 (0.5%) annual
probability flows.

Mitigation by design.

Minor / Not
Significant

should be put in
place.
Foul Water

Operation

Roads and drainage
features to be
maintained in good
condition.

No ground based
infrastructure to be
located within areas at
high risk of surface
water flooding.
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Means of
Implementation

Residual Effect

Mitigation by design.

Minor / Not
Significant

Sensitive planting
scheme would
increase the amount
of woodland and
scrub on site,
resulting in a
reduction in greenfield
runoff rates.
Appropriate SuDS
design.
Reduction in
water quality at
Dhoon Bay
Bathing Water
Area.

Design of
development to limit
infrastructure within
50 m of permanent
water features.
Appropriate chemical
storage and use,
drainage, sediment
management and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Foul Water

Implementation of
measures outlined in
the Pollution
Prevention Plan
(Appendix 6.4)

Containment of foul
water and removal by
a designated licensed
contractor.

Appointment of a
suitable, licensed
contractor.

Negligible / Not
Significant

Degradation of
water quality due
to chemical
pollution.

Appropriate chemical
storage, use, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Implementation of
DEMP.

Minor / Not
Significant

Degradation of
water quality due
to sedimentation
and surface
runoff.

Appropriate drainage,
sediment
management, and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Implementation of
DEMP.

Minor / Not
Significant

Decommissioning
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Effect

Mitigation

Means of
Implementation

Residual Effect

Degradation of
GWDTE due to
chemical
pollution and/or
surface runoff.

Appropriate pollution
prevention measures
to be implemented.

Implementation of
DEMP.

Minor / Not
Significant

Degradation in
water quality and
natural
morphology
during removal of
cable ducting
across
watercourses.

Watercourse
crossings to be left insitu to maintain
landowner access
across the Luskie
Burn. Appropriate
pollution prevention
measures to be
implemented during
removal of cable
ducting.

Watercourse
crossings to be left insitu.

Negligible / Not
Significant

Reduction in
water quality at
Dhoon Bay
Bathing Water
Area.

Appropriate chemical
storage and use,
drainage, sediment
management and
suitable emergency
response procedures
should be put in
place.

Implementation of
DEMP.

Minor / Not
Significant

Foul Water

Containment of foul
water and removal by
a designated licensed
contractor.

Appointment of a
suitable, licensed
contractor.

Negligible / Not
Significant

N/A

Negligible / Not
Significant

N/A

Negligible / Not
Significant

N/A

Negligible / Not
Significant

Implementation of
DEMP.

Cumulative Construction
None Predicted

N/A

Cumulative Operation
None Predicted

N/A

Cumulative Decommissioning
None Predicted

N/A
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Cumulative Effects Assessment
9.1.1. Cumulative effects relating to a solar PV scheme fall into three main categories:
•

any large-scale development proposal that is likely to cause significant
construction traffic on the local road network and cause a cumulative effect
during the construction phase of the project;

•

other solar PV schemes that may have a cumulative visual or landscape
impact with the proposal scheme; and/or

•

any other construction project that falls within a certain distance from the
proposal site whose effects may exacerbate the effects of the proposal by
virtue of their size, nature or location.

9.2. Stage 1: Establishing the long list of ‘other existing development
and/or approved development’
Tier 1

Under construction
Permitted application(s), but not yet implemented

Decreasing level of
detail available.

Permitted development relating to the proposal
Submitted application(s) but not yet determined
Tier 2

Projects where a scoping report has been submitted

Tier 3

Projects on the Planning Inspectorate’s Programme of
Projects where a scoping report has not been
submitted.
Identified in the relevant Development Plan (and
emerging Development Plans - with appropriate
weight being given as they move closer to adoption)
recognising that there will be limited information
available on the relevant proposals
Identified in other plans and programmes (as
appropriate) which set the framework for future
development consents/approvals, where such
development is reasonably likely to come forward

9.3. Other existing development and/or approved development
impacting the Proposal
Tier 1 schemes
9.3.1. KTA – Kendoon – Tongland 132kV Reinforcement Project.
9.3.2. The cable route connecting the Proposal to Tongland substation
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Tier 2 schemes
9.3.3. None identified.
Tier 3 schemes
9.3.4. Housing and Employment Allocations in Kirkcudbright.
9.4. Stage 2: Establishing a shortlist of ‘other existing development
and/or approved development’
Project

Temporal
Scope

Scale and nature of Other factors
development

Significant cumulative
effect?

KTA

Permanent

Linear overhead
line – EIA proposal

Possible Landscape and
Visual effect with
connection from the
Proposal site.

Subject to s37
application to
Scottish Govt.

Possible construction
traffic effect
Cable Route

Permanent

Linear overhead or
underground line

Permitted
development

Possible Landscape and
Visual effect.
Possible construction
traffic effect.

Housing
sites in
Kircudbright
(KBT)

Permanent

Up to ~100 units
up to 2029 and a
further ~150 units
beyond 2029

Subject to
formal
planning
applications

Unlikely given urban
setting of the housing
sites
Possible construction
traffic effect

9.5. Stage 3: Information Gathering
Project

Proposed
design and
location

Programme of
Environmental
construction,
Assessments
operation and
decommissioning

Significant cumulative
effect?

KTA

Advanced
design and EIA
submission to
s37 application

Expected 2022 –
2026

Closest section to the
Proposal site is for
replacement pylons not
new infrastructure.
Landscape and Visual
effects considered
negligible or positive
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given the removal of
existing infrastructure.
Cable route

No design work
undertaken yet.
Location for
end points is
known but not
the route
between them.

Kirkcudbright Locations
Housing
known but
Sites
design
unknown

Expected to be
implemented
immediately
following the
KTA project and
subject to the
Proposal’s
commencement

None carried out.

Delivery
unknown
although phasing
is targeted for
pre and post
2029

No

Possible Landscape
and Visual effect in
combination with the
Proposal, and the KTA
project.
Possible construction
traffic effect.
Possible construction
traffic effect

9.6. Stage 4: Assessme nt
Project
KTA

Environmental Effect
Construction traffic

Cable route

Landscape and visual
in combination with the
Proposal

Cable route

Construction traffic

Mitigation
The Proposal is dependent on
the KTA work preceding it. The
Proposal is likely to start post
2026. Each project is likely to
use different road junctions from
the A75. No specific mitigation is
considered necessary.
The Proposal is dependent upon
the Cable route. The cable will
either be underground or
overhead or a combination of
both. The final design is not
known except in so far as the
cable size is likely to be up to
33kV which if pole mounted
would be on wooden poles (9m –
16m tall) and 100m – 130m
apart.
This work will proceed once the
KTA Project and the Proposal is
commissioned. The impact of
the works over a comparatively
large area will not significantly
increase construction traffic,
although any temporary access
arrangements to site will be coordinated with the Highway
Authority and mitigation as
189
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on the route
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proposals are coordinated
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required can be secured through
that process.
The KBT Housing sites are
relatively small and are likely to
have construction periods in
excess of 12 months and longer
than the Proposal construction
period. It is unlikely that
construction will overlap
significantly and would in any
case use different junctions from
the A75. No specific mitigation is
considered necessary.

Minor/negligible

9.6.1. The potential cumulative impacts of more than a minor kind from other projects are
restricted to the visual and landscape impact of the cable route to the grid. The cable
connection, although not requiring planning consent in itself, has a consequential
impact that should be included in the EIAR. However, without the design and route
being known it is difficult to be certain about the impact it could have. The issue for the
EIAR is to determine if the impact is likely to be significant. The cable route is likely to
follow the route of the existing overhead/underground line from High Borgue towards
Tongland.
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Related/Consequential Development
10.1.1. The main element of consequential or related development is the construction of the
electrical connection from the proposal to the National Grid. This is known as the Cable
Route.
10.1.2. Other consequential developments are the laying out of the new permissive path
around the Proposal Site.
10.2.

The Cabl e Route

10.2.1. The construction of the Cable Route is to be undertaken by the Distribution Network
Operator (DNO) who, as a Statutory Undertaker, has certain permitted development
powers to provide electrical infrastructure which it will maintain. This means that
although no planning permission is required for this element of the work it is to be
considered as a direct consequence of the proposal within this EIAR.
10.2.2. At this stage the Cable Route is not fully designed or progressed to a point where a
detailed assessment can occur. However, the following aspects are considered likely:

10.2.3.

10.2.4.

•

it will comprise buried or overhead linear infrastructure with occasional and
necessary elements to cross drains, roads or other infrastructure it passes;

•

it will be laid in a trench approximately 1.2m deep and 60cm wide, or on
wooden poles approximately 9 – 16m high at ~100m centres;

•

it will be subject to legal arrangements negotiated with landowners to provide
unfettered access by the DNO to maintain it; and

•

it will connect to the Tongland Substation.

It will have permanent environmental impacts in the form of:
•

disturbance of possible archaeological remains (depending on the route
taken); and

•

visual impact depending on the route taken and the option of burial or
overhead construction.

It will have temporary environmental impacts in the form of:

10.3.

•

possible traffic disruption during construction; and

•

possible disturbance to ecological sites (depending on the route taken).
The Permissive Pat h

10.3.1.

The permissive path is provided for the public to enjoy and will comprise approximately
2.7km new circular pathway around the northern solar array and into the existing and
enhanced woodland area, leading from core path 195.

10.3.2.

It is not considered that the provision of this path will have any additional adverse
impacts on any of the matters raised in the EIAR.
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Mitigation Measures
Effect

Mitigation

Category
(avoid,
prevent,
reduce, offset)

Residual Effect
(adverse except
where
indicated)

Direct physical
impacts on
archaeology on
site from
construction

Design changes

Avoid

Neutral

Minimal risk due to
physical characteristics
of the site and method
of construction

Reduce

Negligible

Indirect physical
impacts on
designated
heritage assets
from construction
traffic

Minimal risk given
construction period and
characteristics of
construction
route/practice in relation
to designated assets

Prevent

Neutral

Setting impact on
two heritage
assets in the
vicinity of the
Proposal Site

Advance structural
planting

Reduce

Negligible

Understanding of
the heritage of the
area

In the event any finds
are discovered during
construction

Offset

Beneficial

Landscape impact
on the Proposal
Site

Advance functional
planting

Reduce

Moderate/Minor

Landscape impact
on character areas

Advance structural
planting

Reduce

169 Drumlin
Pasture

Minor

157 Peninsula with
Gorsey Knolls

Minor/neutral

156 Peninsula

Minor/Neutral
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Landscape impact
on the setting of
Borgue

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Neutral

Visual Impact on
residents of closest
properties

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Moderate

Visual Impact on
Residents in
properties off the
B727 between
Culraven and
Borgue House

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Moderate/Minor

Visual Impact on
Residents in
properties located
in Borgue

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Visual impact on
Residents in
properties located
at High
Borgue/Boreland
of Borgue, Newton
and Auchenhay

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Visual impact on
residents at
Cooper Croft

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor

Visual impact on
Residents in
properties located
between 2.0km 5.0km from the
Proposal

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Visual impact on
users of Core Path
195

Rerouting of path

Prevent

Visual impact on
travellers on B727

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Visual impact on
travellers on minor
road between

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral
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Blackriggs and
High Borgue.
Travellers on minor
road between
Langlands and
Nun Mill.

Advance structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Viewpoints on land
between 2.0km 5.0km from the
Proposal.

Proposed structural
planting

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Neutral

Impact on habitats
during construction

Working method
statements

Avoid

Ecological Clerk of
works

Prevent/Avoid

Design changes

Avoid

Neutral

Proposed structural
planting

Offset

Beneficial

Management changes

Offset

Beneficial

Construction working
hours

Reduce

Negligible

Working method
statements

Avoid

Negligible

Ecological Clerk of
works

Prevent/Reduce Negligible

Impact on species
during operation

Biodiversity
enhancements

Offset

Beneficial

Impact on
Hydrology and
GWTDE during
construction

Design changes

Avoid

Neutral

Working Method
statements

Prevent

Negligible

Ecological Clerk of
works

Prevent/Reduce Minor/Negligible

Advance structural
planting

Offset

Beneficial

Design changes

Avoid

Neutral

Impact on habitats
during operation

Impact on Species
during construction

Impact on
Hydrology and
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Management changes

Offset

Beneficial

Biodiversity
enhancements

Offset

Beneficial
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Transboundary Effects
12.1.1. There are no transboundary effects anticipated other than the general expectation
that the generation of renewable energy through developments like the Proposal are
likely to improve the anthropogenic impact on climate which would have a beneficial
transboundary effect.
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Summary
13.1.

Introduction

13.1.1. This chapter provides a summary of the various technical assessments that have
been undertaken as part of the EIA process.
13.2.

Heritage including Archaeology

Assessment methodology
13.2.1. The assessments have been carried out in accordance with the appropriate guidance
and professional standards. Visits were undertaken by the Archaeologist in Spring 2020
and by the report author in winter 2019 and winter 2021.
13.2.2. An assessment of baseline conditions through records, site visits, research and
judgement provides a level of importance for each heritage asset identified, the impact
of the proposal both direct physical and indirect is considered and the magnitude of that
impact and finally the significance of the impact is assessed according to the sensitivity
of the heritage asset being impacted.
Baseline conditions
13.2.3. Records of known heritage assets were recorded, and allowances made for unknown
assets through the archaeological investigation. Planning policies and statements were
reviewed alongside the scoping opinion and consultations received from the LPA.
13.2.4. There are five records within the Historic Environment Record on site and thirteen off
site heritage assets identified within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility as being
potentially impacted by the proposal.
13.2.5. Although the site contains some historic records, the potential for further discoveries
are limited due to the geology and farming activity on the site. There is no above
ground evidence of any archaeological features on the site.
Assessment of likely significant effects
Construction Phase
13.2.6. Potential risk to unknown archaeology within the site, although the geology suggests
that little evidence would remain on the majority of the site. The frequency of micro
piling and trenching suggests a limited risk that any unknown remain would be
damaged.
Operational Phase
13.2.7. Impacts on the setting of heritage assets are largely mitigated by the proposed
structural screen planting which would alter the landscape within the view of some of
the heritage assets. The effects are summarised as Neutral with the exception of a
Moderate/Slight impact on the setting of Borgue Old House and a Slight impact on the
setting of Borgue Church, by virtue of a change in the screen landscaping. These
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impacts would be temporary for the lifetime of the Proposal or the planting that is
proposed.
Mitigation and Enhancement
13.2.8. The provision of structural and screen planting can be implemented in advance of the
Proposal being constructed which will help reduce the impact of the proposal once
construction commences.
Cumulative and in combination Effects
13.2.9. None identified.
Conclusion
13.2.10.
There will be limited impact on the setting of two heritage assets which will
occur as a result of the proposed screen planting. Such planting is common in the
landscape and not out of character. The change in the setting of the heritage asset is
not necessarily adverse.
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Landscape and Visual Impact

Assessment methodology
13.3.1. The assessments have been carried out in accordance with the appropriate guidance
and professional standards. Site visits and photographs were taken in July and
November 2021.
Baseline conditions
13.3.2. The site visits helped to determine the zone of visual influence of the Proposal and
the level of indivisibility with the surrounding area. Planning policies and statements
were reviewed alongside the scoping opinion and consultations received from the LPA.
Assessment of likely significant effects
Construction Phase
13.3.3. The Landscape effects during construction are said to be moderate to minor adverse
on the Proposal Site, the setting of the settlements and the Landscape Character Area.
13.3.4. Predicted visual effects during construction and at the initial completion stage range
from major/moderate adverse to minor adverse/neutral residual effects. The most
significant effects occurring at the closest properties to the proposal.
Operational Phase
13.3.5. The residual landscape effects of the Proposal are considered to be minor adverse to
neutral on the Proposal Site, the Landscape Character Areas and the setting of the
villages Borgue.
13.3.6. Visual effects are predicted to be minor adverse to neutral following establishment of
the proposed landscape mitigation. Residents in the three closest properties to the
Proposal site would experience the highest impacts at a major/moderate/minor level
which will reduce as the planting matures further.
Mitigation and Enhancement
13.3.7. The mitigation proposals in the form of the biodiversity, structural and screen planting
(as described elsewhere in the EIAR and submission) are required to reduce the
landscape and visual effects to moderate/minor/neutral.
Cumulative and in combination Effects
13.3.8. There are no predicted significant in-combination or cumulative effects.
Conclusion
13.3.9. There will be mostly moderate landscape and visual effects during construction and
in the initial phase of the Proposal which will reduce to minor/neutral as the structural
and screen planting matures with the exception of the closest properties which will
retain a more significant effect for longer.
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Ecology

Assessment methodology
13.4.1. The assessments have been carried out in accordance with the appropriate guidance
and professional standards. Information from the initial scoping response and
consultations was incorporated. Site visits and surveys were carried out in 2020 and
2021.
Baseline conditions
13.4.2. The desk-based study was carried out in 2020 and considered statutory and nonstatutory protected wildlife sites within 10km of the Proposal Site. Information from
protected species and habitats within 2km of the site was also obtained in 2020.
13.4.3. Field surveys were carried out in 2020 and 2021 which covered:
•

On site habitats with 30m buffer

•

Groundwater Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems

•

Great Crested newts

•

Otters

•

badgers

•

Ground and Aerial Tree Assessment

•

Bat activity

•

Breeding birds

•

Migratory and wintering birds
Site suitability, connectivity, incident reports and data searches were used to consider
reptile and amphibian baseline conditions.

Assessment of likely significant effects
13.4.4. Advance Planting Phase
13.4.5. This phase will contribute both habitat and species enhancements as a result of
these works and management changes that will occur during this phase. There may be
minor disturbance to species during these works.
Construction Phase
13.4.6. This phase may lead to some disturbance of species, but it will be short lived. The
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) and use of an Ecological Clerk
of Works (EoC) contains measures to ensure any effects are prevented, reduced or
avoided.
Operational Phase
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13.4.7. The Proposal provides some beneficial enhancement of habitats during operation
including changes to management regimes.
13.4.8. The effects on species during operation are generally not significant.
Mitigation and Enhancement
13.4.9. The mitigation proposals in the form of the design changes avoid most potential
effects on habitats and species. The CEMP, EoC and biodiversity enhancement
proposals will ensure there is a net benefit across the proposal as a whole.
Cumulative and in combination Effects
13.4.10.

There are no predicted significant in-combination or cumulative effects.

Conclusion
13.4.11.
There will be beneficial enhancements to habitats, species and their
interconnectivity as a result of the Proposal.
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Hydrology

Assessment methodology
13.5.1. The assessments have been carried out in accordance with the appropriate guidance
and professional standards. Site visits were undertaken in July and August 2021 and
comprised a walkover survey and investigation of relevant features including peat
probing.
Baseline conditions
13.5.2. Luskie Burn is the main drainage channel for the area which has been heavily
modified over the years. There are a number of existing crossings for the Burn. There
are sixteen un-named surface fed lochans which were all dry during the site visits. The
fields are drained with perforated pipes to ephemeral ponds and eventually to either
Luskie Burn to the South or Corraford Burn to the East.
13.5.3. There are 12 Private water supplies within 2km of the Proposal Site and none are
considered to be hydrologically connected to the Proposal site. There are no Drinking
Water protected Areas or Wastewater infrastructure on the Proposal Site.
13.5.4. The underlying geology is mudstone with isolated intrusions of igneous rock. The
area is overlain with glacial till or alluvium in specific areas. There is a peat deposit in
the centre of the Proposal site likely to be associated with the historic channel for Luski
Burn.
13.5.5. There are sporadic perched groundwater supplies, the area is a low productivity
aquifer.
13.5.6. There are ten potential Groundwater Dependant Terrestrial Ecosystems (GWDTE)
within 250 m of the Proposal site or which 7 were partially reliant on groundwater and
none were wholly reliant on groundwater.
Assessment of likely significant effects
Construction Phase
13.5.7. Chemical or sedimentation/surface runoff and interruption of surface water flows or
shallow groundwater flows are possible but can be mitigated and their effects are
considered to be minor which is not significant in EIA terms.
13.5.8. Existing watercourse crossings will be upgraded from culverts to single span
crossings. Suitable working method statements and design can mitigate any significant
risk to water flows or quality during this work.
13.5.9. The Proposal site is not as risk of fluvial flooding. Prior to the commencement of the
Proposal advance planting will be undertaken to secure screen planting for visual and
landscape purposes. This planting will have an effect on surface water run-off rates
across the site resulting in an overall decrease in run-off rates for rainfall events
exceeding a 1:25 year return period.
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Operational Phase
13.5.10.
There is potential for small quantities of chemicals or fuel to be released form
annual maintenance inspections but these are considered to be minor and not
significant in EIA terms.
13.5.11.
Ongoing sedimentation, interruption of surface water flows or shallow ground
water flows can be mitigated by design.
Decommissioning Phase
13.5.12.
Similar to the Construction Phase except the watercourse crossings would
remain.
Mitigation and Enhancement
13.5.13.

Mitigation by design has been incorporated into the Proposal to provide:

50m buffer from all surface watercourses and the development with the exception of
watercourse crossings and PV panel piled footings;
100m buffer between development and GWDTE with the exception of PV panel piled
footings;
100m buffer between development and Boreland of Borgue Farm private water supply;
The area of peat has been avoided; and
A pollution prevention plan during construction and operation and decommissioning will
be in place.
Cumulative and in combination Effects
13.5.14.
There are no developments planned that are hydrologically connected to the
Proposal and there are no cumulative effects identified.
Conclusion
13.5.15.
There are no significant effects anticipated on hydrology or its sub-categories.
All foreseeable risks can be minimised and mitigated through the use of working
methods and detailed design which can be provide pre-commencement stage.
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Terminology and glossary of technical terms
AC

Alternating Current

ALC

Agricultural land classification

AOD

Above ordnance datum

CCTV

Closed-circuit television

CIEEM

Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management

DC

Direct Current

D&G

Dumfries and Galloway

DNO

District Network Operator

EcIA

Ecological Impact Assessment

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EIAR

Environmental Impact Assessment Report

ELC

European Landscape Convention

ES

Environmental Statement

GLVIA

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

GWDTE

Ground Water Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystem

HA

Hectare (10,000m2)

HMG

Her Majesty’s Government

HER

Historic Environment Record

IEMA

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment

IN1

Infrastructure Policy which relates to large scale renewable energy proposals.

kW

Kilowatt (a unit of power equal to one thousand watts)

LP2

Local Plan 2 D&G main planning policy document

LPA

Local Planning Authority

LVIA

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

MW

Megawatt (a unit of power equal to one million watts)

MWh

Megawatt hour

NE

Natural England

NPF

National Planning Framework
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NTS

Non-Technical Summary

OP1

Overarching Policy 1 within D&G LP2

PAC

Pre-application consultation

PAN

Proposal of Application Notice

PDAS

Planning Design and Access Statement

PPG

Peak Power Generation

PV

Photovoltaic (a method for generating electric power by using solar cells to
convert energy from the sun into a flow of electrons by the photovoltaic effect)

PWS

Private Water Supply

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

SPA

Special Protection Area

SNH

Scottish Natural Heritage

SSSI

A Site of Special Scientific Interest

SWSEIC

Southwest Scotland Environmental Information Centre

ZTV

Zone of Theoretical Visibility

Inverter

Electrical equipment which converts direct current into alternating current

Transformer Electrical equipment which change the voltage of electricity
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Expertise
This EIAR has been prepared by:
Tom Woof BEM, MRTPI, BA(Hons) Planning Studies Dip Urban Design who has 30-year post
qualification experience in Town and Country Planning operating in the public, private and voluntary
sectors. Specific technical chapters have been prepared by specialists in their field including
The Heritage Chapter
The Heritage Chapter has been prepared by Kate Bellwood of Kate Bellwood Associates. Kate has
a bachelor’s degree with Honours in Geography and a Masters in Environmental Planning. She is a
qualified Town Planner and has held Chartered RTPI status since 2006. She also undertook a
Masters level degree in Building Conservation & Regeneration between 2014 and 2016, completing
all the modules with distinction, but opting out of the dissertation and thus holding a Postgraduate
Diploma with Distinction. She is an Affiliate member of the IHBC.
Kate’s experience comprises of 13 years working as a planning officer, including major applications
and heritage applications, for local authorities. She then moved to private practice 7 years ago and
subsequently set up her own business. Her work mixes planning and heritage work and has worked
on a number of heritage led projects including major regenerations of Grade I listed buildings, and
development which affects listed buildings, Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites. Living on
the edge of the Lake District, a recently designated WHS, a significant proportion of all her work
requires heritage assessments.
The Landscape and Visual Assessment Chapter
The Landscape and Visual Assessment Chapter of the report has been prepared by Stephen Laws
Qualifications - BA(Hons)Dip LA CMLI. Steve is a qualified landscape architect with over 30 years’
experience in the public and private sector. His professional experience covers all aspects of
landscape consultancy including LVIA, expert witness, strategic landscape planning and
masterplanning. Project work covers the following sectors: urban regeneration, education,
residential, leisure and tourism, infrastructure and renewables.
The Ecology Chapter
The Ecology Chapter was prepared by Sarah Parkin BSc (Hons), ACIEEM. Sarah has over 13
years’ experience in the ecology sector. She holds Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and Natural
England (NE) licences for Bats, Barn Owl and Great Crested Newt and an SNH Schedule 1 bird
survey licence. Sarah was supported by others, including Sean Prokopiw, Malcolm Ginns and
Stephen Parkin
Sean Prokopiw BSc, MSc, ACIEEM. Sean has 3 years’ experience in the ecology sector. His
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The Hydrology Chapter
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contaminated land and geology. Lucy is a Member of the Chartered Institute of Water and
Environmental Management (since 2002), a Fellow of the Geological Society (since 2002), and is
the Ex-Chair of Central Scotland Regional Group of the Geological Society
The Non-Technical Summary has been prepared by Derek Mitchell. BSc. MBA.
Derek combines an MBA from the Edinburgh Business School with over 20 years of commercial,
management and project management experience, including the delivery of a range of renewable
energy projects across the UK.
As Director of Energy at Prospus Group, Derek has worked as part of the Prospus team that has
consented over 100MW of low carbon and renewable energy projects in recent years.
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